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MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE—SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 16, 1957
BATON ROUGE, La. — Ne-
gro students attending nainiad
classes in four Leolsbalta state
colleges were granted tempor-
ary restraining orders by the
federal court last week forbid-
ding school officials from en-
forcing a state statute a n d
school board regulation which
would exclude them from fur-
ther attending the tan-support-
ed institutions,
NAB THREE IN DEATH OF DIVORCEE
Hundreds Of (ME's Mark 75
Years Of Progress At Lane
College Now Labor Loses
W. Townsend,Valued Over Noted Leader
Million $$
Sy WILLIAM R. JOHNSON, JR.
(See Photos Pages 8 and 9)
The 75th Anniversary of Lane
college and the Christian Metho-
d is t church's Educational Pro-
gram was celebrated Feb. 5, 6 and
7 at Lane college.
Using the general theme "The
Church Related College — It's Na-
ture, Function and Responsibility
In the American Educational Sys-
tem," hundreds of CME's, stud-
ents of Lane and w e I 1-wishers
crowded into the college Health
Building for each of the seven
sessions.
t Negroes in the American labor
union movement lost a stalwart
leader this month.
Burial rites for Willard S. Town-
send, one of the country's top la-
bor figures, were held in Cin.
cinnati, Ohio, last Friday. He was
laid to rest in Spring Hill ceme-
tery in the city where he was
born 62 years ago.
Mr. Townsend was the founder
and president of the AFL' - CIO
United Transport Service Em-
ployees Union. His influence and
counsel were sought and felt on
a national scale in the ranks of
labor. He was an outstanding
spokesman in behalf of civil rights
and the economic advancement of
the Negro in all sections of the
The seed of the church's edu- country. He was widely sought
rational program was sown in as a speaker and writer. He
1878 during Tennessee's Annual was widely known in many for.
Conference held at Capers Chap-
el CME church, Nashville, Tenn.
which was presided over by Bish-
op W. H. Milos, first bishop of
Colored Methodism. It was at this
meeting that the Rev. J. K. Dan-
iels presented a resolution calling
for the establishment of a CME
school. The resolution was enthu-
siastically approved and machin-
ery was set in motion for its im-
plementation. During the great ep-
idemic Bishop Isaac Lane kept
alive the idea and gained encour-
aging support from ministers and
laymen throughout his district. In
MOO four acres were purchased
in Jackson, Tenn. as the site of
the CME Institute. Two years lat-
er, with the first building com-
pleted, the CME High school
opened its doors in November,-
1882 for its first 'academic ses-
sion.
HAS 'A' RATING
From this meager beginning of
a one teacher school the CME
High school has groww to the
present Lane college with a 42
faculty-staff, an "A" rating and
with 10 beautiful well - equipped
buildings, vglued at over one mil-
See COLLEGE, page 2
Dream Come
True For 300
Adults Feb. 16
On Saturday, Feb. 1.3 at 7:30
p.m., more than 300 adults from
Memphis and Shelby County will
be honored for attainment of their
life-long ambition.
These men and women ha v e
learned to read and write. They
are the- first people, anywhere in
the world, who have done so thru
the medium of television. Their
opportunity was provided by Ed-
ucation TV Station WKNO, Chan-
nel 10, Memphis.
Last October WKNO initiated its
progeam, Streamlined Reading I.
Jackie Robinson, retired Brook-
lyn Dodgers star, will speak here
Saturday night at g p.m. in Ma-
xon's Temple on behalf of the na•
tional and local NAACP organi-
zation, announces Atty. H. T. Loc-
kard, president of the Memphis
NAACP chapter.
Robinson, the first Negro in or-
ganized baseball, retired recently
to become vice president In charge
of personnel for the Chock Full
O'Nuts restaurant chain. H i a
Memphis visit comes on the last
lap of an 11-city tour for the
NAACP,
Winner of this year's NAACP
Spingarn Medal. Robinson is eery-
an JACKIE. Page 2
eign countries which he had visit-
ed.
The noted unionist died in Chi-
cago, Ill., after a period of ill-
ness. Funeral services were held
Wednesday, Feb. 6, at 2 .p.m. at
Grace Presbyterian church, 3600
S. Vincennes.
In a church filled to capacity,
for the brief services, T. Wilbur
Winchester, vice president of the
union which Townsend founded
and headed, offered acknowledge-
ments and condolences.
Manassas Asks
OK Of Budget
For Teachers
The faculty of Manassas High
school, Louis B. Hobson, princi-
pal, has written letters to May-
or Orgill and each member of the
City Commission urging approv-
al of the budget of the Board of
Education.
The budget favors a $400 raise
for Memphis school teachers with
the city making up the difference
between $400 and whatever
amount is provided Cnough ac-
tion of the state legislature.
The Manassas faculty wrote.
"The teachers of Manassas High
school urge you and each of the
City Commissioners to accept the
proposed 195/ budget of the Board
of Education.
"Memphis teachers have shown
a tremendous amount of patience
and working conditions. Also, we
have been severely criticized for
not championing our own cause.
We, who are dedicated to the
profession, believe that our fuil
effort should be spent in our job
of molding youth, rather than in
the championing of our o w n
needs.
LOWEST PAID
"We had hoped that the citi-
zens of Memphis and the State of
Tennessee would realize the con-
tributions we have made and are
making to America; that our sal-
aries have never approached the
cost-of
-living level, nor the level
EDITOR'S NOTE: Occasionally
a voice reflecting a high level of
intelligence and Christian
courage of an unusual variety
speaks up on the complex racial
problem plaguing the South. We
feel that the letter below writ-
ten by Augusta Hale, of 2950
Hale Is worthy of the position it
occupies In this edition.
T h e following is a list of
things white people must stop do-
ing to Negroes.
Stop penalizing Negroes for not
being white. Color is not
July and at the same time a taga•
porary injunction restraining her
former husband from molesting
her or visiting the premises where
she lived, was made permanent.
REPORT THREATS
The Defender was told that al-
though Watkins was under court
order to stay away from his for.
mom wife, he from time to time
went out there brandishing a pis-
tol, drinking and threatening her.
After Mrs. Watkins disappeared
Mrs. Cooper went to Atty. Ewing
to see if he could do something
about Watkins riot giving the chil-
dren any support.
A petition was filed In Judge
Greenfield Polk's court and on
Jan. 11 the judge ordered Wat-
kins to pay $25 weekly support to
the children and $10 monthly on
the attorney's fee he owes Atty.
Ewing inconnection with the di-
vorce.
THE BOY FRIEND
Meanwhile there were reports
that a boyfriend of the divorced
woman had also threatened to kill
her.
The husband is reported to hairs
come up with an alibi for the
night Mrs. Watkins disappeared
it is determined she actually left
THIS CUTE PAIR of dancers,
Michael Stott, 3, son of Mr.
and Mrs. James Scott, of
Memphis and Vicki Knight, 4,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ed-
ward Knight, of 1100 David,
were scheduled to do a dance
on the homecoming program
at Mt. Pisgah High school
FORREST CITY, Ark. — The
crash of a bus carrying students
rocked this city. Two victims of
a trailer truck-school but accident
which occurred near here Wed-
nesday, Feb. 6, were buried this
week.
Funeral for Rufus Duff, t h e
school bus driver, was held Sun-
day at Whitmore, Ark., at Pil-
grim Rest Baptist church. Sim-
ilar services were held for a stu
dent, Willie Cain, on Monday at
the same church in Whitmore.
The trailer truck driver, Ray-
mond Earl Newell, 20, of Tamms,
Ill, was injured in the crash,
and is in a critical condition at
the Forrest City hospital, He suf-
fered a broken left arm, broken
left leg, severe deep cuts on his
face and head.
There were 38 students on the
bus. Two of the students were
critically injured and 19 others
were hospitalized in Forrest City
with lesser injuries.
State Trooper Clarence Mont-
gomery reported that the acci-
dent oceurred about 8:45 a.m. on
Highway 70, just west of the Cross-
Creek bridge. He said the trailer
truck driver told him that as he
approached a blocked section of
the highway where work was un-
derway, he applied his brakes.
However, his brakes failed,
and he cut to the left to avoid
See CRASH, page z
There will be no "Spirit" of the
Cotton Makers Jubilee this year
and the king who reigns over the
event will be selected in a new
manner.
Mrs. Ethyl Venson, who handles
the "Spirit", said she hopes to
revive the selection of the "Spir-
it" next year.
Meanwhile, the racial angle, es-
pecially the number of questions
the selectee must answer about
racial matters in the North and
East, was given as a reason for
A recommendation has been tceived by Mayor Ed- making the selection impractical
mund Orgill that the Walker Homes area be included in this Thieseyaera. r a
"Miss Jubilect" willthe Memphis city limits. be named from among high school
Mr. Orgill disclosed this information in a letter to contestants. She will be named at
the Tri-State Defender. Enclosed with the Mayor's letter theJubaileecat.The q
Home Builders Association, Real ment fir their study and rerum. 
Beginning this year the king as I 
outh Week!will be selected bywas a copy of a letter from the  a popularity contest as in the past. y
the jubilee will come from a new-
ly formed Kings' Royalty club, 
Marked Atnow being organized. The club
Will be composed of 35 business
and professional men, 
Early membership confirma-
tions include Dr. Leland At-
kins, Taylor Hayes, Atty, B. F.
Jones, Atty, A. A. Latting, Lt.
George W. Lee, Willie Lindsey,
O'Ferrell Nelson, Atty. A. W. Wil-
lis, L. Alex Wilson, Orrin Pick-
ett, Sam Qualls, Dr. Vasco Smith,
A, Maceo Walker, Dr. I. A. Wat-
son, jr., Luke Weathers, Lewis
Williams and Thomas Willis.
AN UNSURE FUTURE loom-
ed before these children, and
two others, who became moth-
erless last week when the
body of Mrs. Ella Turner Wat-
kins was found after being re-
ported missing since Dec. 10.
The 38-year-old woman was
divorced last year from her
husband, James Watkins, The
Watkins children, being kept
now by an aunt. are — seat-
ed (rem left—Howard J3ines,
8; Johnny, 5; Nellie Ann, 10
and Sherry Lee, I. Standing
are Gilbert, 11, and James
Edward, jr., 14. lhe two Wat-
kins children not present at
the time picture was made
are Ella Mae, 15, and Chef-
ter Gene, 13.
Slain Mother Of Eight
Three suspects had been questioned before noon Mon-
day in the death of a 38-year-old divorced mother of eight
children whose body was found last week by a railr,oad
track crew, according to Homicide Chief W. W. Wilkinson.
The woman, Mrs. Ella Turner Watkins, of 2435 Wav-
erly. had been reported missing 
by her family since early in De- In a deep cut. It was concealed
cember. by weeds on the embankment.
The Defender learned that theCapt. Wilkinson said an autopsy
report showed the woman had
been stabbed.
''We have arrested and question-
ed three suspects so far," Capt.
Wilkinson said. "All of them have,
been released as of now but they
are all still under investigation."
POLICE PROBING
Capt. Wilkinson said his office
was seekire to establish positive-
ly on what date Mrs. Watkins
disappeared. It was first reported
she was last seen on Dec. 10 but
later a question arose as to
whether it could have been on
Dec. 11.
Her body was found about 50
feet north of busy Southern ave.
where the IC belt line tracks run
Estate Board of Memphis Si Mort-
gage Bankers association, in which
the recommendation was offered.
The recommendation was offered
to the Mayor, and to William D.
Galbreath, chairman of the Mem-
last Thursday evening. There
were so many people looking
on that Mike sort of lost in-
terest and left the step-cutting
biz to his parner Vicki. They
got a good hand from the un-
derstanding crowd. More on
the Mt. Pisgah homecoming
activities inside this edition.
mendations."
The recommendation on the
matter which the Mayor received
from the organizations listed bore
the names of R. G. Showden, pres-
ident of the Home Builders asso-
phis-Shelby County Planning Corn- ciation, E. R. Richmond, presi-
mission, dent of the Real Estate Board of
that "Some time back the City dent of the Mortgage Bankers as-
In his letter Mr. Orgill stated Memphis, and Max Ostner, presi-
Commission received a petition sociation.
from a good many of the people The recommendation stated in
who lived in this area (Walker part that "In order to meet the
H o m e s) requesting annexation, needs of our expanding population
The petition is now in the hands
of the City Engineering Depart- See HOMES, page 2
earacter. It is only a badge of
distinction.
Stop making social excursions
Into the Negro race, depositing
white offspring and then crying
out against social equality.
Stop fighting integration in
publk education in the daytime
a n d practicing social equality
when they want to.
S top teaching basic untruths
about race.
Stop trying to disprove the
biblical and scientific fact t ha t
1God had made of one blood all
races of men to dwell on the face
of the earth.
The New Testament re-affirms
the fact that Jesus declared one
is your master, even Christ, and
all'ye are brethren.
All scientists a r e agreed that
biologically, sociologically, phys-
iologically, ethnologically, a I 1
races are the same. Why this
difference of color? This super-
ficial difference was made by
time, climate, soil, food and en-
vironment. Men • scattered and
'lived in different parts of t h e
, earth and the fine factors listed
above accomplished this incidental
pigmentary difference of races.
Stop misinterpreting Genesis
9:19-27. The Bible does not say
that God cursed Ham. It s a ys
that Noah cursed his son, Ham.
God did not even appear on the
scene while Noah w a s drunk;
Noah did the same kind of "run-
ning off at the m ou th that
drunks usually do.
AUGUSTA FISHER
I 2950 Hale.
A panel discussion on "Should
Religion Be Taught in Public
Schools" was a highlight of the
annual observance of the youth
department of the Lewis-Davis C.
M. E. church.
The observance was held three
days during National Y out 111
Week, Jan, 27-Feb. 3.
Members of the panel were
Misses Doris James, of the Mis-
sissippi Boulevard Christian
church Helen Griffin, of the Beu-
lah Baptist church; Maxine Win-
ston, of the Greater White Stone
Baptist church, and Lillian Gar-
den, of Lewis-Davis CME.
Earlier in the week tho junior
choir of the Mt. Pleasant Bap-
tist church rendered a program.
Mrs. Lula Gilder supervised the
progam.
Offices of the Le wi s-Davis
CME Youth Department are
Eddie Cum m in gs, president;
Mary Belle Parham, vice presi-
dent; Sarah Hunt, isecretary; Vir-
ginia Jones., treakurcr, and Lil-
lian Harden, chaplain.
Mrs. Arlene Smith is supervisor
of south activities, Rev. E. L.
Cummings is chittch minister.
woman's f or m e r husband,
James Watkins, and a b o ',-
friend, both of whom had re-
portedly threatened to kill her,
were among the suspects ques-
tioned by police.
A sister of the dead woman,
Mrs. Hattie Cooper, Was taking
care of Mrs. Watkins' children.
The children are from five to 15
years old and all but the young-
est attend Melrose IIigh school.
FAMILY TROUBLE
Mrs. Watkins came to Memphis
from Lamar, Miss. She married
James Watkins, a concrete finieh-
er, at Hernando, Miss., in Febru-
ary, 1940.
Their family troubles became
public in the last few years, end-
ing up with Mrs. Watkins see-kin
a divorce.
Represented by Atty. Caruthers
Ewing, she won the divorce last
2 joi—slATE DEWIDERSat., Feb. 16, 1957
Three Young Men Promoted At Universal Life
T.J. Willis, J. A. Olive
ANIG.T.HowellMoveUp
The Board of Directors of
Universal Life Insurance compa-
ny, in its 34th Annual Session,
elected John A. Olive and Thom-
as J. Willis as assistant secre-
taries and officers of the $14,000,-
000 institution. The stockholders,
at their annual meeting, elected
G. T. Howell to the board of di-
rectors.
' The election of these young men
to their respective positions was
gen that "Building a business or
THOMAS J. WILLIS
building a company is an exten-
sion of the principle of building
men."
These young men bring to their
exemplary of the Company's slo-
positions years of insurance ex-
perience and outstanding academ-
ic backgrounds.
T. J. WILLLS
- Mr. Willis is the younger son
of the late A. W. Willis. Sr.
and Mrs. Mamie E. Willis. His fa-
ther was one of the founders of
the company. A native Memphi-
an, Mr. Willis attended this city's
public schools. He holds the bach-
elor of arts degree in business
administration from Dillard uni-
versity of New Orleans, and has
done graduate work at New York
university where he majored in
accounting.
In 1947, Mr. Willis began spend-
ing his summer vacations work-
ing as a combination agent. He
later worked as field inspector
and auditor. In 1953, he joined dee
supervisory force of the home of-
fice, being named 'supervisor of
the industrial accounting depart-
Went.'
I. Ailillis is a veteran of World
War Jr. a member of Kappa Al-
pha Psi fraternity, the Memphis
Negro *Junior Chamber of Com-
merce and the Memphian club.
He is a communicant of Centen-
ary Methodist church, and is mar-
ried fia the former Miss Vivian
Lee Conner of Houston, Texas.
They are the parents of two sons,
Archie W. and Kelvin.
JOHN A. OLIVE
John A. Olive is the son of Mr.
and Mn. B. G. Olive, jr. He
moved-to Memphis at an early
age • %viten his father, now first
%ice presidente;ecretary of lariver-
sal Life - became connected
with the company. He attended
assistant manager, and then dis-
trict manager of that district
and did a commendable job in
each assignment. It is significant,
that Mr. Howell replaced Agency
Officer H. A. Gilliam as manag-
er of the Nashville district when
Mr. Gilliam was promoted to as-
sistant agency director. In 1951,
Mr. Howell gave up his assign-
ment as manager of Nashville to
begin his duties as agency super-
visor. Ile was named executive as-
JOHN A. OLIVE
.GERALD T. HOWELL
sistant director in 1956 at which
time he was also appointed a 1110-
ior officer by the executive com-
mittee.
Mr. Howell is remembered for
his success in every area of en-
deavor since his employment
with the company. He is a grad-
uate of Tennessee A 8s I State
university of Nashville. While at-
tending Tennessee State, he met
the former Miss Vera Allen whom ,
he later married. They are the
parents of one daughter, Lynn
Marie.
Mr. Howell is a member of Al-
pha Phi Alpha fraternity, and al
communicant of Emmanuel Epis-
copal church. He is also a veteran,
of World War II.
OTHER TOP FEATURES
Other outstanding features of
the Annual Stockholders Meeting
were the announcement by Pres-
ident A. M. Walker that the coin-
the public schools of Memphis, pany's total assets are now more
graduating from Booker T. Wash- then $14,000,000, capital and sur-•
ington High school. He received Plus has increased to more than
the belthelor of arts degree in bus- $3,000,00 and the total insurance,
inees administration from More- in force increased to more than
house college, Atlanta, Ga., after 597,00,000; and the election to the
which he did one year of gradu. Board of Directors of Dr. Math-,
ate work in business administra- ew Walker of Nashville, Tenn. Dr.'
lion at Atlanta university. Further Walker is chief surgeon of Me-
graduate work was done at Mar- harry Medical college and a Fel-
quette university in the School low of the American College of
of Law before he received the
master of arts degree in econom-
ics from Marquette in 1953.
While still in high school, Mr.
Olive began working summers Jackiefor Universal Life. He has worked
on the field as combination ag-
ent, and in the branch office cler-
ical department. Additional prac-
tical experience was gained thru
summer employment in the home
office ordinary department. Mr
Olive also joined the supervis-
ory force of the home office in
1953, serving as 'supervisor of the
ordinary clerical department'.
Mr. Olive is a member of Ome-
ga Psi Phi fraternity, the Nation-
al Negro Business league, t h e
Memphis Negro Chamber of
Commerce, and he attends the
Mississippi Boulevard Christian
church He is a veteran of World
War II and is married to the for-
mer Miss Rem Rita Anthony of
Memphis.
In 1956. further recognition of
the ability and conscientious ef
forts of these young men was giv-
en when both Mr. Willis and Mr.
Olive were named junior officers
by tlw executive committee and
attained the status of assistant
secretary. Although they now car-
ry the same title, they were duly
elected by the board of directors
as senior officers and share in
all of the administrative policies
of the eompany.
MR. HOWELL
In electing Mr. Howell to the
board of directors, the stock-
holders considered his long ten-
ure of 'service and enviable rec-
ord with the company. He joined
the Agency force of the Nashville
district in 1941 as a conibmation
agent. He was later promoted is.
Surgeons, with a degree designa-
tion of F A C S.
• '
(Continued from page I)
ing as national chairman of the
1957 Fight For Freedom Fund.
He recently presented the N. A.
A. C. P.'s Legal Defense Fund a
$10,000 check from Chock Full
O'Nuts.
Robinson winds up his tour in
Atlanta on March 3.
When he accepted chairmanship
of the fund drive Robinson said
the NAACP, by helping to im-
prove conditions for Negroes in
this country, strengthens the pres-
tige of the nation among other
countries.
"White people need to support
the NAACP as strongly as do Ne-
groes because it means as much
to them as to the colored people.
The NAACP is an asset to the
nation," Robinson said
NAACP leaders are hoping that
each person who comes out to the
meeting will contribute at least
I one dollar to the Fight For Free-dom Fund
Longshoreman Strike
Grips Philadelphia
PHILADELPHIA - (INS)-The
sprawling port of Philadelphia was
struck at 5 p.m. (EST) Tuesday
by five locals of the International
Longshoremen's association. About
16000 Longshoremen in Philadel-phia, Chester and Wilmington,Del . were idled. A union spokes-
man said pickets would be on the
piers today.
'Col lege
(Continued from page I)
lion dollars.
The CME church has the follow-
ing'institutions that stand as mon-
uments to the vision, wisdom
and courage of the founding fa-
thers: Paine college, Augusta,
Ga., established in 1883 by the
CME church and the former Meth-
odist Episcopal Church S out h;
Texas college, Tyler, Texas found-
ed ha 1894; Mississippi Industrial
college founded in 1905 by Bish-
op Elias Cottrell; Miles college,
Birmingham, Ala., established in
1907 by the merger of two schools
supported by ths Alabama a n d
North Alabama Conferences; Hol-
sey-Cobb Institute, Cordele, Ga.,
the church's only secondary
school; and Phillips School of
Theology, Jackson, Tenn., found-
ed in 1944 by Bishop J. Arthur
Hamlett, senior bishop of the C.
M. E. church and chairman of
the Board of Trustees at Lane for
over 25 years.
'MUST KEEP PACE'
President C. A. Kirkendoll, in
greeting the persons who jam -
packed t It e auditorium, during
the first session stated that "the
Diamond Jubilee Celebration of
the founding of the church's edu-
cational program finds us in a
process of critical self-evaluation.
The church's educational objec-
tives, curricula, extra - curricula
programs and means of financing
are being re-examined and re-
analyzed in light of present de-
mands, standards and resources."
He went on further to say "the
greatest heritage of Lane college
is the philosophy of the Found-
ing Fathers. "It was the belief
of the Founding Fathers," he
said, "that all men and women
increase their usefulness by learn-
ing, that mere learning without
the Christian religion is incom-
plete, and that the college must
keep pace with the changing
times and needs of the people."
SYMPOSIUM
During the Symposium the An-
niversary theme was discussed by
leading churchmen and educa-
tors from many view points. in
t h e first session, with President
Kirkendoll presiding, two stimu-
lating addresses were delivered
by two of the church's bishops.
Bishop W. Y. Bell who presides
over the Third Episcopal District
spoke on the topic, "The Rights
and Responsibilities of the Church
College" and Bishop Luther Stew-
art spoke on the subject "T h e
Role of the Church College in
Christian Movements,"
Rev. A. Ralph Davis, president
of the Ministers and Lay men
Council presided over the evening
session. The scheduled speaker,
Bishop H. P. Porter was unable
to attend the anniversary cele-
bration. However, his speech on
the subject, "The Responsibility of
the Church College in Developing
Church, National and World Lead-
ers," was read by Dr. L. Q.
Brown, General Secretary of the
General Board of Christian Edu-
cation.
Also in the evening session,
Bishop J. Claude Allen delivered
a sermon on the topic, "T h e
Great Challenge - Lord Teach
Us".
OTHER SPEAKERS
The Third Session with the Dr.
D. R. Glass presiding convened
Wednesday morning. Dr. D. R.
Glass is president of Texas col-
lege, Tyler, Texas. The addresses
were made by Bishop B. Jul-
ian Smith, presiding bishop of the
Eighth Episcopal District and Dr.
E. C. Calhoun, president of Paine
college, Augusta. Ga. Bishop
Smith spoke on the topic, "The
Relation of the Church College to
National Problems'' and Dr. Cal-
houn
"The
Relation of the Church College to
International Problems". •
As presiding officer of t h e
Fourth Session, Dr. G. H. Carter,
publishing agent of the C. M. E.
Publishing House, introduced two
more of the leading churchmen
who gave inspired messages to
the audience.
Bishop B. W. Doyle, presiding
prelate of the 'Sixth Episcopal
District spoke on the subject, "The
I Responsibility of the Church Col-
lege to Business. Industry and
Labor."
The sermon for the night was
s delivered by Dr. M. L. Breeding,
General Secretary of the Board
of Kingdom Extension. Dr. Breed-
ing preached on the theme, "The
I Great Commission - Go. . .
'FIGHT FOR FREEDOM'
- Thursday morning. Dr. E. P.
Murchison, editor of the Christian
Index, presided. Bishop J. Arthur
Hamlett, senior bishop of the C.
M. E. church and presiding pre•
late of the First Episcopal Dis-
trict spoke on, "The Role of the
Church College in the Global Fight
for Freedom."
During all of the sessions the
Lane College choir, under the di-
yection of Prof. C. H. Jones, ren-
dered the music and various solos
were sung by members of the
choir.
The sixth session, with Dr. L. Q.
Brown. general secretary of the
General Board of Christian Edu-
cation, presiding was held at 2
o'clock in the college auditorium.
'PARADE OF SCHOOLS'
The program consisted of a "Pa-
rade of CME Schools- with a
school administrator from each of
the CME related schools giving
10 minute talks on their history,
IN A
neWS NUTSHELL
Debpsey Webb In Trouble Again
Dempsey Webb, of 607 Missis- in City Court after a white house-
sippi blvd., a 26-year-old man who wife charged him with making an
has a previous record for mor- indecent proposal.
al offenses, was fined $51 on each He.was arrested after the worn-
charge of using insulting and abus- an told officers he drove up be.
ive language, indecent conduct side her while she was walking
and soliciting females, and held on Rozelle and committed the of-
to the state on a charge of open fenses. She identified him in line-
and notorious lewdness, last week. up at police headquarters.
Broome Cleared In Traffic Death
A second degree murder charge 'was knocked from behind the
against Jessie R. Broome, 22, of steering wheel of his own car
Apling rd., was dismissed last and landed beneath it. Broome
week, following a recommendation was cleared on the grounds that
clearing him in the traffic death the intersection has no traffic
lasr July 4 of Burley Henderson, control, he had the right of way,
He was freed in Judge Sam Camp- his car laid no skid marks, and
bell's court. It was pointed out witnesses could estimate the speed
that Henederson, 55, of 1753 Ash, of his car, other than "fast".
Case Of Rolling lunk Heap
Robert Lee Smith, 27, of 490 flat. . .1 wouldn't have given $1.50
Scott, was driving what veteran for it." Smith told the judge the
police officers described as "with- truck had been wrecked recently
out doubt the most dangerous ye-
hide I've ever seen being driven and didn't belong to him. He was
.it had no windshield, no cab, fined $11 on a charge of defective
no hood, no brakes. . .the sides brakes, and the judge advised him
of the bed were bent over almost to keep the truck off the streets.
Truck Flips Man To Death
The city's fifth traffic fatality
for 1957 occurred early last week
when an unidentified man, about
40 was killed by an unidentified
driver of a pickup truck, at 12:20
in the morning. Police said they
were told the man, apparently
drunk, walked into the left rear
fender of the truck as it turn-
ed off Walnut to Linden. He was
flipped across the truck and land-
ed on his head in the streei. He
died enroute to the hospital. Tivs
truck driver may not have been
aware of the mishap. The vic-
tim's identity had not been es-
tablished late Thursday following
the accident.
Budget Wins Sig Story' Award
(Continued from page I)
of salaries of comparable pro-
fessional groups; that it is only ,
reasonable and just that Mem-
phis teachers receive a substan-
tial raise in pay because we aft
the lowest paid in 54 cities of
200,000 population, and three oth-
er Tennessee cities pay t h e ir
teachers from $600 to $1,000
more than does the City of Mem-
phis; that teacners are leaving
the profession for more lucrative
fields; and, that, teachers cannot
very well give the children en..
trusted to their charge that which
they do not possess - a feeling
of security.
PRAISE BOARD OF
EDUCATION
"We have in Memphis one of
the finest Boards of Education to
be found anywhere ;and we have
been patient and appreciative of
the problems which have c o n-
fronted the Board throughout the
years.
M a ny of us remember v i v-
idly when our very able super-
intendent, Ernest C. Ball, canto
to the Memphis City School Sys-
tem and faced the plight of teach-
ers and a budget which then had
Memphis in a turmoil. His guid-
ing genius brought us out of that
dilemma; and we ale -sure that
his vast experience and his loy-
alty to the program of the Board
of Education would never permit
him to recommend nor support
any cause that would be detri-
mental to it or the citizens of the
City of Memphis.
HAVE FAITH
"We realize, however, that
neither the Board of Education
nor the Superintendent of Schools
can do anything to benefit the
salaries of Memphis' public
school teachers without the unan-
imous cooperation of our city
Commissioners. •
"We sincere-by believe in the
ineyitability of your fairness in
the favorable consideration of this
matter."
Copies of the letter were sent
also to Supt. Ball and members
of the board of education.
Crash
(Continued from page 1)
striking a Coca-Cola truck which
had stopped ahead of him at the
road barricade, where men were
working. In cutting to the left,
the driver said he struck the west
bound school bus head-on. The
bus had been waved through the
right side of the barricade by
highway workers.
OTHER VISTIMS
Injured school victims of the
accident include: Curley Leggett,
in serious condition at Forrest
City, hospital; ,Mayella Davenport
iii eerious condition, Roy hospis
tab; David Lee Harper, in fair
'condition, Forrest City hospital:
,Vernon Smith, condition fair at
Crowley Coeburn hospital; Cath-
erine and Arlene Cain, sisters of
present program and future
goals. Representing the schools
were: E. K. Hall, principal of
Holsey-Cobb Institute. P r o f.
Frank Pearson, director of in-
struction of Miles college; E. E.
Rankins, jr., administrative offi-
cer of Mississippi Industrial col-
lege; Rev. J. C. Jay, public re-
lations director of Paine college;
,omesDr. U. Z. McKinnon, executive
dean of Phillips School of Them
logy, and Dr. Allen C. Hancock,
dean of instruction of Texas col- (Continued from page 1)
Willie Cain who was killed, in fair
condition; at Crawley Cogburn
hospital; Gloria Harris, poor con-
dition, Crawley Cogburn hospital;
Lucille Roby, condition f a i r,
Crawley Cogburn hospital Carl
B. Smith, fair, Crawley Cogburn
hospital; James Jefferson, condi-
tion fair; Theo Moore, condition
fair, Forrest City hospital; Earl
Alexander, condition fair, John
Arthur Gaines, condition fair, For-
rest City hospital; Lillian Rose D
Adams, Johnny Green, Columbus
Hinton, Milton Jennings, J. T.
Leggett, all reported in fair con-
dition at Forrest City hospital:
and Maxine Sanders, suffering
with both legs broken at Roy hos.
pital.
One boy, Johnny Green, tem-
porarily lost his sight following
the accident, but is now reported
able to see. Edward Duff (No re-
lation to the dead bus driver) was
sent to Memphis for eye treat-
ment.
Mr. Duff is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Odell Duff, seven
children and one grandchild.
Will Cain was a member of a
family of 13. His parents are Mr.
and Mrs. Allen Cain.
lege
Also in the afternoon session,
Prof. Charles H. Jones, chair-
man of the departinent of mu-
sic at Lane presented an op-
eretta written especially for
the celebration of the 75th An- [ annexed in the immediate future,
operetta was entitled °Fair
niversary of Lane college. The 1 ln so doing, we feel that suffici-
and expanding industrial develop-
, ment, we recommend that addi-
tional heavily populated eeeas be
annexed as soon as possible.
"Specifically, we recommend
that the Walker Homes area be
Lane". Bernard Clay, a fresh-
man at the college sang the pro-
logues to each scene. Fannie
Walker, Robbie Foster, Freddie
Clark, Carene Jenkins, Barbara
Brooks, Romona Robinson, Mae
Hoye, Anne Reddlek, and Ed.
ward Brown characterized per;
sons that have contributed to the
history of Lane.
MARIAN ANDERSON
The final session of the 75th An-
niversary Symposium was devot-
ed fully to a captivating recital
given by Miss Marian Anderson,
internationally renowned concert
singer. This recital, it was said
by some, was the greatest pro-
gram ever witnessed by the citi-
zenry of this area. Miss Anderson
and her accompanist, Mr, Frank
Rupp, along with the bishops of
the CME church were honored
with a reception after the con-
cert.
Other meetings that were held
in conjunction with the 75th An
niversary Symposium were T h c
Annual Convocation of the Worn
en's Connectional Council of the
CME church. The president, Mrs.
E. W. F. Harris, was in charge;
the meeting of the College of
Bishops of the CME church with
Senior Bishop J. Arthur Hamlett
presiding; the meeting for t ti e
Board of Christian Education of
the CME church with Rev. L. Q.
Brown, general secretary, offic-
iating; and the meeting of the
Ministers' and Laymen's Council
of the CME church with the pres-
ident, the Rev. A. Ralph Davis,
presiding.
Through these activities Lane
college took advantage of the 75th
Anniversary year to: (1) highlight
the college's traditional interests,
emphasis and accomplishments;
(2) consider current problems in
high education; and (3) to deter-
mine I.ane's role in the life ef the
CME church and the nation.
ent area should be included to al-
low for the development of consid-
erable additional Negro housing
in the general vicinity of Walker
Homes and Fuller State Park.
"The services of our Planning
and Zoning Committees are avail-
able to assist and advise you at
any time with full authority to
act for our respective organiza-
tions."
Residents of the Walker Homes
and adjacent areas, in many in-
stances, stated they moved to the
area in the expectation of the area
being annexed to the city in the
not too distant future.
Words of the Wise
A man ought to read just as
Inclination leads him, for what
he reads as a task wUl do him
little good.
-(Samuel,Johnison)
ream
GETS 'BIG STORY' AWARD
- Robert Thomas (above)
was honored on the NBC-TV
"Big Story" proe.ram Feb. 8
at 9:30 p. m. EST. Despite
great personal danger, h e
mixed with a teen-age gang
and emerged with an exciting
story. Actor Terry Carter por-
tray the young newsman
in the teleplay entitled "Street
War". Mr. Thomas, who has
been on the staff of the Phil-
adelphia (Pa.) Inquirer since
1953, appeared in person at
the conclusion of the dram-
afleation to tell the outcome of
the case and accept the Big
Story .%ward, a check for $500
and a specialty engraved
plaque for notable service in
the field of journalism. Mr.
Thomas is the first Negro
newsman to be so honored
on the program.
Mississippi Lan •
Cited in Claim
The activities of a 29-year-old self styled investigator
today are being investigated by law officials in the 'Wake
of an accusation that he took nearly $2,500 from a west.
side minister in connection with property in Mississippi
on which uil was said to have been found.
Dave Hill, of 2315 W. Monroe
st., was arrested by Maxwell po- $1,000 in order to break the first
r 
S. State in innst. FHeeiys contract. Scott claims he was to
slicheedaut 12led1-t10 appear get $1,500 back, which wold have
court today to answer charges of been a $500 profit on his loan.
operating a confidence game. Scott further claims, that Hill
Hill was arrested on a complaint got a $28,000 check for his props
signed' by Elder. Wesley Scott, of ,erty, but told him he was unable
1200 W. Hastings, pastor of a to cash it in Chicago. •
Church of God in Christ church So Scott loaned Hill more money
at 833 W. 14th at.
Elder Scott said Hill failed to
pay him $3.000 promised on a
$2,431.50 loan, 
up, according to Scott.
The minister asserted Hill main- The minister suspected some-
tamed he contracted to sell some thing was wrong and reported the
property in Cleveland, Miss., be- case to Maxwell police.
fore be discovered oil was on the Elder Scott said he met Hill,
land. Hill, according to Scott, whom he knew as Frank Wil-
later claimed he was offered a far
to finance a trip to Jackson, Miss ,
be said.
The two were to leave Wednes-
day, Feb. 6, but Hill did not show
hams, at his church on Jan. 19.
I better price for the property. The entire $2,431.50 was givenGraduation, Feb. 16, with cere.'
Scott said Hill asked to borrow to Hill in cash, Scott said.monies to be televised on WKNO
is the culmination ,of the combin-
ed efforts of the students, the
station, the Council and the Lau-
bach Method of reading and writ-
ing.
MAYOR TO APPEAR
On hand to honor these gradu-
gtes of Streamlined reading will
be Mayor Edmund Orgill of Mem-
phis. Dr, Franklin Dunham, chief,
radio _and television of the office
of education of the U. S. Depart-
ment of Health, Education and
welfare will take part in the pro-
gram. Dr. Frank C. Laubaeh.
whose system for reading and
writing was used in the course,
will deliver the main address.
Guests participating in a discus-
sion which will open the ceremon-
ies, include Grady Moates, direc-
tor of Veteran and Adult Educa-
tion State Deprrtment of Adult
Education, Hot ida.
Graduates will be presented for
their certificates by Miss R it t It
Knowlton, their television teach-'
er.• Miss Pauline Hord, Literacy
Director for WICNO, will give
them their diplomas. Recognition
will be given to Miss Betty Moon-
ey and Mrs. Helen Brown of the
Leubach Staff, who worked tire-
lessly writing and preparing pro-
grams. Also appearing on the pro-
gram will be Mrs. Lester Samel-
son of the Memphis Section of
The National Council of Jewishee
Women and Julian Bondurant, the
chairman of the board of WKNO.
(Continued from page t)
Students enrolled, met in groins
at specified centers or studied in
their own homes each Monday,
Wednesday and Friday at 8 P. M.
Their progress was watched with
intense interest locally, national-
ly and internationally. Succees
for WKNO and these students
through this program, a project
of the Memphis Section of the
National Council of Jewish Wom-
en could result in new hope for
11 million American adults who
have not enjoyed the benefits of
education
GRAND PIANO FOR SALE
BR. 5-3967
seriiren FURNITDRIt COMPANY
we RD, AND area
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STOVES AND SEWING MACHINES
PROMPT SERVICE-REASONABLE
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YOUNG LADIES-WOMEN —
Improve year epees...nal and personality
lareeth ear chain wheel.
FIRST TIME OFFERED WRITE:
HELENA SCHOOL OF CHARM
2M Se \Valletta.
Meteph,.. Tennessee
POSITION DESIRED
WOMAN. 35, VEST NEAT, Intelltgent and
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EXPERIENCID Negro Carpenter Available
Immediately Allen Wilson RA 3-5617
AGENTS WANTED
Caah Scare Time,
5411 exclusive magic cushion shoes. Over
IS) styles N. i ..... went No experience.
Steady repeats Conuniesions is $4.00 pair,
plus bonus paid vacations free outfits.
PARAGON SHOES
79-) Sudbury
Boston, Moss,
• L:LASSIFIED ADS PAY •
Memphis favoritefor 8 
straight years
100 PROOF ALSO AVAILABLE AT SO PROOF
DISTILLED FROM 100% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS PRODUCT OF IT S. A.
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Lester
Honor
Pupils
Lester Elementar\ school post-
*d this honor roll Feb. 7.
2-1, Mrs. Mildred O'Neal. teach-
er — Ernest Wicks, James Spight,
Nathaniel Hardman, Jessie Deg-
rafurreed, Etrula Trotter. Patrt
eia Torance, Rita StaUord. Jee-
queline McMullen, Claudia Millet',
Marietta Hale, Kathy Garner and
Glenda Cole.
2-2, Miss B. C. I.enoir. teacher
Vera Bolden, wanda Campbell,
Wendell Campbell, Bernice Free-
man, Jessie Mitchell and DeWitt
Yancey.
2-3, Mrs. Minnie, S. G r a c e.
teacher — Margaret Turner. Jac-
queline Scott, Annie Ruth hoses,
Rose Jones, Rutbie Patterson.
Jacqueline Buckley, David Bos-
well and Howard Johnson
2-4, Mrs. R. D. Pegties, teacher
— (High Honor) Mary Sue Curl
ger and Ada Lee Johnson. (Hun-,
or) Edith L. Harris, Charles Isom,
Robert Garrett, Patricia A n a
Vance and A'ex Bankhead.
2-5, Mrs. D. M. Pamphlet, leach.i
er — (high Honor) TIv4nas Wil-
ey and Charles 'raylor. (Honor)
Norma Branch, Beverly Bingham,
.lannette Joyce, alozella 1100ks.
Brenda Rucker. George Blunt,
James Boxiley, Bernard Williams,
Thomas Wiley and Charles Taylor,
3-1, Mrs. E. I. Thompson, teach-
er — Robert Bills, James Coop-
wood, Earl William, Patricia Box.
icy, Gwendolyn Harris, Naomi
Reed and Shirley Ta
3-2, Miss R. A. Black, teacher
— (High Honor) Vivian Prileaur.
and Virginia Turner. (Honor) Er-
nest Chaffen, Minnie Holmes, Lin-
da ICeeley and Mary Sue Mar- I
shall.
3-3, Miss V. B. Edingbourgh.
teacher — David Collins, James
R. Joy, Willie Miller, Fred L.
Tribbitt, Lonetta Freeman, Doris
Martin, Frankie Meadows, Mi I-
dred Phillips and Betty J. Price.
3-4, Mrs. Ida M Smith, teach-
er— Michael Lewis, Arbra Lee
Williams, Ronald Smith, Willie
Scales, Harold Miller, George
Hardeman, Barbara Mitchell, :ill-
len Elaine McGluen, ,Gwendolyn
May, Bettye Jean Hopkins, Shir-
ley Joan Henderson and Lois Cart-
wright.
3-5, Mrs. G. S. Lewis, teacher
— Willie L. Watson, Johnnie Clay,
Cleotho Chatman, James Alexan-
der, Gleen D. Scott, \laretene
Parham, Ophelia Jones, Estella
Harris, Mary Cunningham and.
Shirley Webb.
2-6,M i a a B. C. Trotter, teach-
er — Carolyn Lewis, Sandrus
Grace, Rita Phillips, Gladys Hou-
ston, Cheryl Berry, Pouna C o
tan, William Carter and Mary
Crom.
3-4, Miss B. C. Trotter, teacher
— Lynette Moore, Michael Allen.
Gloria Parker, Stepney Bennett,
Emeriti Jones, Harold Page and
Sharon Goodwin.
4-1, Mrs. Dorothy B erk I e y,
teacher — Sammie Beene, Wray
Cotton, Frank McCright, Carolyn
Beyland, Carolyn Hunter. Cherly
Means and Doris Rhodes.
4-2, Mrs. S. M. Chandler, teach-
er — Willie Moss, Carolyn Camp-
bell, Melvena Conner, Evelyn
Carnets and Carol Morris.
4-3, Mrs. N. L. Greenlee, teach-
er — Richard Bowen, Arthur Da-
vis, George Davis, Lucius Herron,
Willie McGowan, Robert Moor(
Bobby Murray, Robert Pcnelton,
Eddie Scott and Ronald Taylor,
Ruby Brown, Gwendolyn Porter!
and Roxanne Turner.
4-4, Mrs. Fannie Woodard teach-
-em- — (High Honor) Ora Ma-
lone. (Honor) Billy Baxter, Willie
Joyce Williams, Sarah Harbin and ,
Pearlie Sutton.
4-5, Miss Jo B. Chrysler, teach-
er — Sandra Perry, Carolyn Mar-
tin, Samuel -0aviness and Edwin
Allen.
34, Mrs. Dora Vaughn, teach-
er — Margi? Blakemore, Eugene
Hunter, Carl Johnson, Joseph Pe
ques Frankie Fletcher.
teacher — Lenora Brinson, Pa-
tricia Conner, Shirley Hill, Doro-
thy Jackson, Tommie Jones. WilL
tetra McNeal, Frances Mitchell,
Queen Terry and Larry Webb.
5-3, Mrs. 0. R. Herndon, teach-
er — Bettie Smith, Jimmy Good-
win, David Bingham, Veleri,i
•Walls, Willie Moore. Charles E.
Page and Sandra Mathis.
5-4, Miss Loretta Wilson, teaah-
or — Lucille Jordan, Nettie .lor
din, Barbara Lewis Sandra
Owens, Matilda Moore, Charles
Paulk, Richard Jones and Herman
Williams.
6-1. Mr. Bennie Batts, taacher.
— Georgia Ann Boykins, Peggie
Jean Jackson and Marilyn Wilson.
6-2, Mrs. E. W. Wilson, teacher
— Thomas Bethany, Charles
Jones, Doris Harper, Veva Parr,
Eloise Partee and Linda Ware;
6-3, Mrs. B. W. Cooper, teach-
er — (High Honor) Robert Branch,
Cordelia Porter, McDonald Quin-
eey and Hannah Caviness. (Hon-
or) Freddie Flake. Larry Miller, !
Marilyn Duncan, Rosetta McKin-
ney and Barbara Terry.
6-4, Mrs. B. R. Darnell. teacher
— Yvonne Bailey, Eva Durrett,
Charles Green Betty Eason. An-
ita 'Jones, Dorothy Johnson, Wil-
lie Phelps, Norma Taylor and
Howard Wrister.
Homemakers Confab
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. — Some
400 high school girls are expected
to converge on the campus of
Florida A and M University March
21-23 for the annual meeting of
the Florida Association of the New
Mose Makers of America.
 1  
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Professional Building at 1399
Airways blvd., are located the
attractive a n d comfortable
optometrist off ices of Dr.
Charles L. Lewis, 0. D., a VIS-
ION SPECIALIST. The young
optometrist, who spent much
of his three years in service at
Walter Reed hospital, a Feder.
al facility, I. Washhigtee.
D. C., has one of the largest
Offices of its kind in the entire
South. His complete service in-
includes a wide selection of
frames in all colors a n d de-
signs and service on eyeaglass-
es within three days. The Men-
tically furnished waI tine
rooms, one of which is seen In
photo at right, are both
equipped to provide comfort-
ing soft music for patrons
while they wail. Dr. Leek' of-
fice hours are 9 a. in. to 6
p. in. daily.
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Iowa Eye Bank
Helps Save Sight
IOWA CITY—The Eye Bank at
the State University of lows Med-
ical Center makes it possible for
an individual to "will" his eyes
to some person who might other-
wise be condemned to a life of
blindness.
Through surgery, the corneas of
eyes from persons recently de-
ceased can be transplanted to the
eyes of pitients suffering from
corneal deseases. The cornea is
the tiny covering over the pupil
and iris of the eye.
When diseased, the cornea
clouds, preventing light from en-
tering the eye and causing total
or partial blindness.
PERISHABLE
The highly perishable human
eye must be removed from the
body within three hours after
N
death, they must be transported
under refrigeration to the hos-
Steelworkers
Cast Ballots
Radek McDonald
PITTSBURGH, Pa, — Steelwork-
ers throughout the United States
were voting Tuesday for leader-
ship of their 1,2110,000 member
union. And for the first time in
the 20-year history of the United
Steelworkers Union., the presiden-
cy is being challenged.
Millworker Donald C. Rariek, of I
McKeesport, Pa., is waging a '
scraping fight to replace President
David J. McDonald.
Union officials say it might be
"two weeks or more" before the
official results of the national
election are known. Voting at lo-
cals in the Steel City were report. ,
ed heavier than usual, yesterday. I
pital and the cornea must be
grafted to the eye of the patient—
The Eye Bank coordinates ef-
forts involved in getting newly
obtained eyes and the patients
for whom they are iotended to BTW Classthe Medical Center in the quick-
est possible time.
The Lions Club of Iowa, as
part of their sight conservation
program, financed the establish-
ment of the Bank and the pur-
chase of kits for removal and
transportation of eyes.
Gls Left 4,800 Tan
Babies In Germany
(The jollowing article is a repro-
duction in part from a survey pub-
lished in a west German English--
language magazine, Deutsche
Korrespondenz. Ed.)
R y JAN MANGA'TH
OK WIESBADEN, Germany —
Mitch interest has always been
taken in the problem of the il-
legitimate children of Allied sol-
diers in the Federal Republic.
This was partly due to the fact
that little had been known so far
about the actual number of these
children — which was often ex-
aggerated — and also because
their future, and particularly the
care provided for them, seemed
uncertain.
Most of the illegitimate children
stem from soldiers of the U.S.
Armed Forces, which formed the!
largest contingent of Allied sot.'
diers in the Federal Republic
Their share amounts to 75410 per
cent. The number of births was
highest in the troubled post-war
years and has in the meantime
dropped from 21,117 in 1946 to 5,-
994 in 1954.
The figures vary eonsiderably in ,
the individual Lander. Bavaria,
tops the list of illegitimate chil-
dren of Allied soldiers with 17,449
while Schleswig-Holstein, with the
exception of Hamburg and Brem-
en, has the lowest figure with
1,410. It was particularly tile lot
of the illegitimate colored chil-
dren that gave rise to many dis-
cussions and anxieties which, how-
ever, turned out to be unfounded
for the most part The care pro-
Urges Ike To
•
WASHINGTON — Rep Adam C.
Powell, jr., again has urged Pres-
ident Eisenhower to appoint
Judge William H. Rude to the
U. S. Supreme Court bench to fill
the vacancy created by Justice
Stanley Reed's resignation.
In a wire to the President, Rep.
Powell said in part:
Dear Mr. President: This is a
renewal of my recommendations
in 1954 and 1956 that J u g
Hastie be promoted to the Su-
preme Court bends. The reasons
for his appointment are far more
powerful than ever.
Since then, in 1955, the Supreme
Court's anti-segregation decision
of Brown vs. The Topeka Board
of Education was rendered, suc-
ceeded in that year and in 1956
by the grossest violence and bru-
tality of white people of the south-
ern states in the prevention of the
attendance of Negroes in the com-
mon schools.
This is acsompanied by the
statements of scores of office-
holders and politicians in these
states &Mullis, proposing resist-
Dr. Hawkes
Dr. Jean Hawkes told the prac-
tical nursing students of the Vo-
cational School at Booker T. Wash-
ington High school last week that
two percent of the people of tin
country suffer from diabetes and
that half of them do not know they
have the disease.
, She recommended annual exam-
inations by a physician so it can
be determined whether or n 0t
there Is sugar in the blood or ur-
ine.
Mrs. Mary Parish Will made an.
rengements for Dr. Rewires' ap-,
pearance.
Officers and members of the
class are:
-Mrs. R. D. Ivery, president;
Mrs. M. it. Jeffrim, secretary;
Mrs. L T. Taylor, reporter, l
Mrs. M. Bland, Mrs. R.M. Brown,
Mrs. W. J. Butts, Mrs. L. D.
Dukes, Miss J. M. Edmundsosa
Miss R. Sims, Mesdames L. B.
Gunter, S. J. Friends, G. M liar
per, A. R. Henderson. R. N. Lip
ford. R. A. Mitchell, A..1. Moore,
C. R. 'O'Brien, G. T. Vaughn, D.
J. Williams and P. J \Valls.
ance to the decision.
Suggestion of a Negro on the
bench is without depreciation of
other judges who will receive your
consideration nor is it for the po-
litical effect on the Negro rote of
the northern states.
The primary consideration Is
that Judge Ilastie in his own cir
cull and in this Ninthe Circuit in
which he has frequently aided us,
has established his reputation for
outstanding judicial ability." -
vided for them by welfare organi-.
nations is the same given to white:-
children. The fear that they might!
have to suffer from racial preju-
dices has hardly been confirmed.'
Incidentally, there are at present
no more than 4,800 illegitimate,
colored children of Allied soldiers!
in the Federal Republic.
The investigations of the Federal
statisticians also provide an ade-
quate answer to the important
question concerning the mcial sit-
uation of these children.
Almost 73 per cent are livink
with their mothers who, in Most
cases, are gainfully employed, 131
per cent live with close relatives'
of their mothers, mostly with the
latter's parents. Thus, only 14 per
cent of these children have had to
be placed with foster parents or
in homes.
As regards the colered children,'
these figures are somewhat less
favorable. Only 65 per cent of
these children live with their moth-'
era and 10 per cent with relatives!
of their mothers, while 25 per cent
arc. accommodated in homes or
staying with foster parents. Only
4.9 pen cent of the illegitimate 1!
children were registered by their,
mothers for adoption while in re-
spect of the colored children thit
figure rose to 13 per cent.
No public, funds whatsoeser are
required for 70 per cent of the
children since they are being ful-
ly maintained by their mothers, or
the relatives of their =theca. Net
a few of the soldier fathers share
in the maintenance costs of their
children, but accurate figures are
available. Only 22 per rent of the
children are fully supported by
public funds, while 8 per cent are
granted allowances at regular in-
tervals,
Undoubtedly, the result of this
official investigation has contribut-
ed much toward clearing up this
much discussed problem of illegi-
timate children of Allied soldiers.
and to set at can public anxieties
as to their fate. It goes beyond
the tasks set the Office of Statis-
tics to investigate why no more
than 6.7 per cent of the fathers
were willing to assume responsi-
bility for their children.
BUTHERFORDTON. N C.
Mrs. Johnnie Twitty Carpente
wife of the late Cat* William
Carpenter. died at tar boil* 31
East, Charlotte Rd., "Iutherfo
ton, N. C., Jan. 24, at the age
U. •
Funeral services
St John' AMEZ churitTiZbe
fordton. Officiating were ter pa
tor, Rev. J. McKinley Vicker
Father Paul Chaplin, St. Franc
Episcopal church, Rutherfordto
Rev. Mr. Mattison, Forest (it
and Rev. Moses Belton, fohnso
C. Smith university, Charlotte,.
Mrs. Carpenler MaS born an
reared in Rutherfordton. She ins
lied at an early age to the Ca
lain William A. Carpenter, a v
eran of the Spanish American Wa
Company "a'." They were th
parents of nine children, time
which died before Mrs. Carpente
• She. is survived by three daug
tees, Mrs. Ida K. Felton, Was
ington, D. C., Mrs. Bessie C. Ta
lor, All & N college, Pine Bluf
Ark., and Christine Carpenter;
son, Leonard H. C. Carpente
Rutherfordlon: five grandchild
Mrs. Alvin Cooper and Jerry W'
ham Miller, Washington: Mi
Mary Johnnie Bowciitch, Mar
N. C., ilerace atiui Edward Ca
penter, New York; newest grits
grandchildren; one .daughter-i
law, Mrs. Mettle Tiliman Carpe
ter, Itutherforclion; three son-
laws. Julius Greenlee, Mario
Earl E. Felton, WashingMn, D.
and,Patil L. Taylor, Pastor, Fait
Presbyterian Church, Colltge Mi
ister and Professor of Edneatio
AM & N College, Pine Bluff, Ar
Research Grant
PRAIRIE VIEW, Texas — Pr
hie View A & M college has
awarded a chemical resear
grant in the amount of 239,152
the Robert A. Welch Foundatio
The college is among six 0th
Texas institutions receiving.gran
totaling $300,000 from the Lrlind
lion established by 'the will, of t
late Robert A. Welch, Houston o
Man.
Prices Good Fri., Sat. and Monday—We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities—Free ParkIngi
k7ZIAMAIRMIZEZVARBZWri,1,1 z17.
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COUPON! COUPON!
Good at Hogue & Knott Only
This Coupon Good For 19c
on the purchase of one of Stokely's
FINEST FRUIT PIES
• PEACH • APPLE • CHERRY
EACH ONLY
BIG 24 OZ. SIZE
FROZEN 19c
NAME 
ADDRESS 
Ic •ary'strrorrithort Auf lirout.11,4)1:411;( vo•Ntr•I1;45hieorreov•wrtorr
DOG FOOD
50 lbs.
Gaines
Meal
Stores
Open
Every
Night
'Til 9
MILK inEGA:41
OATSQuaker 29
Big 3 Lb. Box 
LIQUID Spuedt es rEzy
Big 12-oz. Bottle
Big 16-oz. Bottle119
PINE-KLEEN
nq SAUSAGE3 %. w ECONOMY
PURE PORK 4 Lbs.
ROU!rlape ASTEALI(59
GROUND BEEF
Fresh 
CHUCK ROAST 29c
BISCUITS CAN 10
$100
• IlkAllkAIMAILUSAAP,J.V.VA.4. k.91.11.c-V1.kei
COUPON! COUPON!
Good at Hogue & Knott Only
This Coupon Good For 10c
on the purchase of one new recipe
STOKLEY'S Finest MEAT PIE
EACH 1 0
ONLY C
• CHICKEN • TURKEY • BEEF
Limit one per family—with this coupon
NAME 
ADDRESS  • 
Cash value 1/10c. Vold N taxed, prehibita by Federal,
Stott or Municipal Slat Wet.
nr-4, • rnrnyevini,yearfu2,--,•'::
MID) Sfieg
-103 sales almotuoinv
We'll Turn Things Upside Down For You
' TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Set, fob. 16, 1 957
No Show For Abe
In The Capital
By ETHEL L PAYNE
WASHING TON—Li ncol n's birth-
day was just another day in the
4 Ration's capital. Business went on
as usual, including the govern-
Input. Schools remained open.
t Outside of a few observances by
n private groups, nobody would
e know that Abraham Lincoln ever
ai slept here. President 
Eisenhower
u was down in Georgia quail hunting
(a and golfing.
a Evea the Republican party was
G busy elsewhere with the tradition-
Is
 
Multi-Racial
Color Guard
i at Lincoln Day affairs: but alongthe Potomac everything was noi-
mal and routine. There was not
leven a tribute so far as could be
learned to the great Emancipator
from the vacationing Chief Execu-
tive who heads the Civil War lead-
er's party.
All thia might seem strange un-
til you consider the fart that
Washington is a city with a South-
ern exposure lying between Mary-
land and Virginia and dose to
Robert E. Lee country.
As a matter of fact, the defeat-
ed Confederate General ranks in
importance before George Wash-
ington, the father of his country,
at least in Virginia.
The biggest stir over Abe Lin-
coln came not from inside Wash-
To Carry Flag ington• but from far away Den-ver. Echoes of Mrs. Charlotte sports while at Dunbar high school the fight with Cotton was orig.
Rush's biased remarks about not in Dayton, Ohio, because "we inally slated for Salt lake ('its,
I DENVER — (INS) .— The di- wanting a boy of Mexican ances-  thus make "impossible" shot(' were very poor and I had to wore He said the International Boo-
"dm' of th• r"3 60 St 110 In- try to carry "Old 
Glory." were with casual regularity. As Coach every evening after school.- Most ing club switched the fight to
dustrial school for boys announced reverberating in the fashionable figures • Forddy Andersomonce said: ''.1(1. of I is school years he set pins Denser because of a hea%y ad•rItacent will carry t he American were turned to Constitution Hall,parlors of DAR's here and eyes to SmithliuskepSinosmaakneweovefr•iinsshoowtninmthees' in ca tobopw1137a a ililtet3;e.flag at a WastOlgioa's birthday ieltadel of the daughters. heard of before." in a church league and for a corn- lit niHbaeskdoisdbaTiaino- dvoanocoenticket sale for the Duran-Tuesday that a boy of Mexican
program. 
tiunniminnilliiiill111011111111111111111111111111unuil
1 The organization has never quite , Green's specialty is an astound- munity center team, but he was
, 
ME GENERATIONS— Mrs.
Matliae Gross of Vicksburg,
Miss., 'kits her daughter,
Mrs. Mildred Black of 6021 S.
Wabash ave., to celebrate the
birth her first great-great
grandchild. In the pilots. Mrs.
Gress (left) is sealed with
(from left) her daugher. Mrs.
Black; her granddaughter,
Mrs. Mildred 111. Sears; her
great graildsos, Allen McCar-
thy, and her great-great graml
sae, Michael Allen Michael. •
,
rl Johnny Green Best Spartan... ...
Since McCoy And Al Ferrari
EAST LANSING, Mich — The Head Coach Anderson, and the John will 
major in physical edth
most sensational aeweomer to , difficulty encountered in adjust- cation and wants ,to coach sums
Al Ferrari and Julius McCoy is upset the team badly. Three imoimmoimm",...........
Michigan State basketball sine ing to the much increased pace day.
neimmant111111111111111Iiiiit
a Marine veteran who never par games were lost hew the play-
He is John Green. a 6-5. 23- and rolled to impressive wins —
Gene Fullmer Signstic-Mated in high school sports ers jelled into a team once again
spectacular specialty which en- DOMINATES BOARDS 
In Non-Title Bout
i o Box Cotton In
year-old natise of Dayton. Ohio. oaer 'Minnesota. Ohio State and
Ferran and McCoy each had 41 Northwestern
deared him to fans. So has Green was the big noise in these DENVER — (INS) — Middle-
Green. games despite the fact that he weight champ Gene Fullmer's
Ferrari's was the "suspension scored only 35 points. an average manager said Monday night his
shot." a magnificent tour de force of less than 12 per game. His sal- fighter will take on Charley Cot-
which started as a break-neck but ue lay in dominating the board, ton of New York City in a
radtme drive for the basket from for rebounds, fine passing arm] nationally - televised non-title
back court. But somewhere near feeding, and good defensive work, boot at Denver Feb. 27.
the foul line. Al would take off "He'll score, too, much retie]. Fullmer already has a lo-
in a tremendous soaring broad than he has thus far. One of these 10-round non-title match with
jump which carded him clear in times he'll get the touch, and Ernie Durando of Bayonne,
to the basket for an easy lay-up then watch him go," says Ander- N. J., in Denver next Monday
McCoy's was the ability to ins 
Green never participated in nigMhat.nager Mary Jenson said
before he landed again.
HAD ALI. SHOTS 
son.
pail fabulous spun to the hall and
Director Gunnar Soelberg came of its famous snubbing of Singer Wili
• The announcement by School
following the furor caused by a
eommitteewoman of the Daughters
of the American Revolution who
Laid she would not want a Mexi-
can to carry 'Old Glory.' at a
Lincoln day program.
The statement by Mrs. Char-
lotte C. Rush created such a con-
troversy that the DAR sponsored
program for Tuesday — Lincoln's
birthday — was cancelled. She
subsequently apolozized sad re-
signed her post as chairman of
the DAR's Patriotic Education
torn millet.
$ Soelbecg said the Washington
birthday program will feature a
color guard of Boy Scouts from
the school.
He said: 'A Spanish-American
boy will carry the colors —
He seal he flanked by a
Negro boy and an Anglo boy.'
Soelberg ea)(1 the 45 minute pro-
gram would he put on by teachers
petnotte organizations or other
and the boys themselves, and no
outside groups would participate.
Meanwhile comments eontinued
to pour into Denver from threugh-
eut the nation condemning the
statement Mrs. Rush made Sat-
urday in an interview with the
Denver Post.
Wrecovered from the repercussions 
• •
Marian Anderson back in 1939 and
this latest incident of racial dis-
crimination has opened up old
wounds and brought back painful
memories.
I Luis Quintana's, Mexican am-
bassador to the organization of
American states, wired Mrs. Rush
in protest and stated that thous-
ands of Mexicans and U. S. citi-
zens of Mexicans descent had died
fighting under the same flag,
which she had denied to a child.
Sen. Dennis Chavez of New Mexi-
co who is of Mexican ances-
try said in a telegram In Mrs.
Rush:
'There were 576 Mexicans who
carried the America") flag in de-
feat and some to death on Bataan
in World War II. What makes you
think they can't carry it just as
proudly in Colorado!'
Lincoln Day Speaker
Clifford Dablin, executive secre-
tary of the Lutheran Council of
Greater Chicago, will be guest
speaker at the annual Lincoln Day
Dinner of Our Redeemer Church,
6430 S. Harvard ave , Saturday
night February lg. His topic will
.
be "Public Relations of the Lu•
By BERT OKULET
I MIAMI BEACII — (INS) — The
lightweight championship of t e
world goes up for grabs at the
Miami Beach auditorium Wednes-
day night and oddsmakers predict
Joe Brown will have things his
oen Way in keeping 'it from the
grasp of challenger Wallace (Bud)
Smith.
Brown figures so too, hoping to
dispatch the ex-champion "within
10 rounds." The titleholder says
he's ready to go the full 15-roUnd $
distance if necessary. however.
EXPECTS NO TROUBLE
Smith's critics declare his legs
won't carry him the distance but
:he 27-year-old Cincinnati battler
says he expects to have no trouble
in going the route.
The bout is being televised na-
tionally (ABC) but a 150-mile
radius of the Greater Miami area
will be blacked out. Much of this
land is taken up by the Ever-
glades, populated only by Indians
A goose may furnish up to a
pound of fathers.
'who probably aren't too interested tor the full count.
in the fight anyway. Smith went down twice in the
! The bout will be the third in less 14th round in their las), meeting,
than a year between the two foes, but got up and managed to finish
The New Orleans champion has the bout,
captured both previous matches, A lot of hooking is expeeted, as
including last August's title fight lboth boys are proficient with the
in which Brown suffered a broken fleft hook. Brown, however, will
The injury has completely heal- hand a good test.ed, according to Brown, who ap-
parently proved it by sparring 40 Chicle was once exported to therounds in training for the bout.
S as a substitute for rubber.
Smith held the title in 1955 $
right hand in decisioning Smith. ,doubtless give his "healed- right
wresting and successfully defend-
ing it against Jimmy Carter. He
lost a non-title bout to Brown last
May and then dropped the cham-
pionship to the 30-year-old veteran
in New Orleans Aug. 24,
EXPERIENCE WITH CHAMP
, A capacity crowd of 4.000 is ex-
pected to be on hand, according
to promoter Chris Dundee, at the
10 p.m. (EST) main event time.
Brown has the edge in experience.
having had 85 professional bouts
to 53 for the Ohioan. The champ...an
has scored 26 knockouts while •
Smith has floored 18 antagonists
THE NEW 1957 MERCURY
Low - Long - Big
SAVE MONEY WITH US
Low Down Payments
Up To 36 Months To Pay
Don't Miss This Big "M"
AT
GILMORE MOTORS INC.
540 SO, THIRD AT CALHOUN
PHONE IA 5-0717
WE INVITE YOU TO OUR SHOWROOM )
eluding one with a construction 
Move Club Toboards far over the groping hand. He held a sanelyof much bigger men to bat down i of jobs, in-
jump shots almost before they're 
company and another in a junk Detroit Arenaimpossible to guard' fade-away
airborne. 
yard, and after a year got disgust-
ed and joined the Marines. This DETROIT — (INS) — Officials
Green became eligible for the was in the fall of 1952, of the Fort NVayne Pistons pro
varsity as a new sophomore with By the fall of 1955. Green was basketball team and Nick Landes
the beginning of winter teem in home and discharged from serv• of Detroit were scheduled to meet
Jsnuary. Since then he.hae been. ice. During his terminal leave, and Thursday to negotitate the mov•
curiously enough. largely Onion- armed with CI bill aid, he visit- ing of the team's National Basket-
sible for both a three-game losing ed Michigan State end deeded to thassociation franchise to e
streak and a three-game winning enroll. ••In fact," treys Green, "I'd Motor City.
string,. 
- decided before I ever visited East . Pistons general manager Otto
The team operates with corn- Lansing from things I'd heard ini Adams said a meeting slated for
pletely different timing when service and it home about the Monday had been cilled off in
Green is in 'he game. explains school... favor of a session Thersdav
Yes Madame:
They are so light so fluffy
with such fine flavors and
.exture — rolls, biscuits, cakes
-And pastries made with the
finest flour— Jack Sprat flour,
and yet Jack Sprat flour cost
voil considerably less than oth-
er leading brands—try my fa-
vorite roll recipe made with it,
and I am sure you will say, too,
that they melt in your mouth.
ROLL RECIPE
I pint sweet milk
1,3 cup shortening
us cup sugar
1 whole egg
'EAST SIDE, WEST SIDE, ALL AROUND 'TN
TOWN...THE STORES THAT GIVE YOU
UALITY STAMPS, WILL KEEP THE
PRICES DOWN!"
1 teaspoon salt
I to 7 cups flour
1 yeast rake
pinch sugar
1-4 cup luke warm water
Heat milk in sauce pan. Dis-
solve yeast and pinch of sugar
in luke warm water. In mean-
time cream shortening, sugar
and egg together, pour in hot
milk. cool to luke warm, add
yeast mixture, sift flour, blend
flour and liquids to-dough con-
sistency. Place in refrigerator
until ready for u s e. This will
yield about 3 dozen clover leaf
rolls.
Jack Sprat Products can do
wonders for your kitchen, b u y
them, try them I just know you
will. If you do, you want be
able to resist these wonderful
products
13)e for now.
Jana Porter
JANA C. PORTER
These Young Stars Shined On The Big Star Talent Show!
Wipe: t e
EVERT S1TURDAV MORNING at 11:30 the "on the air" signal
slices for a new group of talented boys and girls as the Big Star
Talent Show provides opportunity for an ever (hanging cast of
young performers to show the world what they can do. thla Is
opportunity which is bringing to light the talents of hundreds and
hundreds of boys and girls talent.—talent which might otherwise('
he recognized. Big Star Food Stores of Memphis a a d the Mid-
.14
South are happy to bring this opportunity show to MId•Routh tal-
ents. If von would like an audition try•out, son are invited to Con-
tact WDIR anytime. Appearing on a recent program were: Lela
to right first row—Patricia Williams. Doris Henderson, Edward
Jones, and Charles Williams. Second row: Dori, Jeffries, Elise.
beth Ann Lacy, Annie Spearman and Vernon Hatch. Third row:
Mrs. E11101111 Williams.
• All:W. -r - I ,M- •-= •'. • - *- - ,  
. NA:ifyotrivo.„
CASH FOOD STORES
•
SAVE WAYS
LOW PRICES
PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS
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Mt. Pisgiik Celebrates 2nd Annual Homecoming 
MT. PISGAH HIGH SCHOOL
held its second annual Hoine-
coming event on Thursdat
night, Feb. 7. A king and
queen were crowned and the
laree crowd attending saw
two good basketball games in
addition to dancing and tith-
er interesting entertaiament.
Prof. Searcy Harris, princi•
pal of the Mt. Pisgah High
school, greeted his co-work-
ers and many friends to the
occasion. Mr. Mirk s a i ft,
'Tonight we are here to eele-
COACH BETTY J. Williams'
girl Eagles frOm Mt. Pisgah
gave the Allen White leant a
Mk,
brale our second Homecom-
ing. We hate grown in man,.
wavs since this time a NPAF
ago. We are thankful of this
progress, and appreciate the
l•froris of all who hnd s a Part
in making thin plant what it
is and what It is to become.
We are fortunate to have Mr.
Jarrett, Mr. Rivers, their
teams and royalty here from
Allen White High school in
D'hitenille. Tenn., to join is in
our celebration tonight It is
with great pleasure that we
hard time•of it but finally bow-
ed, 111-27. Forwards in front
row are Barbara R ober t s,
estend to each of you a
hearty welcome.- The abut,'
photo shows the royal court an
they were presented on the
stage before athletic enentn
began The King and (Wen,
seen in a close•up at right.
are Miss Etta Macklin, a sen•
life, and Len., Ilogard, a
freshman. Their attendants
Ailice Cunningham, a sen-
ior: Mart Ilickn, Le Fsfer
Nesbytt a junior; James Ta-
tum, a senior, and William
Walton, a junior. Others in the
Guntine Stokes, Charles Etta
Brown, Addle Robinson and
Mildred Watson. The guards
court are guest ronally from
Allen White High school.
Mrs. Mahalia Owens scene-a
as mistress of ceremonies for
the isderesting_praeram 01 the
night. The lies( Ileltee 11i. lultsi-
ness after the pronouncement
of greetings was the crefwn-
ing of the King and Quern and
afterwards they were show-
ered with gifts from the nay-
!min (-lasses and organiza-
tions. I, large -;roup fil nonng
ladies representing the physl•
cal education classes turned
Mahalla Owens. tin ere a
Crawford, Dorothy Anderson
and Dallas Donelnon.
CHEERLEADERS for Ate Mt.
Pisgah learns saw things go
the wrong way for the hap-
pie s t possible Homecoming
hut their yells helped keep
the Eaglen' spirits up. Pos-
ing between halnes of the
bons' game are, front left,
Misses En-a Jean Wooldridge,
Willie Mae Newsame, Louise
( ash, Almetra Jones a n d
Waddle Mae McNeary.
out in a beautiltil letter for-
mation. Two small tots
brought the house flown with
a Cute dance — see them else-
where in thin edition — and
another couple did an Inter-
etatine dance, Alma waters
from both schools were Rung.
Mt. Pisgah came out on the
short end of both basketball
games but all in-all the cele-
bration was a big night lor
the school.
HOMECOMING OR NOT, the
girls from Allen White, coach-
ed by E. I,. Ris ers, standing
rear, spared no efforts in
LOOKING ON from the stage
as tha teams battled w • r •
these educators. From left:
Prof. R J. Roddy, principal
Woodstock Training school;
Prof. Searcy Harris, princi-
pal Mt. Pisgah; Prof. M. A.
Jarrett, principal Allen White
and Rev. William Bell. for-
mer teacher at Mt. Pisgah,
now working in the city.
./
carving out a 4017 victory of
their host opponents. The Al-
len White players are Mildred
Fortson, Mary Ann Parks, De-
litres Rhodes, Olitla Harda•
wav, Imogene Allen. Kathet vn
Hainer, Nannie Mae Beard,
Arlene W. McKinnie, Hortense
Ferguson, Frankle Rome
Doreatha Cobb and Mosbed
McKInnio.
I.
MT. PISGAH'S F A G 1. E
came real clone to upsetting
the boys from Allen White
*bo were their guest team
on Homecoming last Thursday
night. After leading right han-
dily for A time the Eagles
ran out of steam, losing to the
Whiteville squad, 84-78. ream
roach, James Scott, la at
right. Players are, front, left
to right! Leon Edwards, Collie
Leak*, James Smith, Willie
Settles and Perry Hatle y.
Bark row, left to right: Ralf.
ey Dahdridge. Joe Ferby. Rob-
ert Jordan, 0. V. Wright and
John 11. Moore.
A SLASHING OFFENSE and
deadly shooting from the foal
line played a big role in the
14 to 'TI defeat this Allen
White team coached by John
T. Biady, left, handed Mt.
Pisgah. Players in front are
James Phinessee, Thomas
Smith, Ron Grimes. Lester
MeKinn e and John I. Pirtle.
Standing are K. C. dais, U.
Sherley, Charlie Hussey, Jiww.
mle Tom, Willie McFadden,
Glen Dotson.
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LOVELO
CORNE
By YVETTE CHANTE
Dear Mme. Chant.: I would like
to correspond with boys between are music and corresponding. Will
the ages of 18-20. 1 8111 5 ft. 2 in. answer all letters. Raphael Fenu-
tall, 123 pounds and 18 years of ku, House No. C21 4-2 Momotse
age. I am a junior in Central High ave., Adabraka Accra, Ghana,
school. Light complexion, brown B. W. A.
hair cut in an Italian bob. I enjoy • • •
listening to all the latest records.
Will exchange photos and answer Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
each letter written. Madeline Rose
Broadway, 1338 Hickory it., Flint,
Michigan. lbs., brown complexion and very
• • • lonely, I will answer all letters.
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like Paul Brown, General Delivery,
to correspond with pen pals from Main P. 0., St. Louis, Mo.
the States, preferably males. I am
Jamaican, 25 years of age, 5 ft.
3 in. and light brown complexion.
Eileen Simpson, 4 Golding rd.,
Cross rds., -P.- 0. St. Andanere,
Jamaica, B. W. I.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am de-
sirous of corresponding with pen
pals. I am 42 years of age, 5 ft.
4 in. tall. Will answer all letters.
Blanche Taylor, 104 East at., Kings-
ton Jamaica, B. W. I.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
to correspond with male and fe-
male pen pals, 18 to 38 years of
age, from America. I am a Ja-
Inaican girl, 18 years old, 5 ft. 4
in., 100 lbs., dark complexion,
brown eyes and black hair.
Vilma Pitter, 19 Montague at.,
Rollington Twn. Windward rd.,
Kingston Jamaica, B. W. 1.
ace
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
to correspond with pen pals from
America. I am a West Indian (Ja-
maican) residing in England. I will
answer all letters promptly. Seph-
lyn H. Coambs, 164 NIilkwood rd.,
Heine Hill S.E. 24, London, Eng-
land.
* • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am 23
years old and would like to cor-
respond with both female and male
between 22 and 31. Grace Diaz
Graciani, 220 Pearl at., Red Bank,
New Jersey.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chant.: I am de-
litmus of corresponding with pen
. pals. I am 26 years of age, 118
lbs., 5 ft 3 in., dark brown eyes,
black hair and light tan complex-
ion. My hobbies are movies, sing-
ing, softball and hiking. Carmen
Bennett, 12 1-2 Septimus st.,
Jones Town Kingston, Jamaica,
B. W. I.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chantet I am de-
sirous of corresponding with pen
pals between the ages 01 30 and
50. I sin 30 years of age, dark
complexion, 5 ft. 4 In., 120 lbs.,
brown eyes and black hair. My '
hobbies are movies, sea bathing
and reading. Ethel Williams, 110 ,
Church st., Kingston P. 0. Jamai-
ca, B. W. I.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
to correspond with women between
30 and 35 years of age. I'm 33
years old, have my own business,
5 ft. 11 1-2, 178 lbs., and I don't
drink. My hobby is flying and I
like all sports. Please enclose full
length photo. I will answer all
letters and exchange photos. Fred-
rick A. Reynolds, Rt, 5, Box 230,
Riverside, Calif.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
to correspond with a very sincere
young lady. I am 29 years of age,
5 ft. 10 in., 180 lbs., brown eyes,
black hair and olive complexion. I
I am going to college. Please en-
close photo if posible. Jon Carve
Wright, Box 4032, Memphis, Tenn.
-
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a very
lonely young lady desirous of cor-
responding with male pen pals be!
tween 30 and 50. I am a dress-
maker, 29 years of age, 5 ft. 4 in.,
130 lbs., light brown complexion,
brown hair and broian eyes. My
bobbies are classical music, danc-
ing. movies and sea bathing.
Grey, 110 Church st., Kingston, Ja-
maica, B. W. I.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chaste: I would like
to correspond with American pen
pals. I sin a Jamaican, 19 years
of age, 5 ft. 5 in., 128 lbs., and
brown complexion. I am a Dental
Technican. Herbert Gordan, 136
3-4 King at., Kingston, Jamaica,
B. W. I.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chants: I am dc.
sirous of corresponding with
American ladies. I am a Jamai-
can, 5 It. 8 in., 156 lbs., 29 years
of age, brown eyes and hair. I
am a sugar chemist. Gerald Lin-
do, 85 Mascfield ave., Whitfield
Town, P. 0, Jamaica, B. W. I.
• •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am de-
sirous of corresponding with wo-
men between 30 and 35. I am a
salesman, in my early forties, 5
ft. 8 in., 170 lbs. and medium
brown complexion. Kindly send
photo. I will do likewise. Phone
MUseum 4-3530 after 9:00 p.m.
Frank Cunningham, 6221 Indiana
ave., Chicago, Illinois.
• . •
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
to correspond with nice men be-
tween 39 and 45 years of age from
Detroit. I am 36 years of age, nice
looking and have a ten year old
boy. Ethel Herring, 3605 Ash st.,
Inkster, Michigan, Call at Logan
• 5-5597.
to corresepond with female pen
pals. I am 37 years of age, 185
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
to correspond with pen pals, pre-
ferably males. I am
• • •
Dear Mine. Chante would like
very much to correspond with
age, and my hobbies are. reading, 20-years-old, 5 ft 10 in brown'to' correspond with young men Inches tall, 40 years of age and Dear Mme. Chant.: I am a' Hatchsea-bathing and dancing. I would eyes and dark complexion. My from 18 to 23. I have brown eyea, profession is that of a hair dresser lonely ea-service man living in
like for pen pals to share these hobbies are the movies and dam- black hair, 5 ft. 3 in., 115 lin. and dressmaker. I promise to an- one of the British West Indies,
interests. Lolla Jitcjospm, 43 Mark mg, and considered attractive. My swer all letters and to exchange would like to correspond with pen College MarksLane, Kingston P. 0., Jamaica, Austin Townsend, 6 Konsongton hobbies are skating, dancing, ten- photos. Roslyn White, 10 Blake pals all over. I am willing to ex-
B. W. I. , rd., Windward rd. P. 0. Kingston, nis and modern jazz. I will an- rd., Kingston. Jamaica. change snapshots and will answer 72 d Y
•• • photos. Dear Mine. Chante: I am a sin- 5 ft. s inches tall weigh igi lbs.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like 1 Jamaica. B. W. I. swer all letters and exchange all letters. I am 30 years of age,
ez.lunior
n ear
to correspond with pen pals from Dear Mine Chante: I would like Diann Simmons, 1124 Dakota gle girl seeking pen pals, pre- and will answer all letters and 
NATCHEZ, Miss. — On March-
congenial ladies. I am 34, nosiness 
Natchez Junior college will
American pen pals. I am from the America. I am 32 years of age, to correspond with some young ave., Flint, ferably those of the opposite sex, exchange photos. Lascelles Cooke, 5'
Gold Coast, 17 years of age, and 5 ft. and 1 in., dark complexion, I am a Jamaican, dark complex- 71/2 Lord Elgin st., Allman Town 
celebrate its 72nd anniversary.
ft. 3 in. in height. My hobbies short black hair and medium school graduate, 6 ft. 1 in. and Dear Mme. Chante: would like ion, 5 ft. 3 in., 140 lbs. and 27 P. 0., Jamaica. B. W. I. 
Highlight of the observance witi
to correspond with young women
between 28 and 35. 1 would like
for her to be 5 ft. 6 to 8 in., and
well built. I'm interested in a
woman who has something to
offer a man who's trying to ac-
complish something in life. I'm
30, a native of New Orleans, 5
ft. 11 in., 170 lbs., dark brown
eyes and hair, and light tan com-
plexion. I have three years of
college, a progressive jazz fan
and like to socialize.
Dumarsais A. Soulonque, 1901
Wagones place, St. Louis 13,• Mo.
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
to correspond with American I
young men. My height is 5 ft. 5i
Grudina Bramoell, 18 Gal-
loway rd., Withheld P. 0. Kings-
ton, Jamaica, B. W. I.
• • •
Chante:Dear Mme. I would
like to correspond with pen pals.
I am a Jamaican, 23-years-old,
5 ft. 5 in., 130 lbs, brown hair and
eyes and brown complexion with
freckles. I will answer all letters
and exehange photos. Marion
Blake, 37. A. South Parade, King-
ston, Jamaica, B. W. I.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chants: I am inter-
ested in corresponding with pen
36 years of pals, preferably females. I am
weigh 195 lbs. I am confined at
the State farm at the time. Samuel
Harris. State Farm, Va.
S..
Dear Mme, Chante: I would like
to correspond with a serious mind-
ed young man between the ages of
30 to 35, who's interested in the
better things of life with a view
toward marriage, I am a Jamai-
can, 25 years of age, 5 ft. 4 in..
dark complexion and 'considered
good looking, I will answer all
letters and exchange photos. Merle
Rochester, 99 King at., Linstead,
P. 0., Jamaica, B. W. I.
• • •
Dear Mine. Chante: I would like
years old. I will answer all letters
and exchange photos. Miss Ovett
Nobles, 12 Hart at., Montego Bay,
Jamaica, B. W. I.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am inter-
ested in receiving mail from the
Caribbean Islands, particularly
Puerto Rico, for the purpose of
exchange economical and social
difference. I am a male, 30 years
of age, my hobbies are radio,
amateur, afro-cuban rhythm danc-
ing and golf. I will answer all let-
ters and exchange photos. James
W. Paris, 2131 S. Dunsmuir ave.,
Los Angeles, Calif.
• •
• • •
Dear Mine. Chant.: I would
like to correspond with young
ladies between 20 and 26 years
of Age intelligent and neat. I am
23 years of age, 5 ft, 5 in. and
weigh 150 lbs. I love all types
of music. Johnny Drew, 8740 12th
M., Detroit, Mich.
Hampton Proxy On
Manpower Council
HAMPTON, Va. — Hampton in-
stitute's president, Dr. Alonzo G.
Moron, on Feb. 6 was appointed
to the National Manpower Coun-
cil
be a panel on "The Place of
Church Related Institutions in the
Education of Our Times,"
A historical pageant will deplet
the highlights of the traditions Atit
the school. Mrs. Zee A. Baron sof
Coahom• Junior college has writ-
ten the script for the pageant.
Principal speaker of the day wilt
be Rev. C. L. Franklin of Detroit.
Natchez Junior college is mita-
taMed by the General Missionary
Baptist State convention of Mis•
sissippi. ft wu founded in Janu•
ary, 1885. Dr. H. H. Humes ii
president.
The celebration will be held it
I the college and at Sadie v.
Thompson high school.
THE TRUTH ABOUT TRADING STAMPS
The House Ways and Means Committee held a hearing Tuesday after-
noon, February 12, on the anti-trade stamp bill. The committee's pur-
pose in holding this hearing was to seek information on trading stamps.
We feel a responsibility to the committee and to the public to present all
the facts about trading stamps. The public should know the facts about
our business — as developed through research by Government agencies,
responsible universities, and independent research organizations.
A number of charges have been made by our opposition. Here are our
answers.
CHARGE 1: STAMPS RAISE PRICES.
ANSWER: According to Prof. Albert Haring of the Indiana Univer-
sity: "In the search done during the last two years at the Indiana Uni-
versity, and from other data, numerous instances have been found where
stamps have led to lower costs and higher profits without affecting
consumer prices."
The charge that stamps raise prices implies a low degree of :intelligence
among Tennessee housewives. It implies that housewives are not price
conscious, that they do not shop where they can get the beat value and
that they pay significantly higher prices just to obtain trading stamps.
We have greater respect for the Tennessee housewife than this. If
prices are actually higher in stores issuing stamps than in non-stamp
stores, why should merchants who do not use stamps wish to have them
outlawed and lose their competitive advantage?
CHARGE 2: STAMPS ARE NOT REDEEMED.
ANSWER: The United States Treasury Department for purposes
of Federal Income tax, has determined that our recleinption rate is not
less than 95 per cent.
On the assumption that stamps issued one year are redeemed the next,
Hurdman & Cranstoun, Certified Public Accountants, and our company's
auditors for more than 40 years, found in a recent study covering 15
years that our redemption rite was 97.487 per cent.
•
The key to the stamp business is high redemptions. We use every
possible advertising and promotional means to encourage redemption of
our stamps, because we know a low redemption rate would indicate that
consumers were losing interest in our stamps. Only while housewives
are redeeming our stamps and enjoying our services can we be successful.
CHARGE 3: STAMPS ARE UNFAIR
MEANS OF COMPETITION.
ANSWER: In the 61 year history of the trading stamp business,
to our knowledge no court has ever decreed that stamps are an unfair
means of competition. They are no more so than free parking, air-
conditioning, free delivery, advertising, special sales, or any other tech-
niques employed by retailers to attract customers.
CHARGE 4: S& H IS A FOREIGN CORPORATION.
ANSWER: S & H has been serving all of America, in all 48 states,
for more than 61 years. Wherever we operate we employ local personnel.
We have 7 stores and 3 mail order redemption stations in Tennessee.
We have a substantial investment in our Tennessee employees, and we
will use every means to protect their interest.
Tennessee is interested in corporations increasing their investments in
the State. Since we are a growing company, we plan to further our in-
vestments of time, energy. equipment and people in this state. In addi-
tion, we purchase more than $500,000 in merchandise from Tennessee
Manufacturers, and pay sizeable taxes each year.
These are the facts. They add up to just one conclusion:
Trading stamps are good for business and good for consum-
ers. They are a basic part of the same free enterprise system
which has made this country the wealthiest nation on the
face of the earth. Surely, no public-spirited citizen of Ten-
nessee will sit idly by and let special interests pass any law
aimed at destroying any part of this system.
If you have any questions concerning the operation of our
company or the stamp business, we will be happy to answer
them at any time.. Please address these to the S & H store
managers in the following cities: Kingsport, Johnson City,
Nashville, Knoxville, Chattanooga, Jackson, Memphis.
THE SPERRY AND HUTCHINSON COMPANY
S & H GREEN STAMPS
Serving America Since 1896
•
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Our Opinions
Of John Kasper And His Hate Doctrine
The strange behavior of John Kasper,
dangerous segregationist and executive sec:
retary of the White Citizens Council of the
District of Columbia, has an explanation:
According to a New York Herald Tri-
bune's Washington correspondent, Kasper
. for the last six years has been Ezra
Pound's "devoted disciple, pen pal and fre-
quent hospital visitor."
Now, who is Ezra Pound? — Pound is
a seventy-one-year old insane poet, an in-
dicted traitor and anti-Semite who has been
an inmate in St. Elizabeth hospital, a fed-
eral mental asylum in Washington. since
World War II, when he broadcast Facist
propaganda for Benito Mussolini, another
, mad man.
Not too long ago, Kasper was the mov-
ing spirit of a racially mixed literary circle
in New York's Greenwich village. He was
the Bohemian king around whom many a
bildding Negro writer rallied. He turned up
overnight, last September, in Clinton, Tenn.,
-ind was arrested there when he exhorted
the citizens of that small community to
resist the Supreme Court's school desegre-
gation decree.
Having been cleared of the charge of
disturbing the peace, by a sympathetic
jury, Kasper moved on to Atlanta where
he carried with equal virulence his doctrine
of race hatred. Again he had a bout with
the law. But none of these experiences
lessened his fervor for segregation.
West Indian Dream
A grand dream which West Indian in-
tellectuals have long sought to materialize
is about to become a living reality.
From a scattering of sugar islands dot-
ting 1,000 miles of the Caribbean, the
British West Indies are hard at work carv-
ing a new nation out of the very rock of
British colonialism. Representatives of Ja-
maica, Trinidad, Barbados, the Windward
and Leeward Islands are meeting in Jamai-
ca to choose a site for the capital of the
new Caribbean Federation. At the same
time they will consider plans for setting up
the necessary government departments and
the naming of the federation.
This step is of great significance not
only to the native West Indians but as well
to American Negroes whose ingenuity, re-
sourcefulness and talents have been bottled
up by American race prejudice. Great ave-
nues of opportunity for commerce, for in-
dustrial expansion and for cultural inter-
change will open up, broadening with en-
during benefits the horizon on both sides of
the blue Caribbean.
The federation will come into being the
third quarter of this year. Its leaders are
confident it will attain the status of an in-
dependent dominion five years thereafter.
n the threshold of this historic event,
°- there is much upon which to felicitate those
natives whose steadfastness, singleness of
purpose have unified them into an indivi-
sible whole despite physical isolation, per-
sonal ambitions and local jealousies.
This carpetbagger and rabble-rouser in-
corporated in his propaganda the ideological
technique of race hatred that Ezra Pound
had poured into his ears. Lashing at the Su-
preme Court as being red-controlled, de-
nouncing proponents of integration as race-
mongrelizers, Kasper spewed his venom of
hate and disunity wherever he went.
This sort of primitive Americanism is
both contagious and dangerous, however
much we may question its sanity. One of the
paradoxical failings of democracy is the
inability to control, under the guise of free
speech, those whose incendiary action would
destroy the very liberty they enjoy.
It is too bad that men like Kasper cannot
be silencea without a serious abridgement
of some fundamental principles vouchsafed
by the Constitution. This unresolved di-
lemma poses a constant threat to free in-
stitutions whose foundations may be under-
mined by a concert of evil forces sweeping
across the country like a visitation of
locusts.
America, however, would be a little
more than a welter of crude energy, a raw
unlovely society where the ravings of the
Pounds and the Kaspers allowed to go un-
checked and unchallenged by those who be-
lieve in decency and order. We may take
comfort in the fact of history that such
ravings testify to the shortcomings of an
age in process of transition.
With the establishment of their nation-
hood will come the inevitable membership
in the United Nations where the represen-
tatives of the new state will participate as
equals with other nations in the delibera-
tions on world affairs. For, far too long,
this shimmering pool of black talents and
initiative, has been allowed to remain on
the naked periphery of momentous world
events.
One of the untrumpeted achievements
in the British West Indies is the superb
manner in which they have solved the deli-
cate problem of race relations within their
own geography. Traditions of freedom and
democratic institutions have deep roots in
the West Indian soil. No doubt, the new na-
tion will emerge as a shining example of
efficiency, self-control and restraint in car-
rying out the intricate processes of a de-
veloping enlightened government.
For quite sometime there has been
growing on those islands a sense of oneness
that supersedes the desire for sectional
reference and identity which divided the
natives into Barbadians, Trinidadians or
Jamaicans. This sense of communal nation-
ality is an essential prerequisite for the in-
ternational recognition they seek.
If their intellectual energies are not dis-
sipated on unproductive undertakings, there
is a bright future awaiting the citizens of
the new nation whose sovereignty will
heighten the prestige of the Negro people
the world over. May coming events hasten
the dawning of the new day!
ALBERT BARNETT
Writer Says Saudi Arabia Slaves
Are Well Treated, Enjoy Their Captivity
THERE ARE ALWAYS two
sides to every question of nations'
interest and import, so, in order
to give a fair appraisal of the sub-
ject at issue, the 'pro' and 'con'
should be given equal prominence.
• This Column recently discussed
g. .a" infamous slave trade in Sau-
di Arabia — fabulous land of oil,
Cadillacs and harems. Authenti-
cated reports from newsmen of
various Western countries and
fron1 United Nations' observers-
linked His Majesty King Saud di-
rectly with the nefarious trade.
Now comes a rebuttal f r o ni
Theodore Kaghan, who, writine
in the New York Post, issue of
Jan. 31, gives the 'pro' version in
an article titled "Slavery and
&bud."
Writer Kaghan says treatment
of slaves in Saudi Arabia is reg.
Mated by mandates of the Ko-
ran — Bible of the Moha:nmedans
—and they are adhered to relig-
iously. He explains as follows:
"The Koran says a master
must treat his slave with humane-
ness, feed and clothe him as
he would the members of his own
family. find a wife for him and
take care of any subsequent
progeny.
• "This, according to the cognos.
ss,ontl in. tke .'bone trade,' as the
dealers in When beings • are
-stnown in the business, is more
au most slaves mid expert In says that every pilgrim to Mecca.
the African villages from which
they came, or in the flea-bitten
oasis of the Persian Gulf f r om
which they were snatched."
It's difficult to give an accurate
estimate of the number of slaves
In Saudi Arabia, but from sur-
veys made by the British a n d
French, also the United Nations.
estimates vary from 500,030 to
730.000.
"The system Is well organized,
with its center at Mecca. Indeed.
as one reporter puts it, Mecca is
to slavery what Wall Street is to
finance '.Vhat, with t h e Saudi
Arabians having become some-
what shy about the thing, Mecca
is said to be the only city now,
where you can buy staves on the
open market. But just the run of
the mill stuff is displayed. .
"The more desirable female
slaves arc reserved for special
private showing and bring up to
81,000 or $1,100 — provided they
are virgins."
Other prices, set in 1953, at Mec-
ca, according to a French. report
from Jiddah, were, about 8400 for
men under 40; $400 for female ha-
rem slaves; about 8105 for "old"
women and about $800 for relig-
ious slaves.
"Religious slaves' are special
merchandise and go into a sep.
grate consumer Channel reserved
for spiritual needs. The Koran
if he wants to save his soul, must
buy the freedom of another soul.
"Some people t ak ea slave
along to free him, others sell theirs
as a sort of human traveler's
check to pay expenses oi the trip
. To hear the Saudi Arabians
tell it, slaves do the same work
as hired servants, and the only
inconvenience they suffer is de-
privation of mobility — freedom.
But, since the slaves allegedly re-
alize that they never had it so
good, they stay put.
"Investigation into Saudi Arabi-
an slavery began after the British
warship Flamingo, on duty in the
Red Sea in the summer of 1952,
picked up a dhow (boat) with 84
men and women tied up in t h e
hold. The incident led to the first
of three inquiries by the UN, none
of which ever got anywhere.
". . .The U. S., withholding its in-
dorsement, expressed its pious op-
position to slavery and the mat-
ter was left in the hands of Saudi
Arabia and Yemen, to settle as a
domestic problem, without outside
interference."
Safety Council Raps
All Drag Racing
The National Safety Council has
condemned drag racing and other
speed competitions of hot rod
clubs.
The council based its stand on
i poll of more than 1,500 city and
gate traffic officials, school auth-
orities and local safety councils.
g. by NAT D. WILLIAMS
WHY MENTION IT?
This week, in many parts of the
nation where Negroes reside, is
being observed as Negro History
Week.
For around 60 years now "your
folks" have more or less accept-
ed the, movement started by the
noted Negro historian, Carter C.
Woodson. Mr. Woodson launched
Negro History Week with the
statement of a general objective.
The Association which took up the
project has pretty well kept the
general objective, which generally
speaking was to "tell the Negro
something good about his own
past, give a reasonable interpre-
tation about the rough side of his
past, and provide people of other
races with a basis of respect for
the worth of the Negro."
With a fair degree of consisten-
cy that has been the approach
of those who take time out to ob-
serve Negro History Week.
But here of late there is a
strong trend away from the ob-
servance. A lot of folks are begin-
ning to ask about the usefulness
and need for a Negro History
Week. They argue that such an
observtnce tends to set the Negro
apart. They contend that it is in-
consistent for the Negro to be ar-
guing fcr desegregation and inte..
gration on one hand, and then
taking steps to glorify his differ-
ences and separate-ness on the
other hand. They hold that one
of the strongest arguments against
desegregation and integration is
the one that the Negro is so much
different from other Americans,
has such g different background,
and such a different outlook and
prospects until he could never be
assimilated. They say that one ar-
gument is enough to make all for-
ward looking Negroes turn away
from any project or program
which tends to accentuate differ-
ences,whether historic or current.
These are the type of people
who have taken the lead in get-
ting the words "Negro" and "col.
ored" dropped from Negro organ-
izations such as clubs, business ,n-
stitutions, churches and the like.
They say "Let's stop jim-crowing
and segregating ourselves." Cele-
brating Negro History Week: they
contend, is a way of "segregating"
our past from that of the rest of
America.
On the other hand, however,
there are those who feel Negro
History Week shotild be empha•
size no more than ever. They
The most individually challens-
ing question of the ages is "What
am I doing to make life flow more
vigorously."
Since life is a perpetual in-
stance divided into two periods,
time and eternity, also since lite
is a journey and not a destina-
tion, these facts make it very nec-
essary that direction, full physi-
cal and mental strength and en-
ergy be given te life in order that
the best may come from life.
All of this must be done during
time. It must be remembered
that time is a very short period,
therefore, if one's life is to be
robbst, all efforts in that direc-
tion must be prompt and well di-
rected — Learn and give is the
key.
Time lost can never be regain-
ed. There is no second chance.
Today is the time for one also,
the only time promised to one.
Time then, is an important per
iod in life. No one can afford to
lose time. From the cradle to the
grave is but a moment when one
considers eternity.
Time is important for two rea-
sons: One, life's course in eter-
nity is charted in time and,sec-
ondly, one's contributions to pos-
terity must be made in time.
have some valid arguments. They
hold that the Negro needs to in.
troduce idinself to the mainstream
of American life in the best pos-
sible light. Now that national and
even world interest, are focused
on the Neg,re in the U. S., the
time is ripe for the Negro to pub-
licize the great personalities, the
great experiences, and the great
achievements contained in t h e
race's past.
The advocates of Negro History
Week maintain that too many Ne. I
groes, themselves, don't k floss
enough about their race's past to I
present convincing argurneets for
acceptance in the present. T o
many Negroes share the
thoughts of other uninformed and
misinformed groups. . .that tho
Negro has done nothing worth-
while nor worth remembering.
that he is an unknown and un-
tried hybrid, which it left to his
own devices, without the guid-
ing and restraining hand of an
overlord of another race, would
run the world.
If it did nothing else than re-
condition the thinking and change
the attitudes of Negroes like those
just described Negro History
Week would have served a great
purpose, according to these advo-
cates. They also hold that not to
observe Negro History Week
would deny to Negroes a iacial
ritual which is common among
other groups in the U. S. They
point out that the Irish glory their
past with St. Patrick's Day and
other observances. They call at-
tention to German, Jewish, Polish,
Chinese, French, English, Spanish
and other groups in this country,
who have special observances,
weeks and days which they use
to publicize and glorify their pasta
and their groups' contribution to
the progress of the "Melting Pot"
which is known as the U. S.
Logically they ask, "What's the
matter with the Negro's project-
ing himself in a similar ni a n-
ner?"
They answer their own ques-
tions, and add that the observ-
ance of Negro History Week can
serve Negro youth by inspiring it
to achieve men. It can help the
Negro of today by recalling his
attention to the ground he has al-
ready covered with so much less
help than he is now receiving .
thus, giving him new inspiration
and hope. Seems like the advo-
cates of Negro History Week, have
some 'rightly powerful words on
their side. Now, whatchubet!
Life .s too big and too long,
also time is too short to be used
wholly for self-gratification a n d
advancement, a life, a vigorous
life, is one that flows out from
self to others at the exoense of
self. It i a weak and puny lite
which flows to self. A robust,
healthy life knows no bounds, rec-
ognizes no, handicaps. It just
flows on regardless of what may
come.
There are two purposes and di-
rections for life: Blessedness or
condemness. Every life is in one
or the other category.
The time purpose of life should
be that it shall be used as a bless-
ing to others. This is the only
way life itself can be blessed.
For life to be robust, it must
be fed the right diet. It must not
be fed evil thoughts, evil imag-
inations, evil communications and
evil intentions, for all of these
will lead to evil deeds and a puny
life — a life of cursedness It is
impossible to add to the length of
life, but it is within human pow-
ers to add to the accomplishments
of life.
A full life is a life bigger than
self. Herein is the challange ' To
satisfy my own wants" or "To
vigorously satisfy the true de-
mands of life?"
"WHADDA GROUCH! HE THINKS WORDS CAN BE
ONLY BE SPELLED ONE WAY!"
Hands Of The World
In History All's Well That
Ends Well, Says Simple
"During Negro History Week,"
said Simple, "Joyce took me to a
pay lecture to hear some Negro
hysterian •
"Historian," I corrected.
"Hysterian speak," continued
Simple. "And he laid our Negro
race low. He said we was mis-
bred, misread, and mislead, also
losing our time good-timing. In-
stead of time-taking and money-
making, we are jazz-shaking. Oh,
he enjoyed his self at the expense
of the colored race — and him
black as me. He really delivered
a lecture — in which, no doubt,
there is same truth."
"Constructive criticism, I g.a-
ther — a sort of tearing down in
order to build up."
"He tore us down good," said
Simple. "Joyce come out saying
to me, her husband, that he had
really got my number. I said.
'Baby, he did not -miss you, nei-
ther.' But Joyce did not et:insider
herself included in the bad things
he said.
"She come telling me on the
way home by subway, 'Jess Sem-
ple, I have been pursuing culture
since-my childhood. But you, when
I first met you, all you did was
drape yourself over some beer bar
and argue with the barflies. The
higher things of life do not come
out of a ticker trough.'
"I replied, 'But. Joyce, how
come culture has got to be so
dry?"
'She answered me back, 'How
come your gullet has got to be so
wet? You are sitting in this sub-
way right now looking like you
would like to have a beer.'
" 'Solid!' I said, '1 would. How
did you guess it?'
There seems to be a school of
thought among some liberals that
the white supremacists of the na-
ticn can somehow be simply per
suaded or "educated" into accept-
ance of civil rights for Negroes,
Jews and other minorities.
This philosophy is very groatly
publicized during "Brotherhood
Week" and a number of big-name
speakers with very earnest mes-
sages of hope come arorund and
point with pride to some so-called
achievements Or advancements on
the love-thy-neighbor front. When
I hear them I am momentrrily
thrilled and hopeful that this
"moral suasion" business is the
solution to our problem in Amer-
ica.
It all sounds good and since I
am a man of peace, I wish I could
believe it. My own personal ex-
perience in dealing with evil and
wicked people is that persuasion
and education works best when you
also apply pressure. This technique
somehow seems to stimulate the
educational process and you should
see how bright a knucklehead can
become.
I remember back in the old days
in Detroit when John L. Lewis
sent all those "educators" into
town to organize the motor indus-
try. They were intelligent, educat-
ed and they believed in the power
of moral suasion. Who can questior
the intellectual and moral quali-
ties of the Reuther brothers? Yet
they recognized that the only way
to get a contract was to strike and
make it impossible for the com-
pany to use strikebreakers.
Harry Bennett of the Ford Mo
tor company, by his own admis-
sion, used every threat of fore:.
and intimidation he could to stop
the union but he was iip against a
greater force. The real power in
" 'Married to you for three " 'Very few educated men look
years, I can read your mind,' said like Harry Belafonte,' said Joyce.
Joyce. 'We'll buy a couple of cans " 'I am glad 1 am handsome it,.
to take home. I might even drink stead of wise,' I said. But JoyCla
one myself.' did not crack a smile. She had
" 
" 'Joyce, baby,' I said, 'in that that lecture on her mind.
case, let's buy three cans.' —Dr. Conboy is smart,' says
'Remember the Joyce 'Did you hear him quoting-'Joyce says, . .s.
budget, Jess.' Aristotle?'
" 'Who were Harry Stottle?' 1..-
" I says, 'Honey, you done bust _,
eel the budget going to that lecture asked.
program which cost One Dollar a " 'Some people are not eves"-
head, also we put some small misread,' said Joyce. 'Aristolitle .
change in the collection to help was a Greek philosopher 
k 
'Negroes get ahead.' Socrates, a great man of ancient
times.'
" 'Small change?' says Joyce, 'I ,Ife must of been before Book.
put a Dollar.' er T. Washington then,' I said,
" 'Then our budget is busted real 
'because, to tell the truth, I has •
good,' I said, 'so we might as well not heard of him at all. But tos.
dent it some more. Let's get six night being- Negro History Week.'
cans of beer. how come Dr. Conbuys has ta
" 'All right,' says Joyce, 'go quote some Greek?'
ahead, drink. yourself to the dogs " 'There were black Greeks," •
— instead of saving for that house said Joyce. 'Did you not hear hint
we want ,to buy.' say that Negroes have played •11--
" 'Six cans of beer would not pay part in all history, throughout all
for even the bottom front step." time, from Eden to now.'
I said. 'But they would lift my " 'Do you reckon Eve was
spirits this evening. That Negro brownskin?' I requested.
high-speaking doctor done tore my " 'I do not know ghout Eve.
spirits down. I did not know be- said Joyce, 'but Cleopatra was of
fore that the colored race was so the colored race, and the Bible
mislead, misread, and misbred. says Sheba, beloved of :aolomon,
According to him there is hardly was black but comely.'
a pure black man left. But I was " 'I wonder would she come to
setting in the back, so I guess he me?" 1 says.
did not see me.' " 'Solomon found Cleopatra
" 'Had you not had to go to comely. He was a king,' says
sleep at home in the big chair Joyce.
after dinner,' says Joyce, "we " 'And I am Jesse B. Semple,'
would have been there on time I said.
and had seats up front.' . "By that time the subway had
'"1 were near euough to that got to our stop. At the store Joyce
joker,' I said. 'Loud as he could broke the budget again, opened
holler, we did not need to set no up her pocket purse, and bought
closer. And he certainly were us six cans of beer. So it wcre a
nothing to look at! good evening. It ended well."
this situation, of course, was the
power of organized people against
which nothing can prevail.
A great deal of comment about
the technique of the Reverend
Martin Luther King, the hero of
Montgomery and the South, has
confused some people. The Mont-
gomery boycott which w a s so
strong and effective that it
astonished the whole nation was
in the true sense an exercise of
power and force. The fact that the
Reverend King preached non-vio-
lence and rightly warned against
hating the white folks had noth-
ing to do with the essential truth
that the boycott was a power play.
It forced the transit company to
its knees and put pressure on the
local, state and federal govern-
ment.
It can be truthfully said that
the non-violent campaign of Ghan-
di finally forced the British out
of India. The exercise of power or
the threat of it always seem to ac-
celerate the educational process
and when there is no power be-
hind your very fine argument, the
'knuckleheads don't listen. People
always seem to do the right things
for the wrong reasons. When they
are good it is usually because they
better be good or else.
In this race relations business
it is important that we are always
conscious of the nature of power.
There are two instruments of pow-
er in our hands which we are be-
ginning to learn to use, the vote
and the wage dollar. By saving
our dollars, putting it to the prop
er use through deposits in institu-
tions we control, withholding it in
boycotts, and similar moves, we
are beginning to appreciate the in-
herent power of money in this cars
italistic society. By voting for true
liberals, voting against o isr
enemies, voting our full strerngth
and voting with true allies in the
liberal cause, we are beginning to
learn how to use this instrument
of power.
The more carefully we examine
our situation in America the more
obvious it becomes that we need
to make much greater use of our
potential power than we are now
making. When we discover an
enemy, we have got to learn to
destroy him utterly although we
should pray for his wicked soul.
There is nothing that please me
so much as to see justice done
on earth with the prospect of even
more justice being meted out on
Judgment Day.
In this connection I think 4
is important that we have the law
on our side because the law repre-
sents the supreme power of the
state and nation. It is important
that we have an FEPC law, a law
against discrimination in the sale
and rental of housing, and other
laws touching upon the basic
rights of true citizenship in Amer-
ica. The only important advance-
ment we have made in America in
recent years stems directly from
the decisions of the United Stales
Supreme Court. In this fight for
integration and fall citizenship we
are going to make progress be-
cause we have the law on our side,
and the law represents power, and
we need more education, of
course, to sustain the law.
We can see therefore that edu-
cational efforts and power plays
must be combined, synchronized
and teamed together to achieve'
true democracy. We must contin-
ue to use persuasion and educa-
tion and keep up the pressure. The
two elements go hand in hand,
neither will work without t h e
other.
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(ME's From Over Came To Lane's Obsevance
11' WAS MORE TH41.4 JUST
AN NNNIVERSARY at Lane
college. It was the Diamond
Jubilee scar for both Lane col-
lege and tha Christian educa
tional program of the C. M.
E. church. So they came from
far and near to help make
the occasion a memorable
one. Upper left are some of
the representatites of Disler
institutions who were present.
From left are Rev. G. Jay, of
Paine college; Rev. E. K.
Hall, of Holsey Cobb insti-
tute; Dr. L. Q. Brown, gener-
al secretary of the board of
education; Dean A. C. Han-
cock. of Texas college; Frank
Person, of Miles college, and
E. E. Rankin, of Olississippi
Industrial college. Reminisc-
ins at the foot of the old bell
tower are a group ot lane
grads in center p hot o, top
ro(N. They are, reading from
left: Rev. H. C. Burton, pas-
tor of Philips Temple, Indian-
apolis, and editor of the East-
ern Index; Rev. M. C. Mer-
risseather, pastoi of Christ
Temple ni Tulsa, Okla.: Rev.
Richard 0. Bass, pastor oils-
rael Metropolitan in Green-
ville,. S. C. Rev. T. C. Light-
foot, ir., pastor of West Mit-
chell Street church, Atlanta;
Dr. William C. Suttles, den-
tist, of Little Rock, and Rev.
R. E. Reid, pastor of Holsy
Memorial. of St. Joseph, Mo.
Some of .tke general officers
of the CME chiesis v/ho were
present for thtVcobservance
are seen in right photo, top
row. Clockwise, they are Dr.
E. P. Murchison, editor of the
Christian Index; Dr. J. B.
Boyd, general secretary of the
Superannuated Mini s-
ters, Wives and Orphans;
Rev, H. C. Burton, editor of
the Eastern Index; Prof. E.
T. Jeans, financial secretary
and Dr. G. H. Carter, pub-
lishing agent. Senior Bishop
J. Arthur Hamlett, first pic-
ture bottom row, delivers the
final in a series of messages
delivered during the three -
day celebration. Distinguished
ladies caught by the photog-
rapher (second photo f r om
left) are, from left: Mrs. Mar-
tin, widow of the late Bish-
op Martin; Mrs. Annie Mae
Miller, daughter of the sen-
ior bishop; Mrs.Lena A.
Hamlett, wile of the senior
bishop and Mrs. C. A. Kirk-
endoll, sr., mother of Lane
president, C. 1. Kirkendoll,
jr. Congratulations were ex-
tended to Marian Anderson
by Mrs. Kirkendoll s f °Howl,*
the recitalist's brilliant p e
formance. Photographed from
SOME OF THE MANY who
trekked to Lane college for
the educational institution's
75th anniversary celebration
were active lay leaders and
lay workers in the church and
these are the bags of some
of them who arrived shortly
before the laymen met in the
administration building on
Tuesday afternoon. The young
lady passing the neat luggage
stack is Miss Quida Vault, of
113 Rivers st. Jackson. She is
a freshman. The meeting of
laymen was held at the same
hour t h e College of Bishops
convened their Tuesday ses-
sion.
Who's Who
Elected At
Henderson
They called it "Who's Who" it
Henderson Business college, 1956-
37. Members of the Student Coun-
cil conducted polls to determine
the cofferent personalities among
the members of the student body.
The results were as follows;
Among the young ladies the win-
ning personalities were, M os t
Beautiful. Miss Estelle Lockett
and Miss Barbara Burke (who
held a tie of 12.121. After a dif-
ficult decision and a tie breaking 
Maps 7-Point Behavior
Plan In La. Integration
Ark. Bills Hit
NAACP, Mixin
By DAVID MARTIN
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — (INS):
— Four bWs to prevent integra-
tion of public schools and control
the activities of the NAACP were .
introduced in the Arkansas legis-
lature yesterday.
The measures, which have the
backing of Gov. Orval Faubus. in-
clude:
1. A bill to require certain or-
Nixon Accepts
B•vote, Miss Lockett emerged the id To Visit
victor.
The Most Versatile and Popular in
titles went to Miss Thelma Dox- Liberia
THOMASVILLE, Ga. — (INS)—
Vice President Richard M. Nixon
accepted an invitation yesterday
to visit Liberia next month on a
good will .trip to Africa that will
also take him to the Gold Coast.
Nixon will go to Liberia after
attending ceremonies i n Accra
marking the independence of the
Gold Coast, which will change its
ganizations, including the NAACP,
to publish a list of its members
and contributors every three
months.
2. A plan for creation of a state
sovereignty commission to fight
public school integration.
3. Amendment of the compul-
sory attendance law so that par-
ents will not be required to send
children to integrated schools.
4. A bill to establish a fund to
aid schools financially in cases
arising under the pupil assign-
ment act.
Governor Faubus said the pro-
posals are designed to implement
the- school assignment plan and
the interposition resolution, both
of which were approved by voters
in the November election.
Faubus. declared the NAACP
measure will make it possible to
outlaw the organization in Arkan-
sas if it does not stay within its
province as a non-profit group.
Red Cross Area Heads
S.
lett are: N. V. McCullough,
chairman of the division of hu-
manities; Dr. Kirkendoll, Mrs.
Kirkendoil and Miss Uitlerson,
Frank Rump, Miss Anderson's
accompanist Dean J. 0. Per-
pender and Mrs. Perpender.
Flowers were presented to
Misr Anderson, (*al photo,
slunk intermbisloo of her re-
cital by M r s. Klekendoll.
(Photos by Stone)
These Passed On *
The following persons passed:
MRS. FLORENCE HILL, at John]
Gaston hospital, Feb. 6; MRS.
11111111gillli1111111111111fillIllilii111111111111111111111o511111111
Methodist Leader
Calls For Action
On Integration
The president of the Council
of Methodist Bishops Monday
called for an end to racial segrm-
gallon in the churches,
Referring to the religious
services at which only white
persons are permitted, Bishop
Earl Ledden of Syracuse, N. Y.,
declared:
"The II a.M, service on Sun-
day is the most segregated hour.
There is too much truth in that,
enough to make it sting. It is
time for the church to do some-
thing about this."
Bishop Ledden, addressing the
National Methorlikt District
Superintendents' conference in
Chicago, described the present
age as "the thing
-minded geo-
eration." lie added:
"It takes clear and straight
thinking if we are to understand
the meaning of life and the
foundations of our morality."
Charles W. Folds, contract diy- , .111111111111111111111M11111111111111111111111111111110111111111111i
ision manager Marshall Field, and 1 
Tuesday by Liberian Ambassador Ellis M. Ruddick, general creditMost Versatile and Most Likely George Padmore. manager, Montgomery Ward &
to Succeed — James Joyner. ' In Thomasville, where President Company, have been named co-Winning Personality — Bennie Eisenhower is vacationing. White chairmen of the General Merchan-Minor. House news secretary James C. dise Section of the Chicago RedAwards were presented to mem- Hagerty said Nixon was accepting Cross March Fund Campaign ae.hers of the typing classes for their the invitation with the approval cording to Gordon R. Corey, busi-
showing in the pre
-holiday contest of the President, ness division chairman.
sponsored by Mrs Annie L. Able,
typing instructor.
The presentations, made by
14its Josephine Jones, went to
Miss Joyce Letcher. who typed 79
words per minute for the begin-NEW ORLEANS—(INS)—A Negro leader in New i accident, talk as little as possible 
ners class and Miss Estelle Lee-Orleans, who filed suit to desegregate the eitv's buses, ' ard always in a quiet tone, knit, who did 75 for the advanced
,has urged members of his race to adopt a seven-point 6. If cursed, do not curse back. class.
Ii struck, do not strike hack, bu( j Lucky Sharpe. ordinary ingot*.code of behavior while aviailing the outcome of the court i show love ard good will at a IIIancc salesman for the Universalaction. 
 1 times. Life Insurance company, was a
The Rev. A. L. Davis, jr.. whoi 
for those who %sal persecute 
to carry on the struggle for (us- 7. Remember to pray especially recent speaker at Henderson.eis named as plaintiff in a ftderal lice. His subject was "Facts About
court suit seek a declaratory 3. The bus closer is the man in anyone. Romans 12.21: "Be not Memphis and the Memphis Ne-judgement on. Louisiana's bus charge of the bus Ask his aidi overcome with evil, but overcome gro...
segregation laws, outlined the and report any serious incidents evil with good."
code in a pamphlet entitled "Alto hirri. Then report to one of our 
New Use For Old Wood." letders immediately. Give date,
Res'.Davis' suggestions are: I time, place and names of rersims 
Cancer SpreadsI. Pray for guidance and corn-1 Invnkrucl•
mit yourself to keep non violence W 4 Be CO ICOU.i. Avoid loud
!
-, in word and action, observing the talk lie sure you are neat and
«... ordinary rules of courtesy and clean at all tones. Be triendls ..
. good behavioi. , proud but not arrogant. be Irippy,
MORAL FORCE but not loud,
2. If any person is being molest-I TALK SOFT
ed, do not arise to go to his de- 5. Do not be drawn into argu- 1
tense, but Dray fur the oppressor ments about segregation, dtsigra-
and uill moral and spiritual force Ration or intcgration. In cast of
uring Surgery
ey.
Winning Personality went to our
Miss H. B. C.. Miss Alice R.
Adams.
Most Likely to Succeed — Miss
Pinkey B. Williams.
Most Talented — Miss Gwen.
dolyn Price.
Neatest — Miss Gloria Wallace.
For the young men, Most Hand-
some — William Ragland.
Best dressed and Best Groom-
ed — Malcom McClaren.
Industry uses nine times more
castor oil than is required by
medicine.
Scientists at the University of
Illinois College of Medicine have
discovered that cancel may r vur
in patients because' deadly cell,
"crumbs" spill over during surd
gery — seeding the system with
cancer colonies.
Surgeons at the college, work
ing with Dr. Warren Cole, pad
president of the American College
of Surgeons. !bowed experiment-
ally that prophylactic drugs can
osertake and destroy cells escap-
ing from a cancer.
name to Ghana.
The invitation was extended
BREAK FOR YOU!
A FREE GREASE JOB
ON YOUR CAR
WITH EACH CHANGE OF OIL
AT
DEWEY'S
AUTO SERVICE
475 LINDEN • IA 7-0328
(BRING THIS COUPON)
BERME MURRELL, at the rest.
&lice of her daughter, near Ma-
con, Tenn., Feb. 3; MISS FLOR-
ENCE NEELY, at her residence,
Route 1, Germantown, Tenn. Feb.
6; MRS. MIGNON PERKINS, at
her residence, 2969 Shannon ave.,
Feb. 4.
FRANCES PUGH, at her resi-
dence, 1624 Gaby, Feb. 2; MRS.
EMMA RICHARDSON, at Shelby
County hospital, Feb. 4; MRS.
ALBERTA PIPION, at her resi-
dence, 2001 Carver, Apt. 2 MR.
MELVERTA SANDERS, in Chi-
cago, Feb. 4. MRS HENRETTA
SWOPE. at her residence, 222
DeSoto Alley, Feb. 6; MRS. AAN,
NIE BELL BILLINGSLY, at iv
residence of her daughter, 1529
Holmes, Feb. 4; ALLEN BROWN.
SR., at John Gaston hospital, Feb.
5; MRS. MOLLIE BROWN. at
Shelby County hospital, Feb. 1
DR. T..1, JACKSON, at his res-
idence, 598 Alston, Feb. 2; MRS.
MARY JONES, at Cook County
hospital, Feb. 2; MISS ANNIE B.
WILLIAM, at John Gaston hos-
pital Feb. 3; LOUIS NATHAN
BRADLEY, at John Gaston besot.
tat, Jan. 31; MRS. MeiTTIE MY-
ERS, at John Gaston hospital,
Feb. C; CLARENCE THOMAS,
at John Gaston hospital, Feb. 3,
DAILY SUNDAYS - 8 AM.- 12 P.M.
Tells Past, Present a n d future, Advises
on all the affairs of life. There is no prob-
lem so great that she can't solve. Tells you
how to hold your job, when you have failed
and how to succeed. Calls your friends and
enemies by name without asking you a sin-
gle word. Will tell you your troubles a nd
what to do about them. Reunites the separ-
ated. Upon reaching womanhood a n d
realizing she had the God-given power to
help humanity, Madame has devoted a life-time to thio work.
From the four corners of the world they come to her White
and Colored, men and women of all races and walks of life.
Gua-anteed to remove evil influences and bad luck. There is
111) pity for those knowing they are in hard luck, and need help
and do not Clime for it. One visit will convince you Madam As-
ta is superior to any other Reader you have seen. Gives lucky
days and lucky hands. Lifts you out of sorrow and darkness and
starts you on the way to success a n d happiness. Madam is
iere for the first time in this vicinity—Consult her today!
3092 'HIGHWAY SI NORTH
IN FRAYSER, TENNESSEE
PHONE EL 7-9115
Take Millington Bus iir Frayser Bus every 15 minutes. Get
at Millington Road. Bus stops right at Madam Day's Door.
If you can't find call in and you will be directed to her office.
She will pay free taxi fare for any g r o U p of three readings.
She also cures ulcers and asthma. Where doctors fail she has I
succeeded. Make an appointment immediately.
•
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Lane College Observes Its 75th Anniversary
THREE OUTSTANDING
LANE COLLEGE ALUMNI
members discuss the growth
of the college during the insti-
tution's 75th anniversary ob-
servance. From left are Pres-
ANOTHER CME LANDMARK
Ii !liaison, Tenn. is this Lib-
erty CME church, an historic
tabernacle. It is the first
church built in Jackson by the
THE STORY of Lane College
Through 75 Years of Service
(18F2-1957), was written f o r
t h e anniversary occasion by
Mrs. E. 111.yorry, third trent
THIS GROUP OF STUDENTS
In a typing class ea:inducted by
C. L. Robinson, represent just
ono of the areas of study at
1Lasie college. Dean J. 0. Per
ponder says the academic pro.
A N F
FouttOk• (1, it tt.,‘ Coi,4
thoctt:,1 fpis(t.piii . (lturk
,kuscrik.a, a., a high schoot, urtd,
dirt'ction -kitsltop
ith1i dauglitcr
betame, 'instittitc is kW;
Its first pcsident, R, ,
undcrs, sc.rvcd t f
It rcceivefi its lot ciAtt
1695
ident C. A. Kirkendoll, who has
headed the college since 1930;
Bishop J. Arthur Hamlett.
senior prelate of the Christian
Methodist Episcopal church
and chairman of the Lane col
Christian Methodist Episcopal
denomination and was erected
in 1893. Several years ago, in
1942, it was remodeled but
with. most of the original
left, a Lane alumnus who is
now coordinator of education
for school. Conversing with
Mrs. Perry about the school's
colorful history are, from left,
Atty. E. W. Raclin, of Chicago,
gram at Lane is divided into
four fields designated as Divi-
sion of Humanities, the Divi-
sion of Natural and Physical
Sciences. the Division of So-
cial Sciences, and the Division
lege board of trustees, and
Bishop W. y. Bell, presiding
bishop of the third Episcopal
district. The Lane college sign
behind the thrae educational
and Christian leaders refers to
structure being kept intact.
Actually, the outside w h ich
gives a modern appearance of
being brick was accomplished
by covering over the old build.
an alumnus and member of the
trustee board; G. L. Thacker,
an alumnus and registrar at
Lane college; Mrs. Perry; Dr.
E. W. F. Harris, of Green-
ville, Texas, president of the
of Education. Students at 1,s"
college may major in one of
ten different areas and certify
to teach in one or more of
eighteen areas of endorsement.
The majors are accepted in
the church as the Colored
Methodist Episcopal church.
Colored was dropped in favor
of Christian at the last general
conference held in Memphis,
Tenn. (Newson Photos)
ing frame with cement and
then effecting the brick de-
pressions. It continues to be
a much•hisited landmark as
one of the last of the early
t hurehes.
Women's Missionary Conner.
Donal Council, and Dr. E. G
Calhoun, president of Paine
college, another of the CME
schools.
graduate and professional
schools, and the teacher certi-
fied are eligible to teach in
every state in the United States
and outlying possessions.
THIS IS TIIE ADMINISTRA-
TION BUILDING at Lane col-
lege. It accommodates all ad-
ministrative offices, seheral
EIGHT OF THE NINE BISH-
OPS of the Christian Methodist
Episcopal church were on hand
for the opening day's activi-
ties of the Lane college observ-
ance of its 75th year. Seen in
the conference room on the
IN THE RECENTLY DEDI-
CATED Tigrett Science Hall,
Prof. 3. T. Beck, left, chair-
man of the Natural and Phy-
DIGGING IN — In the stu-
dents' lounge of Tigrett hall
these four students, three
freshmen and a sophomore,
classrooms, offices for teach.
ers and a spacious chapel.
From its modest beginning as
a two-story frame building in
the summer of 1882, the ohy•
Lane campus where they con.
sented to pose for the Defend-
er before going Into a Bish-
op's Council session are, seat-
ed from left: Bishop F. 1..
Lewis, of the fifth Episcopal
district; Senior Bishop J. Ar-
sical sciences division at Lane
college, observes progress of
two seniors conducting a titra•
lion experiment to determine
dig into their studies. A Chris-
tian college with high academ•
ic standards. its students are
ever conscious of the need to
measure up to the college's
sival plant at I ant. college has
grown steadily until it now is
ialued at around a million
dollars. Located on 12 acres
in the northeast select resi•
thur Ifsmiett, and Bishop Lu-
ther Stewart, of the fourth
Episcopal district. Standing
left to right are: Bishop A. W.
Womack, seventh Episcopal
district; Bishop J. Claude Al-
len, ninth Episcopal district;
the strength of an acid. Carry-
ing out the experiment are
Roy W. Pettigrew, left, of Ca.
turville, Tenn., a mathematics
traditions. Reading clockwise.
students studying here are
Miss Marian Cowan, a fresh-
man, of Jackson; Miss Rtithie
Lee Johnson, a sophomore, 0f
dentist section of .1 a c kso n.
T,-nn, the campus is compos.
cd of in buildings and three
teachers' homes.
Bishop W. Y. Bell, third Epis•
copal district; Bishop B.
Julian Smith, eighth Episcopal
district, and Bishop Bertram ,
W. Doyle, of the sixth Episco-
pal district. Bishop H. P. Poi.-
ter, of the second Episcopal
district, could not be present.
major who is taking his minor
in chemistry, and Roland M.
Porter, of Covington. Tenn., a
biology major who also is doing
his minor in chemistry.
Lewisville, Ark.; Arthur Da-
vis. of Chicago, and Miss Fred.
dye Hill, of Jackson, both
freshmen.
hearts were flattered, equally as
many expected hearts hopes were
thwarted. Poet Thomas Hood
wisely stated:
"Oh, if it be to choose and
call thee mine, cial and educational in scope.
Love, thou art every day my Natlyn Johnson is this area's re-
Valentine." gional director. Local sponsors of
The useful (?) trouble of the the sorority are Harry Mae Si-
mons, Gladys Miller and Dovie
Burnley. Already the organization
boasts 109 chapters throughout
the country and chapters in Eng-
land. Membership is open to col,
merrier, too, by the lovely for- !lege women. Locally, the chap-
• anal given by the Cotillion club at I ters hold two monthly meetings—
Curries Club Tropicana last Fri- one business and the other so-
day night, where scores of guests , cial. Last year, the groups here
delighted to lovely decorations of
hearts suspended from over-head
lights, countless cupids plying
....their arrows about the walls, a
lovely heart scene at the entrance
and a large silver heart on the
edge of the dance floor. Ladies
received lovely cigarette holders
tied with hearts as favors. Need-
less to say, folk forgot the cares
of life and rain as they danced
'til the wee hours of morn.
CLUB DOINGS
On the club circuit, Clara Bar-
ton Health Club was beautiful-
ly entertained by Eldora Amos,
Frances Thorpe and Ellen Cal-
lum at 1423 S. Willette, last Sat-
urday, where they met to coin-
plete details for their annual
Scholarship Tea to be held at Le-
lia Walker clubhouse the fourth
'Sunday in March.
THE DEBONAIRES
Helen Batts was the charming
hostess for Dcbonaires Bridge
club last Saturday when she roil-
ed out the red carpet for mem-
bers and guests at the Gay Hawk
Inn. Filet mignon was the piece
de resistance of the wonderful cui-
sine served. Guests of the club
were Odiestine Herndon. Beverly
Ford and Mary Ethel Jones. .
the latter the winner of the guest
prize. Annie Laura Willis and La-
maris Robinson were the recip-
ients of the club prizes. Members
present for the evening of fun will send two delegates to a
were . Alice Kilpatrick, Paulette Business and Social Workshop to
Willis; Julia Collins, Vernita Wat- be held at Kansas City, Kans., in
son and Vivian Willis. April.
NOON DAY REVELERS NEW FACES 1
The distinctive home of Dr. and Well-known Nobel and Laura
Mrs. N. B. Watson, "LeMuel", Owens are the proud parents of 1
was the setting for a wonderful a little daughter born last Friday
luncheon party that marked the week at E. H. Crump hospital. 1
meeting of the Noon Day Revel- The little charmer weighed in at
ersinteresting games and the de- 71/2 lbs and is named Cheryl
Laurita. Never have there been:
a prouder new father, for co-work-
er Noble's chest is still inflated
. . .and we were the recipients
of so many novel treats in honor
Wiggins, J. Seward — the pre of the occasion.
dent of the club, and E. 0. Another little newcomer is that
Hedgers.' of the Theodore Fletchers who
D'ACCORDS were also blessed with a daugh-
A recent meeting of the D'Ac- ter, who made her arrival at E.
cord Bridge club was held at the H. Crump hospital too, To both
lovely West Burdock home of of the babies we bequeath our
Elizabeth Shaw, whose guests cr.- fervent hope for a long, long life,
joyed a sumptuous repast of quail full of health and prospertiy. .
and equally as rare and tempting faith, hope and charity.
nursels guaranteed to spell sue- ON THE SICK LIST
cess to any party. Beautiful nal- Friends of M r s. W. 0. Speight
eas and burning tapers added to
the festive atmosphere of the
party. Members Ann Simpson,
Hiawatha Harris, Warren Haw-
kins and Willa Dean Jackson cap- Parkway, which is overflowing
lured the lovely prizes, with the get-well w i oh es and
SIXTEEN SOPHISTICATES flowers' of her legion of friends
When the Sixteen Sophisticates who love her for her charm and
met with Mrs. James Lewis a gentility and kindness she has be-
fortnight ago, they planned their
social calendar for the year and
announced that they will give their
annual dance on March 22, at the
Flamingo Room Crump hospital, and is also re,
THE SANS PARIEL CLUB cuperating at her home. Here to
Mary Howard of 320 Vance was cheer her through her sickness
the hostess to the recent nieetMg and put her back on the road to
of Sans Panels, when members
welcomed back president Myrtle
Collins Burwell frcm her recant
trip to Detroit, and began plans
for their annual Spring Festival.
Later guests were included in
the social phLse of the meeting.
including Mary Taylor, Hazel Wil-
liams, Mary Cannon, Ernest Wil-
liams and Anderson Hollerman.
Members attending were Annie
Parker, Geneva Burris, Ophelia
McFadden, Mae Della Hall. Annie
Mae Jones, Roberta Owens and
Ernestine Grove.
• •
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. The annual event of hearts and to the organization. This sorority
flowers, candy and cards and cu-
pids bearing missives of Valentine
' - Day has come our way; and we
4 - are reminded that while many 
president of the four Memphis
1" chapters 
are Miley Johnikan, Flor-
ence Williams, Lydia Robinson
„ and Maggie Newsom.
The organization is interracial
and its activities are civic, so.
rain continued through most of
last week, but let up long enough
to give us a glorious prevue of
spring and summer on the week
end. The Friday nite was made
hcioua repast of Mrs. Watson
marked the event one of excep-
tional pleasure for members Mes-
damei -H. H. Jones, E. H. Page,
Lillian Jones, Peter Jones, V.
is one of the country's youngest,
and boasts a membership of ap-
proximately 50 klemphians. The
collaborated in a social service
project for the Crippled Children's
hospital, which was the recipient
of a volume of books, monthly
1 showers of personal hospital cloth-
ing and monthly parties. This
year, in addition to their work
with the hospital, the chapters
will give two college scholarships
at the end of the school year.
For the ceremony Saturday.
the Y's club rooms were festive
with the green and gold colors of
the organization, whose symbol
is a bell, yellow tapers in green
holders and a lovely centerpiece
of yellow carnations and baby's
breath adorned with a large green
bow.
Members present were Evelyn
McAnulty, Lucille Price, Della
Humphries, Lula White, Bernetta
Nash, Jean Harris, Ernestine
Gray, Ernestine Hutchinson, Eth•
el Isabel, Thelma Davidson,Ru-
hie Stein Iludson, Willie M a e
Richardson, Dorothy Greene, Wil-
la Warren, Nettie McMurtry,
Lena Reams, Natlyn Johnson,
who preside& and Macile W i '-
barns.
Following the ceremony, a re-
ception was held in the auditor-
ium, where the organization's em-
blem was displayed, amid gay
impromptu singing of the soror-
ity's songs. 1 t
Each of the Memphis chapters
are delighted over her rapid re-
covery from recent surgery at E.
H. Crump Hospital, she is now con-
valescing at h e r home on South
stowed to the many people with
whom she comes in contact.
Mrs. W. T. Brewster also re-
cently underwent surgery at
recovery is her sister, Mrs. Ro-
berta Cosby of Detroit, Michigan,
and her son, Rev. W. H. Brew-
ster of Philadelphia, Pa.
WHERE THEY WENT
Almazinee and John Davis sent
last week end in Kansas City ,vis-
iting their brother, Atty. James
Peter Davis and wife. Maurita
and their three children. And. .
Mrs. W. M. Womack is in Sring-
field Gardens, Long island. N. Y.
for an indefinite stay with her
daughter, Mrs. Edward Bryant.
Before we say adieu the many
friends of Hugo Warren, a c e
And to round out news of dubs, Pittsburgh Courier advertising ex-
'The White Lily club of Pentecos- I ecutive, is in town to put the
tal Temple met in the home
of Mrs. Corrine V,:alten of 221-B
Wellington and made plans for
a Valentine entertainment to be
held on Feb. 15: and scheduled
their next meeting with Beatrice
Ainold at 1272 Latham on March
8.
NEW MEMBERS
Members of Alpha Alpha, Alpha
Delta, Alpha Gamma and Alpha
Beta chapters of Alpha Gam-
ma Chi sorority met at Vance
Avenue YWCA last Saturday night
to admit 12 initiates in the per-
son of Myrtle Hayden, Ida Page,
Rose Ella Pittman, Daisy Paige.
Vivian Ford, Mildred Doss, Mary
Beal. Louitit Baron, Lillian Wolfe
and Lorraine firister. Twenty-two
others were jewelled (pledged)
final touches on the forthcoming
Home Show of the paper. He'll
be seen about town, as he'll be
here until after the event.
VV4e Preservers
Never cook 10bet,r Or 011 inip in ;Awl-
ly holline water. Just keep tilt the star
meting point.
CELEBRATE 50TH WED.
DING ANNIVERSARY — Mr.
and Mrs. Edmond Hughes, Sr.
celebrated their 50th wed-
ding anniversary Feb. 7, at
their lovely home at 2516
Headrick ave., where they
have resided for the past 35
years. They are the parents of
Eddie Hughes. jr., Mrs. Mod-
ena Hughes Garrett and the
late Odell R. Hughes. They
have six grand children and
O great grandchildren. Mrs.
Hughes is the daughter ut
the late Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Harris of Eudora, Miss.,
and Mr. Hughes is the sou of
the late Mr. a n d Mrs. Elias
Hughes also of Eudor a.
The Hughes are members
of the Church of Christ at 585
Vance ave., at which Brother
A. J. Colston is the nilnister.
Alphas Date
'Sweetheart
Ball' Feb. 15
Beta Xi chapter of Alpha Ph!
Alpha fraternity is giving its "An-
nual Sweethearts Ball", Friday,
Feb. 13, 9 til 1, at Curries Club
Tropicana. Music by Ben Branch
and the Veltones.
The ball is given annually in
honor of the fraternity's sweet-
heart. Miss Gloria W a d e, 1956
sweetheart, re'inquished her crown
Jan. 31, to the 1957 sweethent,
Miss Mary Roberts Cole, dough-
er of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Cole,
865 Porter at. She is an ad-
vanced freshman at LeMeyne cols
lege and is planning to major in
elementary education.
At the Sweethearts Ball a young
ady will be crowned "Heart of
the Ball". This young lady is se-
ected from among seven ladies
attending LeMoyne college. These
adies are Sadie Mabon, last
year's 'Heart", Beverly Smit h.
PINK LADY ROSES in valentinecorsage say "I'll never forget
you." Heart-shaped grouping of
blooms accented with foliages cut
in tiny hearts.
MISS MARY COLE
Margaret Johnson, Dorothy Stiles,
Jean Harris, Mary Cole and. Mo-
nette Joyne.
The public is invited.
N. Y . Leads In
Trend Toward
Apartments
NEW YORK — (ANP) — T h e
trend toward apartment living in
New York City has been intensi-
fied, according to a study made
by the U. S. Labor department's
Bureau of Labor Statistics.
More than 85 percent of the
283 000 dw  e ing units built the
secretary.
city during the 10 years 1946-55
were in apartment buildings or 2
family houses. In contrast, 1-fam-
ily housing predominated in the
nation as a whole and in large
cities generally.
Mrs. Sharp
Named By
Fellowship
Mrs. Gladys Sharp was hoatcss
to the Women's Fellowship of tips
Second Cpongregational church at
her home, 1495 Felix, Wednesday
night, Feb. 6.
The newly elected officers were
installed by Mrs. Willette Humh-
ries, a past president and pres-
ent president of the Tennessee and
Kentucky Congregational Chris-
tian Women's Fellowship. After
the installation, each otficer ex-
pressed his thanks to the mem-
bers for electing them and as-
sured them that they would per-
form their duties to the best of
their ability.
NEW OFFICERS
The newly elected officers in-
clude M r s. Gladys Sharp, presi-
dent; Mrs. Lois Hargraves, vice
president; Mrs. Althea Price, re-
cording secretary; M r s. Willie
Jones, coresponding secretary;
Mrs. Alma Holt, treasurer, and
Mrs. Annie Lee Jennings, chap-
lain.
Mrs. Sharp asked the cooper-
ation of each member in helping
her reign be a success.
The group is planning a dinner
during the next few .weeks a n d
are asking t h e support of a 11
friends. Watch for the time and
date.
Stitch-Chat
Club Meet
Miss Carrie Canada, of 864
Mississippi blvd., was hostess on
Feb. 6 to the Stitch and Chat Sew-
ing club. A brief business meet-
ing was conducted by the presi-
dent, Mrs. Odessa Mitchell.
Birthday dollars and other gifts
were paid to Mn,. Mary Jordan
and Mrs. Lula Gibson.
The surprise box was won by
Mrs. Mitchell.
At the close of the activities a
delicious party plate was served
The next session will be at the
home of Mrs. Jordan, 1535 Live-
well Circle, on Feb. 20. All mem-
bers are urged to he present to
help in making plans for the
spring activities. Mrs. Eva 11111,
reporter.
12 Matrons
In Election
Members of the Twelve Matrons
Social club met with Mrs. Ellen
Knight as hostess, at her home,
52 W. Fields, Sunday evening. In-
stallation of officers for 1957 was
the main order of business.
The following officers were in-
stalled: Mrs. Jimmy McCulley,
president a n d reporter; Miss
June Tucker, vice president and
chaplain; Mrs. Elizabeth Plunk-
ett, secretary; Mrs. Luberta Hay-
wood, assistant secretary; Mrs.
Fannie Mae Thomas, treasurer;
Mrs. Ellen Knight, business man-
age r; Mrs. Frankie Williams
social secretary; Mrs. Rose Lee
Nichols, critic.
Mrs. Lucille Perry was wet.
corned as a new member of the
popular organization. Other bus-
iness discussed included plans
for the big Jamboree Dance,
which the Twelve Matrons plan
for March 30, at the Flamingo
Room.
mmt .sty menu w a s served fol-
lowing the business session.
Mrs. Jimmy McCulley, presi-
dent: Mrs. Elizabeth Plunkett
Of all the private cars owned in
the U. S., 73 percent are used for
traveling to j o b s, conducting
business or doing the daily farm
chores.
JUNIOR CHURCH WORKER
— Mies Mettle Davis, nbo
raised 8138.50 in the annual
Junior church program was
crowned queen of the junior
church of Gospel Temple Bap-
tist en Sunday, Feb. 3, by the
pastor. Rev. Charles T. Epps.
The total amount of funds
raked was 8754.75. Second
place contestant wasMiss
Paula Epps, right of t b e
queen, w ho had 8117.50, and
third placer was Miss Claud-
ia Navels, left of the queen,
with 8a4.50. Other contestants,
seated left to right store Joyce
Ann Carney. Gwendolyn Rob.
Moon and Ceretha aim Toy.
Four contestants in second
row are: Beverly Watkins,
A n n Potts, Ophella Rainey
and Judy Logan. Members of
the sponsoring committee,
were, reading clockwise: Juli-
us Boyland, Mrs. Teolo Coley,
Mrs. Edna Havw ood, M r s.
Fannie C. Smith. pianist; Mrs.
POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP
RECORDS FOR EVERYONE
306 Poplar at LaualerIele
Phone IA 5-6348
Moyle B. Williams a n d Mc-
Adams Sloan. (Withers Pho-
to)
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RHOMANIA COMMITTEE —
Members of Sigma Gamma
Rho sorority met Saturday,
Feb. 2, to discuss plans for
"Rhomania," April 26, at
Bruce Hall, when they will
present "Children 'Round the
World", with Gloria Locker-
man, the champion on the
S64,000 Question television pro-
gram, as their guest artist.
Some of the mt .abers corn -
prising the "Rhoniania" com-
mittee are seen in the above
photo. Seated left to right are
Mesdames Erie Rose, general
chairman Amanda Brow n,
Katherine Jones, Jewel Clark
and Inez Woods. Standing left
to right are: Mesdames Ann-
ie Jean Goodloe, Willette
Bowling, Rills Porter, presi-
dent of the organization sod
Cora Glease. (Photo by Charts
P. Roland)
FIRST BIRTHDAY — I.ittle
Marchelle Renee Brown, the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
John Henry Brown, jr., cele-
brated her first birthday at
their residence, 3Et Winelies-
ter, .1.111. 29. Little guests att
I h e gala party are Kathleen
Trueheart, Michael Torrence
5leetchum, Revs Ann T r u e-
heart, Melanie and Mende
McWilliams, Marchelle Renee
Brown, Linda M. Williams,
Sammie Marshall, Jr., Los le
Griffin and Edward Scott Wil-
liams. (Photo by Wm. Clark)
THE LA
CIALITES
for an exclusive fashion show
to be held at the Flamingo
Room March 17. Just organ-
ized last season, the club re-
ported a good initial !seat%
New officers were elected at
BONNE 801 SO.
announced Plans
the last meeting at the home
of Mrs. Delois Agnew who is
president. Seated here left to
right are: Mesdames Denise
Rochelle, reporter; Leoia Mit-
chell, secretary; Mary Self.
treasurer; Laura Kelly, vice
president; Helots Agnew
president, and Gertrude Bur.
Miss Ruth Wright
To Wed Detroit Man
Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn Davis of
1409 James at., announce the en-
gagement of their daughter, Miss
Ruth Wright, to Willie H Bat-
tles, of Detroit, Mich. Mr. Battles
Is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Wil-
liam H. Battles of Rocky Mount,
N. C.
The couple will be married on
April 27, at the home cf the bride-
elect's aunt, Mrs. Olga C. Hask-
ins Smith, at 3210 Helen at., Dc
troit, Mich.
The lovely bride-elect was grad-
uated from B. T. Washington High
School and attended Lealoyne col-
lege and the Detroit School of
Commerce.
Mr. Battles is a graduate at
Wayne university and has served
two years in the, U. S. Army. He
is now employed with Chrysler
Corporation in Detroit
Words of the Wise
I do not know what I may
appear to the world, but to my-
self I seem to have been only
like a boy playing on the sea-
shore, and diverting myself in
now and then flinding
smoother pebble or a prettier
shell than ordinary, whilst the
great ocean of truth lay all
undiscovered before me.
—(Sir Isaac Newton)
Announce New Way To
Shrink Painful Piles
Science Finds Healing Substance That Does Both—
Relieves Pain—Shrinks Hemorrhoids
New York, N. Y. (Special) —
For the first time science has
found a new healing substance
with the astonishing ability to
shrink hemorrhoid!' and to relieve
pain—without surgery.
In one hemorrhoid case after
another, "very striking improve-
ment" was reported and verified
by doctors' observations.
Pain was relieved promptly.
And, while gently relieving pain,
actual reduction or retraction
(shrinking) took place.
And most amazing of all—this
Improvement was maintained in
rasa! where doctors' observations
were continued over a period of
many months!
In fact, reignite were so thor-
iugh that sufferera were able to
make sneh astoni•hing statements
as "Piles have ceased to be •
problem!" And among these suf-
ferers were a very wide variety
of hemorrhoid conditions, some of
10 to 20 years' standing.
All this, without the use of
narcotics, anesthetics or astrin-
gents of any kind. The secret is
a new healing substance (Bin-
Dyne•) —the diecovery of a world-
famous research institution. Al-
ready, Bio-Dyne is in wide use
for healing injured tissue on all
parts of the body.
This new healing substance is
offered in auppositoep or ointmelt
form called Preparation H. Ask
for individually sealed convenient
Preparation H suppositories or
Preparation H ointment with spe-
cial applicator. Preparation H is
sold at all drugstores. Satisfaction
guaranteed or money refunded.
Ilia U.1 ru OR.
•
ton, business manager. Stand-
ing, same order. are: Mes-
dames Gladys Johnson, finan-
cial secretary; Marie Brown.
Johnnie Edwards, Annie Mae
Grace, chairman of the sick
committee. (Withers Photo)
QUEEN ELIZABETH appears at
the Hurst races, London, amid
persistent rumors of a marital rift
with her husband, the Duke ,if
Edinburgh, who has been ani,y
on a cruise for four months. Feed-
ing the rumor mill is the fact. that
the Duke, aboard the royal yatcligit
Britinnia, has chosen to stay AY
the vessel 10 days though he's
only a few hours hop from Lon-
don by air. (INP)
•
•
• •
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SCENE I
I By Mrs. Anna Lee Cooke 
I've been trying to do a little
research to find the origin of the
customs of Valentine's Day:- It is
recorded that the customs of the
day have no connection with the
lives. of three saints whose feast
days falls on Feb. 14.- Wherever
the custom of sending love tok-
ens originated it certainly brings
happiness to many. Since it is
widely followed in the U. S... I
hope you remembered your lov-
ed one.
Now for a bit of news — The
Criterion Bridge club was enter-
tained in the lovely home of Mrs.
Vera Brooks on Leconte it. with
her sister, Mrs. Cyril Porter serv-
ing as hostess. Your scribe fin-
ally won a prize even though it
was the booby. Prizes for high
score went to Mesdames Gertrude
Ford and Bernice Lucas. Mrs. V.
• Walker was guest at the meet-
ing and was presented a lovely
handkerchief.
S. Ii. Bronaugh served as host
to the Atomic Bridge club at the
home of Dr. and Mrs. W. ft. Bell
on Hays ave. last Wednesday.
High scores were announced for
prizes for this quarter. Rating at
the top of the list were Prof. J.
T. Beck and Mesdames V. F.
Walker and V. M. Bell.
The home of the T. R. Whites
was the setting of the New Idea
club last Friday night with Mrs.
Edna White serving as hostess.
The business session concluded
with the serving of a most tasty
dinner to the very fashionably
dressed ladies who were present
at the meeting.
EXPERIENCED GIVEN
Mrs. V. F. Walker, former Eng-
lish instructor at Merry H igh
school, was guest at the fresh-
man-sophomore assembly at t h e
school last Thursday. She gave a
vivid account of her experiences
she has had during her travels
abroad last summer. A token was
presented to her at the end of the
program.
IN AND OUT OF TOWN
Samuel P. Morrow, son of Mrs.
Sadie Morrow who resides on
Stonewall at. spent a few days in
Jackson last week before going to
Nashville to take the bar exam-
ination. Morrow is a graduate of
Boston university in the School
of Law and presently is in the
Air Force stationed in Maine. We
wish for him much success in his
future plans.
• 0 •
J. A. Cooke, athletic director at
Lane college, attended the athlet-
ic banquet in Atlanta, Ga. last
week which was sponsored by the
100 Per Cent Wrong club in con-
junction with the Atlanta Daily
World, Coca-Cola Bottling compa-
ny and Universal Life Insurance
co. At this banquet which is spon-
sored annually, awards are given
to outstanding participants in ev-
ery phase of athletics. It was re•
ported to be a swell affair.
a
It is another girl for the G. W.
Rawls of Brownsville, Tenn. She
was born on Feb. 2 at Jackson.
Madison County General hospital.
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
The band drive at Merry High
school is on. The Kick Off Festi-
val was held Jan. SO featuring the
Merry Band and Glee club with
Dr. J. 0. Perpener as the main
speaker. Pep talks were given by
several outstanding Jacksonians
in various fields and from all in-
dications, Jacksonians are going
to get on the band wagon and buy
much needed uniforms for the
Merry Band. The next public
event sponsored by the PTA will
be "The Ciffee Sip" set for March
4 at 8 p.m. at Merry High
school.
Feb. 15 the annual Career Day
will be held at Merry High
school. At this time special con-
sultants from colleges will come
In to give first hand information
to students in their respective
fields of interest. The day is un-
der the direction of W. P. New-
bern, Coordinator of Diversified
Occupations at Merry.
The anrual Farmers' Confer-
ence will take place at Lane col-
lege on Feb. 22.
AID POLIO DRIVE — Rock-
lord's social welfare omitted
citizenry recently turned out
in fashionable numbers to con-
tribute generously when four
young matrons gave a "Moth-
ers March on Polio" tea in
the home of Mrs. Louis Penn
HOLIDAY ON ICE — "Holi-
day on Ice" of 1957 with a
brilliant international all-star
on Preston it. Mrs. Marion
R. Campfield (seated right).
Woman's Editor of the Chica-
go Defender was the guest
hostess At the coffee service
(seated left) is Mrs. Willa
Mae Saulter, one of the hos-
tesses. Standing (from left)
Iota Phi Lambda Plans
Growth At Mid- Year Meet
WASHINGTON — The National
Board of Iota Phi Lambda So-
rority held its mid-year meeting
recently at the headquarters of
the National Council of Negro
Women, here with Mrs. Marion
Jackson, national president,
presiding.
Oklahoma Youth Director
Bids Bishop 'Bon Voyage'
OKLAHOMA CITY, Okla.—Mrs. -
Ruby Doris Ferguson of this city, •
now serving her second quadren- 1
Mum as youth director of the Ok-
lahoma Conference of the Afri-
can Methodist Episcopal church,
was.a representative of the Youth '
and Children's Work Division of
the Twelfth Episcopal district of
the AME church at a bon voyage
affair held recently in New Or- t
leans for Bishop and Mrs. 0. 1
§herman, and daughter, Miss Mary
Sherman.
The Shermans sailed recently
for South Africa, where the bish-
op will preside during the quad-
rennium.
Mrs. Ferguson, who was ap-
Mrs. Farmer Is
Crowned Queen
Mrs. Elease Farmer, wife of
Charles Farmer, won the title of
queen during the Ten Queen Con-
test sponsored by Mrs. Haiel Mit-
Olen, president of the Pastor's
Aid club of St. John Spiritual
church.
A court of 10 queens and 10
kings served at the crowning of
the title winner. Mrs. W. V. Gil-
liam, wife of Rev. M. V. Gilliam,
pastor of St. Rest M. B. church,
did the crowning.
Those who served in the court
were:
Otis Powell, Miss E Adams, W.
Edlen, Mrs. E. Lynch, Rev. R.
Akers, Miss L. Holton, 0. Gen-
try, Mrs. R. Simms, Rev. A.
Hines, Mrs. A. Logans, A. Ruck-
er, RevS. F. Rogers, Mrs. Ethel
Pughsley, R. Edwards, Miss V.
McIntosh, Gene Jordan, Mrs. M.
Stewart, J. Banks and Mrs. Vera
Zinnimon.
• Bishop M. M. Rogers is pastor
of the church which is located at
4446 State st.
When Texas was annexed by
the United States, it retained the
. right to divide itself into five
Metes.
The agenda included plans for
program development and special
projects consonant with the so-
rority's objectives of making busi-
ness and economic progress im-
portant to the Negro's future,
The National Board, in recogni-
tion of currept attempts to as-
sure full citizenship to all people
reaffirmed its faith in democracy
by passing the following resolu-
tions; to support legislation which
extends opportunity for free ex-
pression and which safeguards
the rights and freedoms of all
people; to support legislative
measures which extend full civil
and human rights, and which
makes equal educational and em-
ployment opportuniiies available
to all citizens without discrim-
ination as to race, creed, color or
national origin.
The Board also adopted "Meet-
ing the Challenges of a Changing
Society" as its theme for the 19t7
Convention, which meets in New
Orleans, Louisiana August 10-14.
Many courtesies were extended
Board members during their stay
in the city. A "Fellowship Hour"
with members of Alpha Gamma,
Kappa and Gamma chapters; a
tour of embassies and attendance
at several receptions were among
the many social activities enjoyed
by the visitors.
MRS. FERGUSON
pointed by Bishop S. L. Greene,
presiding prelate of the Twelfth
Episcopal district, on his special
committee to bid Bishop and Mrs.
Sherman bon voyage, was accom-
panied to New Orleans by her
husband, George T. Ferguson,
prominent Oklahoma City busi-
nessman and president of the AME
Laymen's organization of the
Twelfth Episcopal district, and
President T, D. Alexander of
Shorter college, North Little Rock,
Ark.
While in New Orleans, Mr. and
Mrs. Ferguson were episcopal
residence guests of Bishop and
Mrs. R. R. Wright, jr. Many
courtesies were shown the visitors,
including a sight-seeing tour of
the Crescent City, a banquet and
a reception.
Mrs. Ferguson, who is majoring
in reljgious education at Okla-
homa City university, is an active
member of the executive hoard
of the AME church's Connectional
Youth Planning board.
VISITOR
Mrs. Ophelia Koonce of St.
Louis, Mo., spent several days in
the Windy City recently as the
guest of her mother, Mrs. Lester
E. Brown, and son, James, at
6738 S. Wentworth ave.
Her son has sgtent two years in
tbe Armed Services.
cast, fabulous specticles, and
man) new aiul astounding pro-
duction numbers, will be pre-
are Mesdames Ruth Bryant,
Mable Townsend, another hos-
tess; Madames Bernice Wehs•
ter. Orena Penn and Lela
Morgan Mrs. Virginia Fletch•
cr. wife of Rockford's promi-
nent chiropodist, Dr. R. H.
Fletcher, the fourth hostess
Nine Coeds
Get Degrees
GREENSBORO, N. C. — Nine
Bennett college seniors completed
their requirements for graduation
at the close of the first semester
on Saturday.
They are: Miss Carolyn Craw-
ford, Morristown, Tenn.; Thelma
Culbreth, New York, N. Y.; Queen
Famish, Roxboro; Helen Frances,
Lumberton; Shirley Moore, Ja-
maica, N. Y.; Sylvia Pretlow,
Rocky Mount; Catherine Willis,
Palatka, Fla.; a n d Mesdames
Jeanne S. Moore, Rich Square. and
Margaret Williams, Fernandina
Brach, Fla.
Degrees will be conferred upon
them on May 27 along with other
members of the class of 1957.
Philadelphia, Pa.; Ethel K.
Greene, Second Vice-President,
Alva Williams, Secretary, Chica-
go, Ill.; Charlie Mae Jones, Treas-
urer, Toledo, Ohio; A. Lucille
Reynolds, Director of Education,
Los Angeles. Calif.; Zenobia Ter-
ry, Dean of Pledgees, Atlanta,
Ga.; Dellgratia D. Allen, Journal-
ist, Pittsburgh, Pa.;
Bessie Coston, Northern Region-
al Director, Youngstown, Ohio;
Evelyn D. Wilkey, Eastern Re-
gional Director, Baltimore, Md.;
Oasie W. Mitchell, Southern Re-
gional Director, Birmingham, Ala.;
Maeme R. Brock, Western Re-
gional Director, Louisville, Ky.;
Members attending the Board Alvernon Tripp, Far Western Re-
meeting were: gional Director, SacrImento, Calif.
Lola M. Parker, Founder, Presi- Mrs. Alice P. Allen, Chairman
dent-Emeritus, Chicago, Ill.; Mar- National Projects, Birmingham,
ion H. Jackson, National Presi- Ala.; Montrose R. Frazier, Chair-
dent, Washington, D. C.; Flor- man Constitution Committee and
ence M. Hill, First Vice-President, Anna J. Steen, Legislative Chair-
Washington D. C.; man, Washington, D. C.
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JERRY'S SUNDRY
Drugs Sundries Cosmetics
Notions
554 SCOTT PH. CL. 2-9463
sented by Zeta Phi Beta so-
rority, Sunday night. March to
at 8:30 p. m., North Hall of
was not present when photo
was taken. (Crusader Pi&
lrshing Co. Photo by Sanford)
Ellis auditorium. This is the
thrillingly entertaining s h 0 w
you can't idlOtd to IlliSh! A
limited number of choice seat;
are still available from metn•
bens of the sorority.
Father And Son Banquet
Held At Lester School
Lester Elementary school cafe-
torium was the scene of an in-
teresting Father and Son Banquet
on Wednesday, Jan, 30, at which
time Rev. L. Mitttell, the guest
speaker, delivered an address on
"T h e Relationship of Fathers to
the Home, Community a n d
Schools."
Rev. Mitchell carefully outlined
the planning that is necessary for
these responsibilities in order to
instill desired principles in the
lives of children. Ile further dis-
cussed 10 points for achieveing
this end, among which were the
facts that a parent must have a
healthy and clean mind as well
as body; must be sincere, reli-
able, postive and understanding;
and should endeavor to find in-
Your favorite
rice...
NOW
in Nen / Modern
PACKAGES
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
6W5;Sot,, 1 1
Kansan On
Bennett
Faculty
GREENSBORO, N, C. — Addi-
tion of one new faculty member
was announced at Bennett college
as the second
on Mondaj,
Roger L. Askew, of Kansas City,
Kansas, has been added as an
instructor in drama and speech.
Mn. Askew, an A.B. from Fisk
university, earned his M.A. in
dramatic arts at Western Reserve
university in Cleveland, Ohio.
Three freshmen were accepted
for the second semester. They
are: Misses Alice Ingram, God-
ford, N. C.; Barbara Smith, At-
lantic City, N. J.; and Sylvia
Byrd, Clarksville, Delaware, Miss
Ingram is a sister of Miss
bare Ingrain who enrolled in
September and of Miss Lois In-
gram who was graduated last
year.
Seven former students have re-
turned to the campus They are:
Misses Bettye Alexander, senior,
of New York, S. Y ; Aneer Fai-
son, sophomore, of Dudley. N. C.;
Mildred Plowden, junior, of
Greensboro; Louise Pope, sopho•
more, of South Pittsburg. Tenn.;
Laura Rowe, junior, of Goldshorof
Julie Rivers, sophomore, of HiL
ton Head. S. C.; and Mrs. Juanita
.1. McCain, senior. of Charlotte.
terests and desires in ceder to
eliminate unfavorable environment
found outside the home.-
Despite inclement weather, a
reresentative number of fathers
and sons were present, including
Perkins Hilliard, Charles Tayld,
Clifton O'Neal, Walter Bull, Eu-
gene Parker, Matthew Boyland
and the chairman of the occas-
ion, Bennie Batts.
Mrs. Eddie 0. Rodgers, princi-
pal of the school, responded to
the address and welcomed t h e
guests to the school.
A delicious menu was prepared
by a committee of Lester l'TA,
headed by Mrs. Emma Trotter,
the president of the PTA.
Other members of the executive
committee present were M r s.
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1t,"9 the SAME natural
RICELAND RICE
that:s so easy to cook!
The Riceland Rice tn the new picture porrtogo to ilia SAME
natural Riceland Rice which has been the favorite of good cooks
for years.
Only the PACKAGE has been changed. The RICE is the
SAME easy-to-cook, guaranteed-fluffy Riceland Rice. Get yours
In t6 new, modern package todayl
DANGEROUS HOURS
PHILADELPHIA — Most cla1.
gerous period for accidents On
farms is from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. on
Saturdays a Pennsylvania survey
showed, and most mishaps occur-
red to younger workers and teen-
age boys.
South America provides the
largest foreign market for U.S.
motor vehicles.
Ruby Bull, Mrs. Carrie Hunter,
Mrs. Perkins Hilliard, Mrs. Ruth
Pegues :out Miss Birdie Lenoir.
J. F. DICKINSON, CO. Inc.
LOANS — MURANO
72 Union A 
Serving Memphis SO Year*
JA. 6-0341
SAME
R10E
NEW PACKAGE
GUARANTEE 
FLUFFY
Even a child can
cook RICELAND RICE
perfectly every lime!
As always, Riceland Rice Is the NATURAL perfect.
cooking rice. It's guaranteed fluffy!
As always, Riceland Rice is so easy to cool that even
a child can cook it perfectly every lima!
Get this SAME ! 12 dnotura. .sice.cm— kic. in its new
modern package today!
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Trip Through Hollywood Latest Bedroom Fad
DOROTHY DANDRIDGE Is picture is "Island In The Sun,"
alone but once again there's soon to hit movie theatres.
the "bedroom . Scene." The
Edna Muff
Comeback At 21
Unique, Popular
NEW YORK — When you hear
ef a performer making a come-
back in show business the mind
thinks of someone about 50 years
old, But singer Edna McGriff
first tasted fame and Success at
i7 and at 21 years old we find
her today making a comeback.
Five years ago her star rose
with her first song, "Heavenly
Father" which she wrote herself.
She was given a gold record be-
cause her tune sold a million
copies.
But two years ago misfortune
set in in the form of troubles with
her manager.
So she decided to temporary
I quit show business until contract
with him expired. In the mean-
time she married Leon Dixon, a
childhood sweetheart, and raised
a family.
But the theatrical hug started
biting her three months ago and
it led to Moe Gale's office, Moe,
'a theatrical agent, music publish-
er and personal manager was
starting his Gale record label and
needed a name, plus a good voice,
to kick it off.
Her first comeback appearance
will be at the Club Harlem in
Atlantic City, then Cleveland and
at Detroit's Flame Showbar.
THIS IS ONE of the exciting
scenes in the picture -Baby
Doll." discussed by Miss See
In her story on "bedroom anti
the movies." Carroll Baker
and Eli Wallach supply the
pose.
'Martin Luther'
Backers Hit TV
'Cancellation'
The Federal Communications
Commission was asked today to
hold a hearing to explore the
policy of WGN-TV in Chicago
"with respect to the broadcasting
HERE'S ANOTHER of what
Miss See refers to as "bed.,
rem scenes" with newcomer
Ronald Howard embracing
Julie London in "Mango."
so they sa
By AL MONROE
KIM BARTER, the cute num-
ber Chicago sent to Broadway,
currently slaying 'em at Detroit's
Club Elsino, is a reigning favo-
rite in Canada where she's ap-
peared OVER PAST SEVERAL
months. — DETROIT ALSO has
Chicago's Butterbeans and Susie
via the CLUB SENSATION. Beans
and Susie are set for several
months with spot in traveling show
awaiting summer season to hit the
one nighter trail. EDDIEMORAN,
new owner of Rahit Foot Slinistrel
show has told his new manager-
producer S. H. Dudley, jr, to
shoot the works signing top tal-
ent. SHOW WILL begin rehearsals
Mar. 20 'and start tour of Dixie
April 10. — IF YOU'RE an
artist and interested in traveling
write, Dudley or the owner at Post
Office box, 36, Monroe, La,
• • •
WHAT PRICE TV. Since Fats
Domino and Ivory Joe HunterThe letter to the FCC stated, kit television chain channelsCCNP Lauds P ix, Acting The action of WGN-TV in cancel- their popularity has mountedlingSt a rt itnheLuttehinercasstu suggests t thhea t film  BA!terrL
policy of the station is just the leis, Nat King Cole and severalIn 'Edge Of The City
NEW YORK — The motion pic- officers of the Coordinating Cour-
ture, "Edge Of The Citj. ' was cilfoar Negro PerformersTn
dockside drama stars Johntermed a first class portrayal of Cassavetes, Sidney Pottier andthe Negroes' role in a phase of Ruby Dee. Poitiers acting drew
American life by one of the top the praise.
Ted Heath Socks
Include Hits By
'Fats' Waller
Ted lleatn. tie I,ondon band- from his descriptive 'Londonleader who is on tour in this Suite.'
country has included in several
recordings tunes and styles el
American musicians.
Heath who hits Chicago's Ci‘ic
Opera House Friday. Feb. 15 with
Eddie Heywood and Al Hibbler
has long been a "Fats Waller
fan," he told reporters when he
arrived in this country. Among
his best discs is the 'Fats Waller
Album'. with original and inter-
esting arrangement of many of ,
the lovely compositions by the '
late Fats Waller, including items
Words Of the Wise
True eloquence, indeed, does
not consist in speech. It can-
not be brought from far Labor
and learning may toil for it,
but they will toil in vain.
Words and phrases may be
marshalled in every way, but
they cannot compaas It. It
must consist In the man, in
the subject, and in the occa-
sion. 
--(Daniel Webster)
of public controversial subjects."
The request was made on be-
half of the Action Committee for
Freedom of Religious Expression
through its Washington attorney,
Frank S Ketcham.
reverse of its representation to
the Commission in its last two
applications for renewal of li-
cense." 
W
John D Silvera, chairman of GN-TV has an application forthe actor s group, was high in a construction permit to go tohis praise of producer David Suss- full power pending before the Corn-kind and director Martin Ritt for mission and that, in its earliertechnical excellence and enlight- renewal applications, the Chicagoened production. He further television outlet stated, "Stationadded: "In keeping with the
steady rise of the Negro to first- 
WGN-TV believes that its listening
class status, "Edge Of The City." 
and viewing public is entitled to
hear all sides of each importantii indeed a revolution among public issue which confronts thatHollywood movies.
"Nowhere base I ever seen as Public." 
that shows Negroes in their every- 
Radio-TV News Clinicmuch integration on the screen
day roles as we see them in public.
It is hardly news that Negroes
have wholesome friendships with linots School of Journalism a n d 
Communications will be held May
whites, have happy family life and
might he willing to fight and die 25-26 at the University's Allertonfor those friends." Conference Center near Monticello.
"It just happens that this side The clinic will coincide with
of Negro life has never caught spring meeting of the 'I'Moisthe fancy of the movie
-makers. News Broadcasters association,
Porgy And Bess
Rocks Carnegie
The world and radio premiere of
George Gershuin's classic folk
opera "Porgy And Bess- in con-
cert version starring members of
the cast that trouped around the
world for two years was closing
colleen in WUB's fourth annual
Featival of Negro Music and
Deama at Carnegie Recital Hall
Saturday.
Featured singers were Leslie
SCOtt, Martha Flowers. Pauline
Phelps, Jae Attles and the George
URBANA-CHANIPAIGN. Ill, —
A radio-television news clinic
sponsored by the University of II-
McClain Chorale. Reginald Bean
and John Carter were twin piano
accompa nists. Production Was
staged by Lorenzo Fuller (who al-
ternated in the role of Sportin'
Life during the woild tour.
The first half of the two-hour
broadcast featured program of re.
citals by Margaret Tynet, Mil- '
lard Williams, Una IladleY. Pian-ist: the combo String Quartet:
Jonathan Kinsler. Vivian Scott.
and the George McClain Chorale.
CLYDE McPHATTER. like
other top artists finds his
"work" is not finished when
curtain is rung dnwn Here the
;amed Pied Piper of song is
shown signing autographs for
one of kis teenage fans while
attempting to get nut of the
Apollo theatre in silos Int*.
Worse vet, fni (hde's plans
to exit there were several
more waiting in line.
if 'Eel', ITena pH
iVIO 
orn? 
BiPllyEADRanL
others. — LEAVE IT TO Diu),
Gillespie to pull the unusual.
HE IS FEATURING a female
trumpet (of all Instruments)
player Melba Ligon who is sock-
sational. THE LOUIS have it.
Jordan and Armstrong are both
readying for tours across the
pond AROUND MID April that
will keep pair out of the States
for several weeks. AND WHAT
ABOUT the new Armstrong disc
album that will retail for $25?
— RING CROSBY'S SON now
In armed services Is listening
I. pre program time offers for
a TV show when his army days
are over. — GARY, IT IS said
has asked that Louis Satchmo
Armstrong be a regular partici-
pant on the program.
HOLLYWOOD RUMORS say
feelers have beeen sent out to
hot spot In blg town's village. —
COUNT BAsIE's suit against
Florida nightery for back pay
claimed brings to mind a like
"fight" here ip Chicago. —
CERTAIN SPOT OWNER is be-
ing threateened by union for
failure to pay up back salary due
a certain orkster. — QUITE
OFTEN small spots out-sport
themselies, by taking on attrac•
lions they cannot afford to pay.
— 'TIS PRACTICALLY certain
now that Harry Belafonte will
be gisen a TV show later this
season. — SHOW WILL major
in folk songs and calypso tunes.
PROMISED TELEVISION show
for summer replacement of
regular shows is starrer with
"Teenagers" and Fats Herniae
as headliners. IN ADDITION
the half hour program would
feature guest stars under Aland
Freed's wing.
Carmen McRae
On Robert Q
Radio Show
Popular recording star Carmen
McRae pays a visit to CB,s Sa•
dio's "Robert Q. Lewis Show"
Friday, Feb. 15 at 5:00-9:50 p.m.
EST.
Bedroom Scenes
Real Nuisance,
Reporter Finds
By HILDA SEE
The question being asked today
is what effect will television have
on moving picture production in
years to come. And Hollywood
itself is among those worried.
Some of the top producers are
showing a tendency to give hours
and hours of thought to the ques-
tion. Many have already started
doing something about the threat
to their long and fruitful hold on
the entertainment field.
They have combined, wherever ,
possible, with television's major
chains by agreeing to release
current films for use on TV
screens. In most such cases the
movie studios insure themselves
against possible decrease in reve-
nue by purchasing stock in TV.
In this way they are able to get
in on the total take from use of
the films on sponsored programs.
This of course is reverse action
on the part of Hollywood's brass.
When Hollywood made its first
major move toward progress
vaudeville was in power. Vaude-
ville managements Saw little dan-
ger in the arrival of celluloid en-
tertainment at the time. Their
argument was that people wanted
to see live performers, hear their
speaking voices and would never
go for such entertainment as films
on a mass scale. "Just a novelty
that can do no harm" some of the
top brass In the then powerful
theatre-chains said."
Along about 1925 a new idea,
and .a most colossal one was
horn. The talking pictures. This
cut in half the claims vaudeville
had against filmdom's chances for
conquest. In a short time the
whole boast was a washout. Merrill
theatres were doing thriving buil.
fleas and vaudeville was fast be.
coming shaky, Few of the money
hackers cared to risk money in
vaudeville houses and soon vaude-
ville was completely overshadow-
ed by film program.
But the money men of vaude-
ville weren't whipped entirely. In
fact a new idea Wa S born. The
money that had been backing
vaudeville would be channelled to
Hollywood and used to improve
picture making and likewise bring
back the revenue that had passed
with the end of straw hat 'lid
walking cane brigade. Today prac-
tically every major studio in Hol-
lywood is controlled by men who
received their start on Broadway
or in vaudeville. Few exceptions
are those "born" to Hollywood.
This group includes the stars of
I yesterday and hgih paid officials
the off springs of Hollywod pion-
eers. Now these same Broadway
importations are viewing television
as a serious threat to business
they once ran to for financial pro-
tection.
Making its move In the stretch
is nothing new to Hollywood. In
the past when business was threat-
ened the moguls came up with a
tonic that served the purpose
well. Usually it was a series of
pictures that the public wanted
but perhaps should not have been
given. It is common knowledge
that Al Jolson's "The Jazz Singer"
ignited the fire under the newly
arrived talkie. But when films
of a wronged father type ran the
gamut of the series, something
had to be done. The sometning
was spotlisliting the doings of
the Al Capone type gangster. With
this series Hollywood once again
saw its pockets bulging,
Today, even as film muguls
make their move in the direction
of cutting in cm the popularity
of TV, the latect major threat,
there are other and quicker gam-
bles on fire.
Think not? Then try and find
a maior film that is packing 'ens
in that does not major in bedroom
scenes. One of the current best
sellers is "Baby Doll " It is the
story of a young girl's romances
but top ac
-on in the film has to
do with bedrooms. The story is
interesting, acting fair, but neith-
er can boast contributing much
to film's boxoffice. Eliminate
"what" isn't said and the "food
for thought ' front the picture
"Baby Doll" and tilers would be
neither controvetsy or boxoffice
to talk about.
This is 'sut one of a series of
such films going around the na.
lion. It is likewise another in the
chain Hollywood has come up with
to end the "slow-down" and les-
sen the tension involved in wait-
ing for adjustment between films
and television programming. 
Jesse Belvin
Sets Pace On
Disc Parade
Jesse Belvin, one of the most
exciting singing personalities to
come along in many a moon has
taken time off for two weeks in
New York City to begin exploiting
two new sides on Modern records
Titled, "I Need You So", backed
up with "Senorita", an original by
Belvin, the record looks to break
big nationally as did his last re-
lease on Modern, "Let Me Love
You Tonight" and "Goodnight,
My. Love."
ilelvin has just completed dates
that book him to the Paramount in
Brooklyn, the Apollo in New York
and theatres in Washington and
Baltimore.
SidneyPoitier Gets Role
In 'Band Of Angels' Film
BATON ROUGE, I.a. — South•
ern university is still ringing in
the news this week in a Hollywood
setting as Sidney Poitier, veteran
Negro Actor flew in from London
via New York.
Niftier will play the much con-
tended role of Rau Ru in BAND
OF ANGEI-S, a civil-war-saga, be-interest Dorothy Dandridge in an ing filmed here.
out•of-eourt settlement of that two The announcement by Director
million dollar libel suit she's filed Roaul Walsh brought to a close
against Hep Magazine. — TISN'T the anticipation of Louisiana MU-EXACTLY surprising that the hit zens and general speculation as toparade disc "Teenage Love" be
longs to popular young singing
group, the Teenagers. — THE RE-
URN OF RoY Hamilton to the disc
row after being out with illness is
a pleasing earful of news. — THE
LATEST PACKAGE hitting the
byways starring Ted Heath, Al Hib-
bler, June Christy and Eddie Hey-
wood is socko. CHICAGO GETS
it via Civic Opera House, Friday
night. — "GIVE US BACK Steve"
is the national request as the
video show "Tonight" appears in
its new format. — LACK OF PER-
SONALITIES hurts the show and
plenty. — WITH CASTING due
soon for film version of "Take A
Giant Step" the producers are
searching frantically for a young-
ster "about 17" to play leading
juvenile lead. — CHICAGO, Do-
trnit and Cleveland are being can-
vassed, for the right youth.
• • •
JIMMY CARUTH who operat.
ed hot spots In St. Louis and New
York HAS BRANCHED OUT
with two places Since joining
sister Irene here ,n Chicago. —
HIS SPOTS "The Headquarters"
and "Main Event" are both en.
Pyles stem popularity. 
—
WILLIE BRYANT. back le New
Torii after successful radio, tele-
vision and night club stints in
Detroit is producing shown la
who would land the choice spot.
Two Southern University stu-
dents, Willie Bailey and William
Lloyd, both juniors, had been cast
for the role. The youngsters read
over parts of the script with Clark
Gable, the main star of the movie.
Even though neither of the two
contending students was chosen a
third youngster, James Thomas.
19 year old Sophomore and speech
major from Lake Charles. has
I been chosen as the stand•in for
'Poitier. The stand-in for the role
has been working with several
swamp scenes over the past few
I days.
Thomas was chosen over the
other two students because of his
close physical resemblance to
Poitier. This bit playing, which has
extended to a rather difficult job
requiring acting ability, will land
for Thomas a listing among the
Professional stand-ins.
He is a graduate of W. 0. Bos-
ton High School. Lake Charles and
is the son of Mrs. Jennie Doyle. 
EVERYTHINGTHEY DO ii-
cludes a song and here the
(lovers quartet serenades
hooking agent Tim Gale (seat-
ed) as they prepare to sign a,
longterm contract for his firm
to guide their theatrical ca-
reer Members of the famous
group includes. I to r.. mana.
ger Lou lirefets, Herold Lu•
cos, Hill Harris, William
Mitchell, Matthew Maftekor
and Harold Winley. They leave
shortly on a nation-wide toter
with a Big Show package,
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AGE ON BARRIER — A new
world has opened up to nun.
deeds of adults in Shelby
counts. For years and years
they had wanted to learn to
read and write. The big op.
portimity came last October
When WKNQ.TV launched a
literacy program, which Is a
Project of the Memphis Sec•
tion of the National ('ouncil of
Jewish Women. Today, some
500 adults of the county can
understand and communicate
with the written word. On
Feb. IC, more than 300 will
be honored for their achieve.
ment in graduation exercises.
In photo at top left is a lady
who the menthe ago could
not read and write. She sets-
ad the opportunity and as 3
result is a greater asset to
the community as a Olken.
The Florida Street school is
the setting fur the scene at
right, where since last Ode.
ber adult students has, been
learning to read and w Fit e
Age is no harrier for these
Slemphians who see the wls-
dont of being able to serNe
tnore fully in this atomic eta.
sirs. Ruby Gadison heads the
observer-reporter stall at t h a
school,
DEFEN10E5I 9 117 13
Will You Read This To
Those Who Can't Read
You ran read this, but someone
you know may not be able to.
Please read this to that person,
St. Andrews
Holds First
Conference
Top Seniors
Norfolk Ordered Selected At
To Desegregate Merry High
NORFOLK. V11,—(INS)-1 Norfolk federal judge
:iesterday ordered Norfolk schools desegregated next
September. 
JudgeWalter E. Hoffman blamed the state legisla-
ture for forcing his integration order. saying, "if it hadn't
been for what happened in Mc
special session, the Norfolk ad1001
board could have come in here
long ago with an acceptable plan."
He added:
"The legislature has made whip-
ping boys of the superintendents
and school boards."
POWER RULING
The judge referred to legislative
action last year which withdrew
all power to assign pupils from
City Congress
Meets Feb. 17
At Beulah3
 
The City Congress of the Bap-
tist church will meet at Beulah
Baptist church. Reverend W. C.
Holmes, minister, on Sunds3Y,
Feb. 17 at 3 p.m.
The March session will he held
with Greater First Baptist church,
Rev. W. C. Thomas, minister.
Topic for the Feb. 17 meeting
will be "MissiOnary Work as it
Relates to the,Total Program of
the Church". Mrs. R. J. Baskin
and Mrs. M. J. Owen are the
leaders.
Rev. B. L. Hooks, pastor of Mid.
die Baptist church, will deliver
the doctrinal address on "T h e
Geaee of Living".
Prof. E. L. Washburn is pro- lower court decisions on grounds
gram chairman. ithat Negro children involved had
local school officials and amend
ed the budget act to cut off state
funds to any localities that might
mix races for any reason.
He said there Was a direct con-
flict between leadership of t h a
state and judicial power of the
federal courts, but concluded, "I
can assure you that the desegrega-
tion order will have to be compiled
with."
Judge Hoffman offered the Nor-
folk school authorities the same
Option he gave Newport News, in
a similiar order, Monday.
"If you submit a plan for grad-
ual solution, then I'll approve it
because I have the utmost confi-
dence in every member of the
school board," the judge said.
The two actions stemmed from
suits brought by the NAACP for
quick integration.
On the same day the state of
Virginia appealed to the Supreme
Court from lower court decisions
ordering desegregation of schools
in Arlington and Charlottesville.
The two appeals, by Attorney
General J. Lindsey Almond, jr.,
are based partially on a conten-
tion that school boards a r e
agencies of the state, and that
the state may not be sued with-
out its consent—a point not raised
in earlier desegregation cases.
The appeals also challenge the
LIMA
or quality
ithout
questiOn
The cut of a suit ... the "line" of
a lamp ... the grain in the wood
of your favorite chair: in these
things, you want quality without
question. You seek the same
assurance in your favorite
beverage. That's why you ..
end men like you ... invariably
ask for Coca-Cola: the quality
leader in the beverage business!
MOYLE, IMP, AL111401111/ OP on COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY 50
COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF MEMPHIS. TNN.
•eas- ha POSTAKei ".d.-u.'.,. e 1036, Wit COCA-COLA COWAN*
Top honors among students of
the 1857 senior class at Merry
High in Jackson have been won
by 12 girls and two boys, accord-
ing to an announcement from
Principal C. N. Berry,
Connie Y. Lee, daughter of Mrs.
Lois Lee, 347 Liberty at., with an
average of 91.28, Was announced
as valedictorian.
She has been outstanding In N.
H. A, work, winning the district
and state quit contest four years,
parliamentarian for two years,
president one year. reporter and
voting delegate in Nashville. She
won a perfect attendance award
in grade nine, and participated
for two years in the ''Nite of
Plays". In grade 10 she was a
member of the student council,
served as section reporter in grade
11, participated in the senior
Christmas program, won the bi-
ology award and is serving on the
senior programcommittee.
CLASS SALUTATORIAN
Sandra A. Neilson, daughter of
Mr, and Mrs, Tehmistocles Neil-
son, 801 N. Hays ave. was named
as salutatorian with an average of
91.07. She is president of the N.
H. A., vice president of 12-3 home
room, student baud director, re-
porter and typist for Merry's Ga-
zette, the school paper and win-
ner of the biology award in grade
10.
Patricia Cunningham daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. John A, Cum.
ningham, 124 Jefferson st., with
an average of 90.85 was named
essayist. Her activities include
membership in the NHA for three
years, the student council in
grades nine and ten, home room
president for four years, partic-
ipant in the "Nile of Plays" in
grade 10 and is chairman of the
program committee for the senior
class.
Carmener Perpener, daughter
of Dr. and Mrs. J. 0. Perpencr,
913 E. Lane ave. with an aver-
age of 89.63 was named historian.
She was the vice president of the
!ninth grade class, served on the
student conned in grades nine and
10, a member of the NBA for
three years, won the history
award in grade 10, the Glee club
award in grade 11 of which she
has been a member for our
years, served as editor of Mer-
ry's Gasette. the school paper, for
Bid Sale Of
Surplus Set
At Mallory
A cotnpetitive bid sale on 49
lots of surplus and obsolete ma-
terial will he held at Mallory Air
Force Station Feb. 12-1C, it was
announced today by Maj. Joseph
McKeehen, disposal officer.
The items may be inspected be-
tween 8:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. on
those dates exclusive of helidayst
he said.
Included in the sale are auto,
motive parts, engine assemblies,
food preparation equipment, ster-
ilising pans, photoplates, electric
water coolers, bearings, furniture,
electrical and electronic equip-
ment components and other items.
Maj. McKeehen said that bid-
ders should enter the depot by
gate N. 2 on Bayliss it., pick up
bid slips at building 54102. and
deposit bids in boxes povided aft-
er inspecting the material.
Interested persons are invited to
contact the disposal office, GL. 8-
4411, extension 572, for further in-
formation.
not shown that they were qualified
for the transfers to white schools.
Almond's petition argues that
the applicants first must show
that they are qualified for the
schools they seek Its attend be-
fore they can contend that they
have been damaged.
In both the Arlington and
Charlottesville eases, district and
appeals courts ordered desegrega-
tion.
(V.) years, served es president of
her honieretim for three years,
won the "Voice of Democracy"
Contest in grade 11, was chosen
as "Miss Glee Club" in grade 11. thy (Stipa, 88.00, Lenz° Lee hal-
ts presently parliamentarian of er, 87.94; Ann J. Ballard, 87 85;
the senior class and has the hon. Kate F. Hursey, 87.67 John A.
or of wearing the crown of "Miss Davis, 87.63 and Alberta Brooks,
Merry High" for this school year. 87.0g.
Honorable mention went to La.
june Dishy. average 89 38; Effie
Hollis, 88.88, Ernie 61ase, g8.50;
Betty Jo McClellan, 88.25 Dore-
The First Quarterly c interenee
ft.r the year 1056-57, Was hell
Jan 2527 at St. Andrews A M. E.
church.
, The business session consisting
of reports of all departments of
the church . showed spiritual and
finaneisl prover's. The presiding
elder, Rev. I'. W. Dayle, With
generous In his praise for the work
being done by the church under
the leadership of the new pastor,
Dr. If. Ralph Jackson.
Mrs. Irma Reardon Was elect-
ed delegate to the District Con-
ference and Mrs. Odessa Cole-
men as alternate.
The Sunday School was conduct-
ed by the Supt. II. F. Patton. The
lesson was reviewed by Mrs. M.
II Todd  b,followedy remarks by
Rev, laeLyle,
was delivered hy the Presiding, U.S each year as result of fire
The sermon Sunday
111"ning' in farm b37ildinilegsr,seotnirgrednIte. recinerth:
this service the ACE sh^w•
League met with the president,
Miss Gloria Massey, presiding. The U. S. maintains about us
'the evening sermon was deliv- destroyers in the fleet of the Pa-
ered by the Presiding Elder. leak- compared with only 34
Mrs. Mary Gray, reporter. 1941.
Almost MO adults, iii Shelby
County hese learned to read and
write throngh WKNO Television.
Fill) thousand people in our coun-
ty can not read. Many of them
do not know there is a nay for
them to learn easily and quickly.
Won't you tell them about
WKNO's program, a protect at
Memphis Section of the Natio.-
al council of Jewish Woman?
Channel 10 Is offering two pl.*.
grams, Starting March 4, on
Monday., wednewlav, And Fri
days at 030 p.m. a basic court*
In Streamlined Reading will be
given. The fee Is Sloe for a
set of books. Too can register
from now until March 4, a4
WKNO or by mall to the eta-
lion. :Sid Jefferson. On Feb. It,
an advance course begins On
p.m. This course le for those
who have concluded I ourse I or
for those who can already read
but wish to improke. It Includos
simple arithtnefic. The fee for
this course Is !f2.06 to rover
reading and arithmetic books.
Register immediately at WKNO,
26/1 Jefferson, nr by mall.
R ECISTE It NOW ler the
course in which you're interested
or phone JA. 6-0826 for Informa-
tion,
is•
Viceroy has the
smoothest taste of all!
Only Viceroy
takes the
3 steps
that lead to
smoother
smoking! 1.0no0/54/
ROM the finest tobacco grown,
Viceroy selects only the Smooth
Flavor Leaf. Pilo other will do!
C I 9$7. 50.1 & WONtossa Tob.eso Cons,
Erito .cmoot4 SAbei- 3r?0,97i4
Each. Smooth Flavor Leaf is specialty
Deep-Cured, golden brown through
and through, for cxtra smoothness,
Only Viceroy smooths each puff
through 20,M/fibers made from pure
cellulose—soft, snow-white, natural,
•
1Semi-Pro Loop
Again Picks
Euless Hunt
Officers of the Semi-Pro Base-
ball League were named at last
week's meeting and plans were
discussed on the contemplated
name change that would protect
the future status of young play-
ers interested in their amateur
standing.
Actually the league Is amateur
but the title semi-pro has proved
confusing to a number of high
school and college athletes who de-
sire to play but are fearful they
may lose amateur status by be-
coming affiliated with the league.
Comm. J. D. Williams said he
hoped the name change would be
effected at an early date.
Approximately 33 men repre-
senting 18 teams were present
for the elections.
New officers are!
E. T. Hunt, president; Johnson
Saulsberry, vice president; Rob-
ert Shores, financial secretary; L
P. Pittman, recording secretary;
Arnett Hisch, treasurer; Russell
Eddins, chaplain Fulton Buggs,
assistant chaplain; Louis P.
Cross, sgt.-at-arms; Herman
Prude, commissioner of umpires;
Hosia Alexander, parliamentarian
and Sam Brown, public affairs.
Last season the league function-
ed with 26 teams and sponsors of
new teams are urged to register
immediately with the secretary.
Work on a season schedule will
soon be undertaken.
Gauze made of platinum-rhodi-
um alloy is the catalyst for pro-
duction of nitric acid, which is a
basic material in the explosives
industry.
her honor. Rev. J. R. Hall.
iburton is minister at Morn-
ing Star Baptist.
school and John W. Yarbrough
is coach.
ST. AUGUSTINE'S STATE
CHAMP held their annual
football banquet last week. at
Orleans hotel with Each (Red)
Cavette, an official of t h •
South Eastern conference, as
guest speaker. Lined up be.
hind some of the team and
Individual trophies the Thun-
derbolts captured this year
in wading undefeated through
the season, are the above let-
ter men. First row, left to
right, are David Bolden, Grant
Ward, Robert Atkins, Thomas
Donald, Willie J. Denton, Wil-
lie Garrett, Stephen Boone,
Sam Walker and Thomas
'4,04 • 404 ,
Lawshe. Second ring„ yepding
from left: John .John
By as, Charles HoJe-
web Brown, George-liesieke,
Allen Stiles and 011a:..gittla,
W. P. Porter is beltr60111Th at
St. Augustine. (Withers Photo)
We come *Ambassadors of Goo
100%
WRONG
CLUB
AMBASSADORS OF GOOD-
WILL CITED — A parade of
outstanding young athletes,
coaches and others associated
with sports were honored in
Atlanta last Friday evening
on the occasion of The 190 Per
Cent Wrong club's 22nd annu-
al All-Sports Jamboree. Above
ere seen some of the partici-
pants in the star - studded
event. At top table, left to
right, are Marion E. Jackson,
sports editor, Atlanta Daily
World; Olympic champion
Mildred McDaniel; A. L.
Thompson, club president; At.
!ante Alderman Douglas
Wood, Pitman Mesa H. Ken-
dra, standing; Dr. Rufus E.
Clement, toastmaster a n d
president of Atlanta univer-
sity; C. A. Scott, Atlanta Daily
World publisher; and Charles
W. Greene, public relations di-
rector, Atlanta Life Insurance
company. In foreground are
"Coach of the Year", Reward
Gentry, Tennessee A. aed R.
State university, aid ?rails
Robinson, Cincinnati Redlegi,
National League's "Rookie Id
the Year". The cocii-Osia 4,.
and the Atlanta Life tem-
ance co. cooperate with. the
Atlanta Daily World—MAIM
sponsorship of the AlTdrif.'-`"
Book Tells How To Find Prof. Hunt Is Honored
Hidden Student Talent
Club Named For
Former Leader
A .group of laymen have form-
ed a C. B. Powell Christian-Fel-
lowship club in honor of the late
C. B. Powell, who for eight years
served as president of the South
Memphis district.
Any member in good standing
in his or her church, no matter
the denomination may become a
member.
Purposes of the organization are
to foster and perpetuate a one-
hundred percent Christianity, to
make right the master of might,
to promote peace and goodwill
on earth, to help the needy and
those who are in distress and to
work to bring sinners to Christ.
\ Leaders. of the movement areClarence Co., chairman; ChesterJeans, vice chairman; J. L.Cartwright, jr., secretary; Prof.T. J. Toney, parliamentarian and
A. E. McIntyre, reporter..
Much has been said and writ-
ten in recent years about Ameri-
ca's wealth of undiscovered stu-
dent talent, its hidden and under-
trained manpower; Little has been
done to find and develop it.
Now, for the first time, a work..
ing plan has been outlined in
"Blueprint For Talent Searching"
— America's Hidden Manpower,
written by Richard L. Plaut, ex-
ecutive vice-chairman of the Na-
tional Scholarship Service and
Fond for Negro Students, pub-
lished Feb. 12.
The publication and distribution
of the book to leaders in educa-
tion, government, industry and la-
bor have been made possible by
a grant from the Fund for the Ad-
vancement of Education of t h e
Ford Foundation.
"Blueprint" offers a seven point
program which will enable local
commtrities themselves to spot
and encourage those talented chil-
dren, among the millions of de-
prived youngsters, who constitute
"our most valuable human re-
source."
New Sponsor 
Prof. Blair T. Hunt, distinguish-
ed pastor, educator and civic
leader, was honored Sunday, Feb.
3, on WLOK's documentary se-
ries, "Meet The Leader".
Interviewed by Richard Cole,
Prof. Hunt discussed some of the
high points of his busy career.
He is pastor, of the Mississippi
Boulevard Christian church, prin-
cipal of Booker T. Washington
High school, and chairman of the
board of directors of the Abe
Scharff YMCA.
Prof. Hunt has been the recip-
ient of many awards and plaques
for his outstanding service in sev-
eral fields. In 1947, he received
a plaque from the Negro Junior
award from A & I State univer-
sity in 1950, and two more-plaitizes
from his church, one in 1952 and
another in 1955. The letter award
was for 33 years of service as
pastor of. Mississippi• .Boidevag
Christian church. •
Cl Insurance
Interest Taxable
Interest earned on GI life in-
surance dividends left on deposit
with teterans Administration no
longer is tax free
The Internal Revenue Service
has ruled that the interest sc.'
cumulations now are taxable and
should be reported on 1956 Fed-
eral income tax returns as such,
VA said.
LOANS
AUTOS - FURNITURE
EQUIPMENT
There is • meson 'voll;:rpeeple
like to Jo business wills ys. It
is our prompt, friendirmiamtee.
courteous treatment and *mire
to help you.
Open Thursday and Ftaryagersts.
Until 8 P. W..=
Cloeed ell ea, leerigge:,..
FINANCE C I. ••••• .
152 MADISOPI4VC
Phone J A. 5.1c4C,'
Home Owned Horn.. enitellIpd
Session's GOLOCRAFT Peanut Butter
New Broadcast Time . . . . . . 2 p. m. Sundays
for PLATTER PARTY — KOK — 1480
Get Session's Goldcraft
PEANUT
BUTTER
14 IT-.ST!! 1 194;11t,
Rosenwald Bearcats
Split* Double-Header
"Coach Leoltrisd L. Roebuck's
Rosenwald Hie"h. school basketball
teams split a fast double header
with New Albany last Wednesday
County
NEWS
We regret the pasting of Rev.
D. S. Turner, of Henning, Tenn.
On Wednesday morning about 11
1.m. Feb. 6. Funeral Was conduct.
h& at Elcanaaa Baptist church,
Sunday, Feb. 10. Funeralized hi
Rev. Wm. Burrows, pastor Elam
baptist church, Durhamville. Alex
Graham Funeral Home in charge.
Rev. Tamer was well known
and respected in his community
as a christian. After moving, Rev.
Turner never did move his mem-
bership from Elaanaan but woe-
Shipped at Elam Durhamville reg-
ularly. He served as an assistant
pastor at Cane Ridge and Elea-
naan at different times, reported
Mrs. Sallie Mae Bonds, his daugh-
ter. He also worked as a barber
until his health began to fail hint.
Rev. Turner left a wife, Mrs. La-
dud Turner, of Henning, Tenn.; a
daughter, Airs. Sallie Mae Bonds,
Henning; one step
-daughter, Mrs,
Ruth Lovelace, Bakersville, Cal.;
ton-in-law, Fred Bond, Henning;
two brothers, Carl Turner of Er-
/ ansville, Ind., and Dan Turner,
Lauderdale county two sisters,
Mrs. Annie Parker a n d Mrs. H.
Parr, Lauderdale county; four
grandchildren, Willie Loll Bonds,
Fred Bonds, jr., Steve Bonds and
Athalena Bonds, other relatives
and many friends,
Nathaniel Lodge number 216 had
'a fellowship patty Thursday night,
Feb. 7 at the •Lodge hall. S. I
worshipful master, called
tsformal opening and conducted a
abort business sesition before be.
tug served hot ffsh, slaw, French
trild potatoes,- bread, coffee and
haired drinks. Walter Wilson did
excellent job .of frying the fish
PM preparing the dinner.
If anyone had been crowned king
41 the fish
-eaters, D. C. Johntoit
no doubt would have, won, with
George Co., James Baltimore
led L, 0. Gillespie running a
close second, along with a few
'women or sisters who were meet-
ing downstairs were aso served
• • 'healthy helping. Their names
Will not be released at this time.
• • •
.31oraing Star Baptist church un-
der the leadersIgp of Mrs. Einort
Hill and Mrs. (tiodis Wright cel-
ebrated an heat program Sun-
day afternoon Ai honor of Mrs.
Ellie Rucker, the widow of the
_ _
late Clarence Rucker, who for 30
years or more rendered service
to the church in such a christiais
like spirit. She first served as sec.
retary. She has served as choir
director for 30 years. She is di.
rector of BTU: theme of the pro-
gram, "Watch Your Fruit As It
Has Developed'; ,
The program was planned as a
surprise to 'Mrs. Rucker since Feb.
5 was her birthday.
The following program was pre-
:seated: Devotion Bros. George
: Coe, Eugene Jackson and Willie
: B. Walker. Song — Jesus Savior
".._Pilot Me — ;401f; Your Spin-
Green Thumb. Elnora Hill;
, Trio "To
-day" Mrs. Name Sulli-
van, Glardes Wright and Decator
• Johnson; "What you have meant
to me" M r s. Giardes Wright;
Duet, D. C. Johnson and Mrs.
Glardes Wright; "The Unclouded
Day", choir; remarks, Mrs. Eliz-
za Jackson; song ''Something With
in", choir Reading — Mrs. Sam-
• flue Ella Beard, "Pioneer W i t-
om", Mrs. Anna Campbell, song
"God Shall Wipe All T ears
Away" — choir, offering presen-
tation of gifts — Mrs. A. B. Clay,
remarks and benediction by pas-
tor. Rev. J. R. Halliburton.
Durhamville Consolidated school
was host to the Elementary In-
vitational tournament of which the
following schools participated: Fu-
ture City, Dyersburg, Tenn.; J.
W. Scott, principal and coach;
Center, Tipton county, Dudley
Baskerville. principal and coach;
Saddler. Tipton county, Thomas
Pettaway, principal and coach.
George Ellis. Nathan Horne. prin-
cipal, John W. Yarbrough, coach:
Palmer Turner, R. F. Jacox,
coach; Johnson Consolidated. W.
S. Taylor principal, Gildoni Lake
and Herbert Hardin coaches;
Durhamville .Consolidated, J. F.
Taylor. principal, Harold Winbush
and Richard M. Montgomery are
coaches. .
Mr. Taylor, principal Durham-
ville school, expressed words of
appreciation te the people for
their snpport and splendid coop-
eration which helped to make the
tournament a success and com-
mended the teams for their fine
spirit of sportsmanship and pre-
sented the following awards:
Boys teams — Johnson Consoli-
dated, fourth place; Saddler
school, third; Future City, second
and George Ellis, first.
Girls teams; Johnson Consoli-
dated, fourth; Center school,
third; George Ellis, second and
Derhamville school, first. It took
night with the girls losing the
opener38-32 and the Bearcats win-
ning the nightcap 55-51.
Adams won the high scorir
honors of the girls game with 19
points, Wade of New Albany close
ly followed with 1-points.
The Bearcats were led by for-
ward Claude Sistrunk, who con-
nected moat of his field goal at-
tempts to score 21 points and rush
his average to 22.1 points per
game. Jos Tunstall was runnerup
with 15 and James Hubbard add-
ed 14. Rosenwald worked up a
31-0 intermission score and strain-
ed New Albany's bench in the sec-
ond half.
The Beareata will play host to
the NCAO tournament Saturday,
Feb. IL
Zora Folley Beats
Howard Turner In 10
NEW YORK — (INS) — Roes
Tolley of Chandler, Ariz., the
ninth-ranking heavyweight, did his
reputation little good Monday
night as he took a unanimous de-
cision from Howard TurneK of
New York in a nationally-televised
10-rounder at St. Nicholas arena.
The bout was a dull one and
little damage was done by either
fighter. Fraley weghed 1901/2. 17
pounds less than his slow-footed
opponent.
The Chicago Red Cross Chapter
trained 58,347 persons in swim-
ming and life saving last year.
MRS. ELLIE RUCKER, left,
receiving presentation I r o in
Bars Anna B. Ciao, right,
GEORGE R. ELLIS school's
basketball team (girls) won
second place in the recent in-
vitational tournament at Dur-
bamville Consolidated school.
Kneeling are Betty Tinsley
Durhamville to stop the mighty '
Ellis girls team which rambled
in and ont of town until Durham-
ville cute them down.
H. Winbush has not picked
them, he has taken them in or-
der as they came, first came first
served. He has not only won all
the county genies but he has won
all games played' in and out of
county.
Palmer Turner split honors with
swan
GORILLA BROWN (shown) of St.
Louis, Mo., the national Golden
Gloves champion, will tangle with
Willie Browning, of Camden, Ark.
a heavyweight in the Veterans of
Foreign Wars pro-boxing card at
the Abe Scharff Branch YMCA on
Feb. 23 at 8 p.m. It will be the
feature eight-round boat of the
evening. In the other eight round-
er Jesse Bowdry of St. Louis, the
International Golden Gloves
champion will meet James Per-
cy Brown, a Memphis middle-
weight slugger. In addition there
will be several amateur tilts be-
tween boys trained by Roscoe
Williams. Singing and music wilt
be provided by the Montclairs.
Memphis' youngest rock and roll
group. The YMCA will be bene-
fited. Tickets are on sale for $1.20.
was honored for long service
at Morning Star Baptist
church during a celebration in
and Mae Tinsley, sister s.
Standing, left to right, are:
Zelma Butler, Dorothy Mose-
ly, Gloria Exum. Dorothy
Ealy and 011ie Nabors. Nath-
an Horne is principal of the
George Ellis Wednesday nit'
Feb. 6 at Palmer Turner by we,
ning the girls basketball game
a small margin but losing to th,
'boys by a large martin, exie
score unknown. Lauderdale H i
school, J. C. Brent, principal a--
Levi Moore and S. E. Moor ,
coaches, defeated Weakley Cour,
ty Training school of Martin, Tc,,
nessee.
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LEMOYNE'S 3•E'S
° Each week the "Freshman Stu-
dent Popularity Committee"
•brings to my attention the 3Fs
(five fabulous freshmen) of the
week on LeMoyne's campus. The
FSPC has not long been function-
• ing as such but to satisfy the
student majority the FSPC was
established.
The five young ladies and five
. young men listed below are in
, order as the FSPC tabulated
.' them.
so Leading the young ladies' pop-
..e. .ularity list this week is Miss
ss. Darnell Thomas, a very active
:::"...and talented young colleague, fol-
. ''"' ',.lowed closely by:
I. Naomi McAfee
,'  3. aWlter Mary Young
Geraldine McGray Free Moving
.i r ,4. Jean Arnold Lee
s
• The young men's list reads thus • a'
os ly:
•
I,
4 4 
1. Marvin Plunkett Knit C
2. Ben Ward
3. , Fred Campbell
1,,Z 4. Frank I.yles
quite a task,
i,:but even harder is rnsking it last.
.,..,g. watch each week for the Fab-
1 t, vulous Five.
staal, • • 4
11!;MAGICIANS USE "MAGIC"
* LeMoyne's Mad Magicians ter-
l' !minated the cage season with a
s brilliant and a majestic display
1: of magic.
. During the recent match be-
tween the Magicians and Xavier,
the Magicians' "B" team pine-
.1 ed the entire audience under an
1 Z illusive spell of magic. This de-
s• vice had not been previously used4,
..14 by the Magicians but it proved
'to be very, very effective (come-
s"
s 
daily for the opposing team).st
.s . I.eMoyne's inexperienced "B"s
a team left the bench at the last
•
s remaining moments of the game
1 ;and came forth on the basketball
:court only to make a frantic, ex.
:citing, jubilant, and humiliating
;display of underdeveloped skill
s 'This was the most exciting per
s 
-
i formance the team had exhibited
" :during the entire season.
' Although the "B" team remain-
on the court for only three
X.Minutes, the stores for the -visit.big team Wire practically du.
bled. Realizing his terrific error
A NEW MINISTER'S OR-
GANIZATION was formed
here on Jan. 2 known as the
Tri-State Ministerial Congress
and Council of Churches. rue.
pose of the organisation, head-
ed by Rev. W. H. T. Brew-
ster, is to advocate and pro-
mote a higher standard of min-
isterial ethics, mutual interest
and fellowship, and by stork
ing tegether prayerfully, con-
scientiously and consecrated-
ly, to create a gregter degree
of efficiency and dignity, that
will enhance the power and
prestige of the Christian Min-
istry, and a sacred recogni-
tion and resect for the pulpit
in these problematical times
Officers were installed on Jan.
21 at East Trigg Baptist
church. They are, in addition
to Rev. Brewster, Rev. M.
M. Morris, vice president . at•
large; W. P. Scott, original
president; A. E. Campbell,
treasurer and J. L. auricles.
secretary. Seated left to right:
Rev. E. L. Blair, Rev. G. W.
Dewey, Re‘. W. C. Jackson,
Rev. M. L. Scott, R e v. J. L.
Burkley, Rev. A. E. Camp-
bell, Rev, W. Herbert Brets•
titer. Rev. R. V. Lloyd, Rev.
J. W. Warlord, Rev. E. O.
White, Rev. W. H. Cox, Rev.
Wright. Standing: Rev, A. D.
Edmanson, Rev. R. I.. Tap-
pin, Rev. R. L. Milon, R e v.
Jake Terrell, Rev. T. J. West,
Rev. Robert Carter, Rev.
Moss, Rev. J. E. Moss, Rev.
T. .1. Denson, Rev. C. L. Ito-
ninon. Standing third row:
Rev. J. B. Bess. Rev. 0. C.
Brown, Rev. T. J. Flowers,
Rev. A. J. Jones, Rev. II.
Buggs, Rev. Paul Richmond,
Jr. Standing fourth row: Rev.
H. L. Lewis, Rev. John Golds-
by, Rev.W. L. Bites, Rev. H.
Breckenridge, Jr., R e v.
George Ballard, Rev. Samuel
Turner, Rev, Toni Armour,
Rev. W. M. Mitchell, Rev. L.
M. Miles. (Withers Photo)
alLeMoyne College
NEWS
+ By +
Benjamin J. Poindexter
• The age-old assumption that
eollege freshmen are tense and
socially inactive is gradually be-
ipg proven false by the present
freshman group. Several organi-
zations on campus now are be-
ing presided aver by members of
the freshman class and the orgs
as well as their leaders are pros.
ing themselves to be effective and
worthwhile.
.. This week we eulogize one such
organization: LeMoyneS4 Student
.1Shristian Fellowship. a group
whose actions arc signified in ita
title. This group is very signal-
asant in its purpose and can be
_very helpful to those who desire
to participate.
The officers of the group are
all very capable and sufficient
freshmen, namely: Pres. Willie
Thomas, Sect.-Treasurer, Dorothy
Stiles, Ass't. Sect. Rose Ward and
• - et hers.
Another profitable club is 112-
- log activated by Mrs! Roland. The
organization is called the "Pro-
iecters Club". The activities• of
the club thus far have been very
interesting as well as important.
'— The enrollment at pressnt is at
a state of equilibrium and no one
77 else can be admitted. However,
next semester some lucky "early.
birds" will be able to enroll.
Some of the present members
are Ben Ward, Blanchard Nesby,
Lavereno Montgomery, J a e s
Greer, Granville Neal. Benjamin
Poindexter and several young la•
"dies.
;
the enthusiastic coach immediate-
ly yanked the five "ballet danc-
ers" out of the game.
However, the team should be
commended for keeping that old
school spirit. They fought when the
chips were down, and they — well,
they fought when the chips were
down.
Good luck fellows, our hats are
eff to you. May you all live long,
prosper (and learn to play a lit
tie basketball.)
s s •
The crystal ball of cultural
events unveils a rare treat to the
students of LeMoync and the pub-
lic of surrounding areas, for in
the very near future — March
28 — one of the nation's greatest
Negro contraltos, Miss Marian
Anderson will be presented at C.
Arthur Bruce Hall.
C. A. Bruce Hall, although fill-
ed to its capacity during the cur-
rent performance of Miss Matti.
wilda Dobbs, is expected to en-
gulf an even lager assembly of
music lovers.
The students are anxiously look-
ing forward to witnessing this
spectacular event.
Miss Anderson has recently ap-
peared at Lane college, in Jack-
son, Tenn. She was also a guest
vocalist at the inaugural cere-
monies of President Eisenhower.
We all welcome her to our cam-
pus with humility and great anxi-
ety.
ALPI1AS' DANCE SOON
The Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity,
throwing a dance in honor of the
frat's sweetheart, Miss Mar y
Cole (freshman). The festivities
Will be on Friday night, Feb. 15,
at Curries, the famed Negro sup-
per club.
MISS MARY CROCKETT
A well known figure in the
freshman class, has been on the
verge of being unpleasantly pub-
licized. However, the press is not
heartless and Miss Crockett will
be given a reprieve if she prom-
ises to partake in no more de-
preciative action against t h
press.
IT'S UP TO YOU, MISS CROC-
KETT.
• For Teens
5. James M. Greer
'To be popular is
New Method
Set For Long
Distance Calls
A new method of handling in.
completed long distance telephone
calls has been adopted by South-
ern Bell Telephone company.
Roy Freeman, division corn
mercial superintendent in Mem-
phis, said the new procedure is
this. If the called party is not
reached when the call is placed,
then the calling party is given ti-.s
choice of having the operator can-
tinue trying the call or of plac-
ing it himself later.
Mr. Freeman said this new
method was put into practice as
an added convenience for telc-
phone users.
"Some people prefer to initi-
ate each attempt on their calls,"
he said. "Others do not want in-
terruptions by an operator calling
to give reports on an incomplete('
call. Some have to leave their
telephone for several hours aft
Cr placing a call that has not
been completed. We think this
new calling method is the an-
swer.''
Ile added, however, if the call-
er wants to tslk to the called par-
ty as aeon as he can be reach-
ed, the operator will leave word
to be called. She. then will notify
the caller when the called party
reports he is ready to talk. '
"Long distance service is de-
signed to complete the customer's
call when he wants it, as he wants
it, and with the greatest possible
speed." Mr. Freeman said. "The
new way of handling incompleted
calls helps Southern Bell in that
objective."
NEW YORK — Feminine teen-
agers can look forward to a col-
orful and hip-swinging spring.
An informal New York showing
of knitted frocks for the hobby•sox
set reveals a trend toward even
more free-moving clothes in
stripes, checks and strong color
combinations
Ensembles are being designed
for easy wear, easy-care and easy-
on-the-eye appeal.
The wonderknit corp. presented
some striking examples of these
new trends in single dresses and
three-piece coordinates.
One ensemble called "sweet
sue" was striking in a vertical
striped, mock turtle neck, sleeve.
less blouson with a horizontal
striped band bottom.
This was accompanied by a vets
tical striped short and a matching
cardigan with a solid front panel
and gold buttons.
The new wonderknits, which
give a gal remarkable freedom of
movement, are non-shrinking, col-
or fast, need no ironing and yet
have plenty of contour control.
First cathode ray tube was de-
vised and built in 1897.
FRANK J. BRAUGI1ER, former
owner and founder of Dixie Rsal-
ty Company. 705 St. Paul Ave..
has joined the sales force of Saw-
yer Realty, Inc. effective Feb. 1,
1957. Mr. Braugher has been ac-
tive in the real estate field since
April, 1946. He was formerly
chairman of the board of direc-
tors of Delta Burial Corporation
of Marks, Mist. He has also been
associated with the Mammoth
Life and Accident Insurance co.
as under-writer and supervisor.
Your Keen Y-Teen Corner
The Y-Teens of the Vance Ave-
nue Branch YWCA have really
been in the public's eye this sea-
son. There are 28 Y-Teen clubs in
the city of !Memphis Negro schools.
Six of the clubs are Senior Y'
Teen clubs and the rest are Jun-
ior. These clubs have been organ-
ized since Oct. 1, since that time
activities °fall kinds have been
going on.
The year began with the open-
ing of a "Canteen for Teens" held
at the YWCA every Monday night
from 7 til 10. The "personality
PLUS" disc jockey from radio
station WLK, Ilunky Dory, was
present each week to spin the
platters anti lend a little chatter
to the Canteen. Boys and girls
both adored Hooky Dory. A mil-
lion thanks to a real civic mind-
ed citizen who gave his time and
talent to a very worthy cause —
our teen-agers!!
• • •
The Jiinior and Senior Y-Teens
observed World Fellowship Week
in November. They both sponsor-
ed affairs in order to raise mon-
ey to help YWCAs all over the
world. The Junior Y-Teens pre-
sented an "Oriental Taste Tea" at
which a girl from each club dress-
ed in some sort of oriental attire
— from Japanese kimonos to Cbi.
nese lounging p.j.'s. These girls
greeted the parents, relatives
and friends of Y-Teens attending
the tea. Others participated on the
talent program. Even the num-
bers on the program had an Ori-
ental atmosphere. Mrs. Ann Chow,
who was visiting the city while on
a tour of the U. S., was kind
enough to teach the audience a lit-
tle Hawaiian song and of all things
— how to do the hula!!!
Instead of something foreign, the
Senior Y-Teens went to the other
side of the globe and had some-
thing really American — an Ivy
League Hop! Everyone who came
was dressed in some form of "Ivy
League" attire — a skirt, pants,
INCREASE STORAGE
Cedar storage cabinets to pro-
tect furs and woolens can be in-
stalled in any number of unused
places in the home A two-by-two
framework, covered with aromatic
red cedar closet lining, can be
placed behind doors, in dead corn-
ers, beside and below windows,
across solid end walls, beside fire-
places and between rooms in the
form of dividers.
Replace a gouged-out work-
bench surface with Masonite Tem-
pered Presdwood, the material
used in industrial workbench tops.
A
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MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office. I am the REAL
MADAM BELL that stayed at the Mississippi
State Line for years. Look for a little long
white house and two big Aluminum house
• trailers and you will find MADAM BELL
there at ALL TIMES.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Have you lost faith
in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you in bad health?
Are you discouraged? If any of these are your problems,
come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. She will read
life to you just as she would read an open book. Tell you
why your Job or business is not a success. If you have failed
in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51, North of the way to Covington,
Tennessee Just four miles above Millington, one block below
Colony Niglit Club. Other-wise known as Turf Club. Look for
sign on left hand side of the road, coming out of Memphis in
Tipton County. Look for MADAM BELL HAND SIGN. 30 min
ides drive from Memphis, Tennessee to Madam Bell's Door.
Greyhound buses pass daily to and from Memphis, ask your
bus driver to put you off at Madam Bell's place. You Can
take the Millington bus and get off at the Post Office in Mil
'Ington and get a cab and tell them to drive you to MADAM
%ELL'S OFFICE. Show your cab driver the addresr
:OME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Readings Daily. Open on Sunday
I don't make any home calls or answer any letters Be sure
to look for the right sign and the right name.
cap, shoes, shirts, anything —just
as long as it was ivy league. The
boy and girl who were dressed
in the best-looking Ivy League
fashions were crowned Mr. and
Miss Ivy League. Miss Wilma
Wilson, of Hamilton High school.
who is a sophomore, a member
of the Student Council, and, of
course — a Y-Teen, was crowned
"Miss Ivy League' . Joseph Wat-
son who attends Melrose High
school, where he is a senior was
crowned "Mr Ivy League". He is
also a member of the Glee club,
the and the Boys' Courte-
sy club.
• • •
This fall season was really fill-
ed with various activities. Swim-
ming at LeMoyne college gymna-
sium went on during the fall and
winter months. James SI urles
Smith, a teacher at Lallose school
was the swimming instruct,g• —
and a very good one, too!! Ys
Teens learned how to swim, float
and dive in a clean, warm, safe
swimming pool. The swimming
class will resume this spring, so
if you wish to register for swim-
ming you must become a mem-
ber of the YWCA first!
During the Christmas season, the
Y-Teens showed that they could
play Santa in a big way. Ilyde
Park school Junior Y-Teens spon-
sored a Talent Show and the ad-
mission was an item of groceries
— canned goods, bread, fruit, etc.
The show went over so well that
the club had to present TWO
shows in one day!!! As a result,
THIRTY baskets were filled to
capacity. Hyde Park was not alone l
in its generosity, however. There
was another school which made
hearts happy at Christmastime.
Klondike Elementary school also
filled a number of baskets. Their
Y-Teens, along with the aid of the
community, contributed m a n y
baskets to people in the Klondike
community, Other school clubs
helped make Christmas merry in
various ways. THANKS A MIL-
LIN Y-TEENS!!
Who will be "King of Hearts"???
on Thursday, Feb. 14, the Senior
Y•Teens are presenting their An-
nual Sweetheart Ball at the Y. W.
C. A. on Vance ave. Each Y-Teen
club is to select a club sweetheart.
At the Sweetheart dance, a com-
mittee of girls from all the
schools will judge the sweethearts
and out of them will come the
"King of Hearts"!! Y-Teens are
looking forward to this affair and
so are the HisY boys of the Y. M.
C. A. clubs. There'll probably be
all kinds of red and white worn,
however, any color can be worn
as long as it's dressy.
Watch for news about Y-Teen
happenings and especially keep
watching for the "King of
Hearts".
Born At JohnGaston Hospital:
FEBRUARY 2, 1957
Claudia Marie Echols, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas H.
Echols, of 3226 Democrat rd.
Joe Hollins, jr., a son, to Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Hollins, of 711
Glanker
Shelia Rena Richmond, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Walter L.
Richmond, of 3024 McAdoo.
Anthony Fent. a son, to Mr.
and Mrs. Andrew Fent, of 1322
James.
Leslie Woodall, a son, to Mr.
and Mrs. Willie Woodall, of 465
Wicks rd.
Naomi Harris, a daughter, to
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie L. Harris,
of 3013 Calvert.
Leroy Washington, jr., a son,
to Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Washing-
ton, of 1701 Kansas.
Glenn Lydell Jones, a sun, to
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Jones, of 1843
Bismark.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
Payne, of 2143 Howell.
Irene Darnell Woodfork. a
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Tony
B. Woodfork, of 292 Ayers.
FEBRUARY 3, 1957
James Earmon Manna, jr., a
son, to Mr. and Mrs. James E.
Manna, of 234 Ayers.
Vanessa Lynn Wickfall,
daughter to Mr. and Mrs. Otis
Wicidall, of 2351 Vandale.
Carolyn Jean Crawford, a
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Leroy
Crawford, of 4880 Poplar.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
J. D. Drainc, of 502 Holmes rd.
Quineella Evans, a daughter,
Quinee Lee Evans, a son, (twin),
to Mr. and Mrs. Willie L. Evans,
of 1531 Patton.
Rmiald Gale Siggers, a son, to
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Siggers,
of 1068 Dunlap.
Marilyn Denise Thompson, a
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Cleo
Thompson, of 885 Bergin pl.
Franklin Renee Morris, a son,
to Mr. and Mrs. Clarence M. Mor-
ris, of 762 Hobart.
Constance Jcy Woods, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Lee J. Woods,
Of 1448 Wabash,
Sandra Fay Jones, a daughter,
to Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Jones, of
1511 Davis.
George Edward Jones. jr., a
son, to Mr. and Mrs. George E.
Jones, of 261 Dixie Mall,
Carol Denise Watkins, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Peter Wat-
kins. of 2623 Midland.
Derry Reno Douglas, a son, to
Mr. and Mrs. Willie G. Douglas,
of 1793 Blair Hunt dr.
Andrea Delores Todd, a daugh-
ter, to Mr.and Mrs. John Todd,
of 104 Dawes,
Morris Burnette, a son, to Mr.
and Mrs. Rannie Burnette, of
1510 Merlin.
February 4, 1957
Darry Lynn Burkley, a son,to
Mr. and Mrs. Carter Burkley, of
17 Farrow
Jawqueline Malec Paradise. a
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. James
N. Paradise, of 874 N. Second.
Willie Mae Williams, a daugh-
ter. to Mr. and Mrs. Robert L.
Williams, of 8 E. McLemore,
Manita Ann Walker, a daugh-
Israelis Refuse To
Quit Disputed Area
WASHINGTON — (INS)—Israel
told the United States Monday her
troops will remain in the Gaza
strip and the Gulf of Aqaba until
guarantees are given against
Egyptian aggression and the firm
stand won increasing support in
Congress.
OLDEST CAGE FOE
Notre Dame is Michigan State's
oldest basketball foe, having en-
gaged the Spartan cagers 72 times
since 1908.
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. John B. Wal-
ker, of 1402 Nichols
John Albert Nixon, je, a son.
to Mr. and Mrs. John A. Nixon,
of 488 Pontotoc.
Rickey Tenon Boyland, a son,
to Mr. and Mrs. John L. Boy-
land, of 1587 Orr.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Elmore
Perkins, of 852 Porter.
Richard Perry Maxwell, a son,
to Mr. and Mrs. Edward Maxwell.
of 1389 Horace.
William Shorn, jr.. a son, to
Mr. and Mrs. William Shurn, of
210 W. Norwood.
FEBRUIRY 5, 1957
Aaron Bernard Wilson, a son.
to Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Wilson, of
1873 Hunter.
Mable Josslee Nelson, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E.
Nelson, of 1479 Rayner.
Stanley Black, a son, to Mr.
and Mrs. David Black, of 1067 S.
Fourth.
Renea Stokes, a daughter, to
Mr. and Mrs. Percy G. Stokes,
of 1041 Woodlawn,
Rosetta Green. a daughter,
Roosevelt Green, a son, (twins),
to Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt Green
of 388 Flynn.
Sherian Lynn Purnell, p daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. George
Purnell, of 543 Williams
Andre Jerome Voss, a scn, to
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron C. yeas of
2171 Howell.
Derreck Lynn Matthews, a son,
to Mr. and Mrs. Ezell Matthews,
of 500 Tillman.
Jacquelyn Denise Travis, a
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Joe L.
Travis, of 91e Annie,
Janice Fay Brown, a daughter,
to Mr. and Mrs. James S. Brown,
of 652 Avers.
Bonnie Jean Oliver, a daughter,
1 to Mr. and Mrs. Joe N. Oliver,
of 267 E. Virginia.
FEBRUARY 8,1957
Louis Brown, a son, to Me. and
Mrs. Dannie Brown, of 3351 Walk-
er.
Debbie Jean . Washington, a
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Eddie
Washington, of 1039 Mississippi.
Jo Ann Bridgeforth, a danghs
ter. to Mr. and Mrs. Obis Bridge-
forth, of 1001 E. Person,
Larry Douglas Johnson, a son,
to Mr. and Mrs. Raney Johnson,
of 631 Nonconnah rd.
FEBRUARY 7, 1957
Louis Keith Brown, a son, to
Mr. and Mrs. Napoleon Brown,
of 234 Leath.
A son, to MT. and Mrs. Sammie.
Hill, of 142 Linden
Daniel Martin, a son, to Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Martin, of 1127 N.
Manassas,
Claudeth Seales, a son, to Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Scales, of 1176
Florida.
Dianne Delaney, a daughter, to
Mr. and Mrs. John Delaney, of
1602 Hanauer,
Sandra Marie Merriweather, a
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. An-
drew Meriweather, of 685 Polk.
Cecil David Moore, jr., a son, to
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil D. Moore, of
105 Sunset.
Edrita Yvett Nolen, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Edward No-
len, of 1547 Oriole,
Sharon Kay Jones, a daughter,
to Mr. and Mrs. William Jones,
of 4736 Dodd rd.
Herbert Lee Wallace, a son, to
INI—SIAlt DEMUR 1 Z
Sat., Fob, 16, 1957 I_ k.)
Mr. and MTS.' Cals in Wallace, of
1970 Kansas. •
Ewing Pilau, a son, to Mr
and Mrs. Ratfatt l'atton, of 800
Nonconnah.2 .!!'s
Hoy /lye Davis, a daughter,
to Mr. andsrit• Joseph Davis, of
1511 McMillan.;
Lee VauKhnIturd, a son, to Mr.
and Mrs. Relseet 'Hurd, of 261 Ok-
lahoma. !!'"'
Charles Murrell, jr., a son, to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Murrell, of
1641 Monteverde pl.
Reber' Elaine Payne, a daugh-
te, to Mr. and Mrs Willie Payne,
of 3012 t'alvert.
FEBRUARY 8, 1957
James L. Slacks, a son, to Mr.
and Mrs. Roy L. Slacks, of 1007
Texas.
A son; to Mr. and Mrs. Allonzie
Briggs, of1045 N. Second.
Eugene Otis Clark, Jr., a son,
to Mr. and Mrs. Eugene 0. Clark,
of 1371 Azalia.
Terence Bernard Morris, a son,
to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Morris.
of 938 Alaska,
Archie Anderson Ill, a son, to
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Anderson,
of 2383 Shasta.
Muriel Cathey, a daughter. to
Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt Cathey,
of 393 Pauline Circle W,
Doris Lynn Fain, a daughter, to
Mr. and Mrs. James Fain, of 945
Peach.
Linda Fey Sellers, a daughter,
to Mr. and Mrs. Lieutenant Sel-
lers, of 3504 Daggett Road.
Harry Stevenson Russell.a son,
to Mr. and Mrs. Otris Russell,
of 703 McKinley.
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
GRotiND P1005
STERICK BU'LDING
WHINI 1011l1 list sun,
17 PRNININflAt
Sat V 'Cl
IRONS REPAIRED
TOASTERS . LAMPS
VACUUM CLEANERS
RADIOS - PERCOLATORS
ALSO—
REBUILT VACUUM $ 95
CLEANERS  up
APPLIANCES, INC.
760 Union - IA. 7-2631
2268 Park Avo.-FA. 3-8507
Olson ',fights hos Parkin
NO FIXED DOWN PAYMENT
Tell Us What You Can Pay
Always 100 Clean Cars On Lot
'53 thru '56 MODELS
Low Bank Financing • Day or Night
ALSO
'46 Thru '52 MODELS
As Low As $50 Down
Notes As Low As
$5 to $10 Per Week
We Finance These Ourselves
C. B. SMITH MOTOR CO.
2586 POPLAR
Open 'Til 9 P.M. • FA. 4-5557
See LEE BAINE
For ADVICE and HELP ON ALL AFFAIRS OF LIFE
I CAN AND WILL HELP YOU! — Call For Information
NOW OPEN — JA. 6-2430 or EX. 7-4688
683 OLD MILLINGTON ROAD
MEMPHIS, TENN. OPEN DAILY AND SUNDAY
HOURS 9:30 A.M. to 7:30 P.M.
BLOCKS WEST OFF OF HIWAY 51, NEAR INTERNATIONAL
IARVESTER Plant, Fraysor, Cam., Memphis. Take Millington Naval
1asst Bus, get off at comer old Millington RI. and Ilkniastossn Rd.
lffic• opposite bus stop, LOOK FOR HAND SIGN? NOTICE! Colons.'
latrons may take adsantage of spatial 15c cut met of From. Cab
Co. from bus stop tar signal light in Frays's) to my office.
3 BLOCKS WEST OF HIWAY 51 NORTH.
16 TRI-STATE DEFENDERSat., Feb. 16, 1957
4
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NEWS
By TOMMY PARKER
A surprise birthday party was
given in honor of little Miss
Ruth Gammon, Of 1580 S. Belle-
vue, Memphis, Sunday, Feb. 3 at
the Name of her aunt, Mrs. Willie
D. Steinback, of 1242 Sardis.
Making this occasion possible
were her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Berry Gammon.
Ruth was all smiles when she
Sava the lovely beautiful heart-
shaped birthday cake given to her
by her dear mother. She receiv-
ed money and many more love-
ly gifts. She is also the niece of
Mr. and Mrs. John Gammon of
Marion, Ark, and is eight years
old, a- student at Hamilton High
school in Memphis. Guests includ-
ed her brother, Charles Gammon,
Lolita Young, Eric O'Kelley, Wer-
sa Ross, Naita Young, Lester
Ross, Marilyn and Belinda O'Kel-
ley. Special guest was Vernedia
Smith. All of Memphis.
Ice cream, cake, candy and
huts were served.
• • •
Phelix High school of Marion,
Ark., had their annual homecom-
ing last Tuesday sight, Feb, 5,
A large number of people were
out to watch the affair, The Phe-
lix Tigers defeated Tate school of
Mariville, Ark., scoring 34 to 25
by the juniors of Phelix. The girls
scored 10 to 3.
Phelix High senior boys won 51
to :39. Prof. Potts crowned t h e
homecoming queens. They are:
Miss Annie Jean Mabry, jun-
ior; Miss Mattie Mae Wave, sen-
ior. A beautiful radio was won
by Willie Davis of Jerico, Ark.
A Negro History week pro-
gram for the West Memphis com-
munity was slated with the fol-
lowing persons participating: In-
vocation, Rev. L. G. Moore; poem
by Willie M. Simpson; R e V.
Charles Burgs, guest speaker, in-
troduced by N. D. Morris. Music
furnished by spiritual special
choir, spiritual Jackson Horton
Russell special choir, Remarks,
Prof. L. S. Jackson.
• •
"A Card of Thanks — We want
to take this means to express
our thanks for the kindness and
sympathy shown to us during the
death of our loved one, Mrs. Mis-
souri White. Words cannot express
our thanks to our many friends
and neighbors. May God blesk
Missouri White, of 134 S. 12th st."
• • •
Saturday. Feb. 2 a surprise
birthday dinner was served in
honor of Miss Lora Mae Hunt.
Making this occasion possible
were Mr. and Mrs. George Jeffer-
son and Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Mc-
Istosh Guests were: Sammuel
McClure, Miss Shirley Vane e,
Joseph Washington, Miss Helen
H. Wellington, and Finest L
Holmes. Refreshments were serv-
ed.
Mr, and Mrs. Clarence Wright
of 409 N. 8th at., were happy to
have their little grandson Vin-
cene Wright, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Wright of Chicago, visit
them.
• • •
Death came suddenly at b e r
residence in Waverly, Ark., Jan.
28, to Mrs. Leona Leaks, mother
of Sam Pickett, James Joseph
and Leo Leaks, of Arkansas; sis-
ter of Mrs. Flonna Widfield, Ai-
leen Miller, Emma Payne, Grace
Morgan, Jonetta Mason, CI a Y
Baker and Willie Baker, all of
Memphis; Seven grandchildren.
Funeral services were held Sun-
day, Feb. 3 at the St. John AME
church, Waverly, Ark., with Rev.
E. Newson and Rev. M. L. Scott,
officiating. Burial in 15th ceme-
tery, Marion, Ark. Montague Fu-
neral Home was in charge.
• • •
Mrs. Bertha Porter has return-
ed home from her trip to Chica-
go and Detroit where she visited
her brother, Eddie Porter in De-
troit.
Crittenden County Couscil 411
club was held last Thursday-morn.
ing at the Negro extension office
in Marion, Ark. Robert Owens,
president presided over the meet-
ing. The Hulbert, McNeil and Phe-
lix 4H clubs were present. The
clubs decided they would have a
recreation hour each month be-
ginning the first Saturday i n
March from 3:30 to 5:30 p.m. at
the Phelix High school. Admis-
sion will be 15 cents for one and
25 sents for two,
Mrs. Vaughn explained during
the meeting that every 4-H club
member may use his or her iden-
tification card as admission to the
recreation hour. The members will
have to be at least 13 years of
age. This recreation hour will be
for 4H club members only.
The Negro Auxiliary of the Crit-
tenden County Memorial hospital
had their spaghetti dinner Mon-
day night at the Wonder High
school auditorium. Jeff Harris of
326 3. 18th won a beautiful heft.
spread. Mrs. Lewis Jon* sold Mr.
Harris tickets.
-
Dear Carlotta:
am 22 and all my life I have
had a hard time making friends.
I do not have any close friends,
and this is getting me down and
worrying me. What is the matter
with me? Worried.
Dear worried:
Your first problem is to prac-
tice forgetting yourself. Get out-
side of your retreating and intro-
verted personality. This won't be
easy. No personality change ever
is, but you can do it if you per-
severe. Always make it a point
to talk to other people about them-
selves. Be genuinely interested in
them and their interests. Concen-
trate on the adage: "To have
friends be friendly." Try to make
other people happy. Get so inter- '
ested in everything that you will
yourself become interesting. Read
personality books. There a r e
many on the market.
• • •
Dear Carlotta;
I am 14 and my mother expects
Inc to help her in the store after
-41*
school. My friends do not agree.
I find myself envious of them.
What do you advise? 16.
Dear IC: Never be envious of
stuff&I-shirt young people w h o
look down upon work. Real
friends would not advise you as
these so-called friends of yours
have done. Be proud of your hard
working mother and help h e r
gladly. Better get yourself a bet-
ter class of friends.
Words of the Wise
Anybody can become angry
7-that is easy; but to be angry
with the right person, and to
the right degree, and at the
right time, and for the right
purpose, and in the right way
—that is not within every-
body's power and is not easy.
—(Aristotle)
A")
•
WHO'S WHO STUDENTS at
Tennessee State university
from Memphis and West Ten-
nessee are, left to right: H.
Tenn. State
Has 30 In
Who's Who
William Young and Robert N.
Williams, front, of Memphis,
Second row: Clarence Branch,
jr., Huntington; Ernest
Rhodes, Whiteville; Anna E.
Bailey, Trenton; Beatrice D.
Brandon, Memphis, and Hoke
S. Glover, jr., Humboldt.
By MABLE B. CROOKS
NASHVILLE — When the 1956-
57 edition of Who's Who in Amer-
ican Colleges and Universities ap-
pears, Tennessee State universi-
ty will have 30 listed.
The selections were made from
more than 50 students nominated
by their areas of specialization on
the basis of their records at the
university in scholarship, educa-
tional and extra-curricular activi-
ties and their show of promise
of future success in their life's
work. According to the announce-
ment from Dr. Virginia S. Nya-
bongo, director of student person-
nel and guidance, the committee
on selections is made up of fac-
ulty and students representing a
a cross section of the university.
Usually this honor comes to sen-
iors however, occasionally out-
standing juniors are able to qua'.
ay. This year Tennessee Staie
has seven juniors, 21 seniors and
two graduate students qualifying.
TENNESSEE LEADS
Tennesseans led the group with
23 electees, with Texas, Kentucky,
New York. Florida, North Caroli-
na, Alabama and Virginia one
each. These students are; Miss
Anna E. Bailey, Trenton, Tenn.;
Miss Mary Jean Booth, Houston,
Texas; Miss Mexie Bowm a n,
Nashville, Tenn.; Clarence
Branch, Huntingdon, Tenn.: Miss
Beatrice D. Brandon, Memphis;
Miss Earlene Brown, Rockwood,
Tenn., Walter Caldwell, Pulaski,
Tenn.; Miss Fannie Caruthers,
Nashville, Tenn.; Miss Romona
Casselle, Williamsburg, Va.; Seb-
ree Crumbie, Paris, Ky.
Wilbert Davis, New York City;
Charles Dowell, Nashville, Term.;
Edna Mae Elliott, Clarksville,
Tenn.; Ross Fleming, Clarksville,
Tenn.; Hoke Glover, Humboldt,
Tenn.; Miss Berta A. Johnson,
Nashville, Term. Charles K I m-
brough, Nashville, Tenn.; Miss
Quinester Knox, Nashville, Tenn.;
Willie A. Magee, Nashville, Term.;
Miss Margaret Martin, Nash-
ville, Tenn.; Booker T. Poe, Sar-
asota, Fla.; Hollis Porter, Mur-
freesboro, N. C.; Ernest C.
Rhodes, Whiteville, Tenn. Cordell
Sloan, Nashville, Tenn.; Bennett
Smith, Florence, Ala.; William R.
Thompson, Nashville, Tenn., Rob-
ert X. Williams, Memphis, Tenn.;
Miss Dorothy Wood, Charleston,
Tenn.; Mrs. Pearl H. Vaughn,
Chattanooga, Tenn. and H. Wil-
liam Young, Memphis, Tenn.
THE
• WAY
With LEODA GAMMON
Salads —aiti color, texture and
flavor to meals. They also add im-
portant food m5trients. Cottage
cheese itself, you know, is a fine
source of quality protein.
Molded salads, easy to prepare
and serve, are especially good
when made with cottage cheese.
This golden cheese salad, can
serve equally well for luncheon,
dinner or supper. The molds used
can make it either simple for the
family or elaborate for company
fare. The garnish of greens and
golden orange sections will give
the finishing touch.
GOLDEN COTTAGE SALAD
1 package lemon gelatin
cups fresh orange juice
1 cup cottage cheese
watercress or lettuce
* • • • • • • • • • • • •••••••••
•
Recipe of the Week •.
•
4(0elea.keAteara, ••
•
PET MILK HOME ECONOMIST •
•
••••••••••••••••••••••
Tuna and spaghetti make a
rather different combination —but
an extremely delicious one —
when you serve them in GOLD-
EN TUNA SCALLOP, a bubbly-
hot one-dish meal topped with
red ripe tomatoes and melted
cheese.
Of course, in any dish like this
U. S. Sets Exams
For Supervisors
MILWAUKEE — The executive
secretary of the board of U S.
Civil Service Examiners for the
Department of Agriculture, 623 N.
Second st., in Milwaukee has an-
nounced that applications will be
accepted until further notice for
the position of administrative as-
sistant (District Supervisor) in the
Federal Crop Insurance corpora-
tion of the U. S. Department of
Agriculture.
The positions are in the States of
Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Michi•
gas, Ohio and Wisconsin. The du-
ties include explaining program
objectives and organizing and car-
rying out sales campaigns for crop
insurance and analyzing such op-
erations in various counties. The
entrance salaries range from
$4,525 to $5,440 a year.
A written examination is not re-
quired.
Forrest City & Madison Briefs
AY LOC/YEN/A CLARK
This is Negro History Week—
the time when we proudly pause
to study the achievements of our
people. Our schools and commu-
nity, are going all out in cele-
this month.
In observance of National Den-
tal Health Week, Dr. G. J. Haw-
kins, popular young dentist, was
invited to talk to the fourth grade
class of Stewart school. He also
demonstrated the value of form-
ing •good dental habits. Mrs. Wil-
ma Delaney is instructor
• • •
The Nacirema club met at tho
lovely home of Mr. and Mrs. M.
C. Jeffers recently. The host (club
president) and hostess served a
very delicious repast,
The Eureka club was entertain-
ed in its last meeting by Mrs.
Joseph Allen. A very profitable
meeting was held and a delicious
repast was served by the hostess.
Mrs. Etna Shannon is president.
The Semper Fidelis club m e t
last week with Miss Lucille Mc-
Call. Plans were completed for
Negro History Week activities.
Mrs. Robert Smith, president.
• • •
Rev, Leon R. Anderson of the
Board of Christian Education,
Presbyterian church U. S., Atlan-
ta, Ga., conducted a very inter-
esting three-day clinic on Chris-
tian Education at St,' Andrews
Presbyterian church last week.
Rev. Anderson delivered t h e
message on Sunday night. Rev.
R. J, Christmas is pastor.
The out-of-town relatives to at-
tend the funeral services of the
late W. J. Ankrum were: Miss
Violet Mae Ankrum, of Washing-
ton, D. C., Mrs. Oralene Wilson,
of Memphis, Mr. and Mrs. James
Ballou (Mrs. Ballou is formerly
Miss Emma Ankrum, daughter of
Mrs. T. E. Ankrum) Mrs. Tar-
lese Bell, her daughters, Thressa
and Claudette, and Edward Bell
Ankrum, all of Chicago.
•
Mr. and Mrs. B. F, Smith and
their little grandson along with
Johnny Davis and Bennie Lewis
,were victims of a recent automo-
bile accident en route here from
Memphis. All are reported im-
proving.
the flavor depends mainly on the
sauce. And the sauce used in
GOLDEN TUNA SCALLOP just
couldn't be bettsr: It's a blend of
cream of mushroom sone and
double-rich PET EVAPORATED
MILK that's mixed with the tuna
and spaghetti. Then the grated
cheese is added so that during
baking, it too becomes part of the
sauce.
Every serving .is choekful of
tuna — delicately flavored —and
extra rich in vital milk nour-
ishment. All of this makes GOLD-
EN TUNA SCALLLOP a wonder-
ful choice when you want to serve
a good hearty meal that's just a
little different!
GOLDEN TUNA SCALLOP
1-lb. can tomatoes
1 can cream ot mushroom soup
2.3 cup Pet Evaporated Milk
3 cups drained, cooked, broken
spaghetti
7-oz, can tuna, broken into pieces
2-3 cup grated, process American
cheese
Drain tomatoes well. Mix in a
2-quart bowl the soup and milk.
Stir in spaghetti, tuna and half
of the cheese. Pour ioto a greased
baking dish holding about 6 cups.
Arrange drained tomatoe around
the edge Sprinkle rest of cheese
over top. Bake in 350 oven (mod-
erate) about 20 minutes, or until
bubbly hot. Serve hot from the
dish. Makes 4 servings.
Phillips PTA To Hear Educator
Orange sections for garnish 4
Dissolve gelatin in hot orange
juice. Add Si cup of this mixtnre
to the cottage cheese and set
aside. Pour• remaining gelatin in
well buttered salad mold. Chill un-
td almost set, then spread cot-
tage cheese mixture on top. Chill
until very firm. Unmold on serv-
ing plate, garnish with watercress
or lettuce and orange sections
Serves 6 to 8. Serve with Cream
Mayonnaise.
CREAM MAYONNAISE
Whip 1-4 cup heavy cream un-
til stiff. Fold into ti cup mayon-
naise, mixing lightly. Pass at the
table.
This Is just the finishing touch
that is needed to make the gold-
en cottage cheese salad brighten
your meals.
Mrs. Annabel Prescott, teacher
in charge of the Committee on
Human relations for the Board of
Education, will speak to the Wen-
dell Phillips High School PTA,
Wednesday, Feb. 20, 1:30 p.m.
"Developing Good Human Rela-
tions" will be the topic for discus
sion at the meeting which will
be held in the social room of the
school, 244 E. Pershing Rd.
Mrs. Virginia F. Lewis is prin-
cipal; Mrs. Dio C. Howell, presi-
dent of the PTA.
The Chicago Red Cross Chap-
ter conducted 921 classes in first
aid last year and trained 24,810 in
first aid practices.
PALACE
CLOTHING
Home Owned
Home Operated
Since 1924
WD1
MEMPHIS AIM
1070 on your dial .4amo
4111EIEMNIII
• •
We were all distressed to re-
Polio Victim
Saves Son As
2 Die In Fire
ceive the terrifying news that a
truck had collided with one of
the Forrest City school buses on
Highway 70 last week, taking
the lives of two persons and in-
juring several others.
Our deepest sympathy goes to
the families of Rufus Duff, the
bus driver, and Willie Cain, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Allen Cain, who
were killed in the crash. Students
who were injured were: Curley
Leggett, Mae Ella Davenport, Da-
vid Lee Harper, Vernon Smith,
Katherine Cain, Gloria Harris,
Arlene Cain, Lucille Roby, Ben-
nie Lee Haynes, Carl B. Smith,
James Jefferson, Theo Moore,
Earl Alexander, John Arthur
Gaines, Lillian Rose Adams, John-
nie Greene, Columbus Hinton, Mil-
ton Jennings, J. T. Leggett, Ver-
Ion Shelby and Maxine Sanders.
We hope for them a speedy re-
covery. •
• • •
MILFORD, Conn.—(INS) 
— A
26
-year-old polio victim who learn-
ed to walk only two weeks ago,
rescued his f o u r
-year-old son
from their blazing Milford home
yesterday and then knelt sobbing
and helpless as his two smaller
children died in the flames.
Dennis Harrigan was found cry-
ing hysterically beside his two-
story seashore cottage where
Mary Ellen, two months, and Ke-
vin, two years, were trapped in
their beds on the upstairs porch.
Dennis Jr., the eldest child, who
was sleeping on the ground floor
with his parents was rescued a n d
uninjured.
Mrs. Harrigan, 23, tried to rush
into the converted summer cot-
tage, but was forcibly restrained
by neighbors.
We all mourn the pa$sing of
Mrs. Lizzie Reddman, a long time
citizen of Forrest City, whose fu-
neral was held in Marianna re-
cently.
Coeds Attend
1-Day Drama°
Clinic In S.C.
FAYETTEVILLE, N. C. — Th•
eleventh annual one - day drama
clinic sponsored by the North Car-
oline High School Drama Associa•
lion was held in the Seabrook au-
ditorium at the Fayetteville State
Teachers college on Saturday. At-
cording to Lois P. Turner, Direc-
tor of Dramatics of the host, insti-
tution, approximately 600 high
school students, directors of dra.
matics and principals from east.
ern North Carolina were in attend-
ance.
At the morning session John W.
Parker, chairman of the Area of
English gave remarks of wel-
come. Following discussion of
these films, Mary Bohanon, drama
critic from North Carolina college
at Durham, discussed the intrica-
cies of play selection.
A pound of cotton can be slot
into about 70 yards of fabric of
can be made into about 200 mike
of yarn.
BROILED HAM SLICE
Broil a thick slice of ham in the
usual method until browned on
one side. Turn and surround with
drained pineapple slices with a
small mound of green grapes in
the center of r ach. Finish broil-
ing and remove to a hot platter,
carefully arranging pineapple
rings around the ham.
•
Imagine!
Two Cars
...but only
..1.111L%
Qe=e'ir
MENNE
One Telephone! 
RESIDENCE
EXTENSIONS
Cost Less Than
44
a day
(plus a one-tinse
charge for color and
installation)
Two cars—fine. But only
one phone—not so fine.
Makes for a lot of tiring
room-to-room travel. The
modern trend is to have phones
handy in living, working and
sleeping areas ... phones in
smart decorator colors to mix
with or match any room decor.
Make yours a well-telephoned
home—with the right phones,
in the right places, in
the right colors.
To order, just call oar Harmers Office
or ask any installer-repairman you um
Southern Bell Telephone
and Telegraph Company
ssw•-$4,-•
tosseerw"
...Sn4617•1
1"ft'`-411er
nerr0=4:4„orf.al
-
IF YOU
CAN FIND A
BETTER
BOURBON
...BUY IT!
Out of Kentucky, the great bourbon country, comes the greatest
of them all, mellow, warmhearted, aged to perfection six full years
.:. Ancient Age. We challenge you to find a better bourbon. Ken-
tucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey • 6 Years Old 90 Proof • 4Ancient
Age Distilling Company, Frankfort, Kentucky
stied se bourbon
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